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I FOREWORD 

The precision of physical evidence and its presumed lack of bias and 
distortion compared to the testimony of witnesses has fascinated both the 
criminal justice community and the public, at least since Conan Doyle 
introduced us to Sherlock Holmes. Over the years, police have been urged 
by courts, blue-ribbon panels and the media' to adopt a more scientific 
approach to investigations and rely more on tangible clues than confessions 
of suspects or eyewitness accoun'is. 

The importance of crime laboratories has increasingly been recognized, 
particularly for the role they have played in a number of celebrated cases 
and in cases involving use of controlled substances. Nevertheless, there has 
been little systematic verification that the collection of physical evidence 
such as fingerprints, blood and fiber and related trace evidence aids 
significantly in the investigation of crimes and the successful prosecution 
of the offender. In a world of shrinking budgets, law enforcement 
executives face tough decisions about allocating their limited resources. 
Without evaluation of the impact crime laboratories have on criminal 
investigations, resources may be allocated to other functions such as patrol 
that have evidenced clearer contributions. 

In light of this sitUation, the National Institute of Justice is pleased to 
bring this report on the effects of scientific evidence on criminal 
investigations to the attention of law enforcement. The product of a 3-
year study by researchers at the Center for Research in Law and Justice at 
the University of illinois-Chicago Circle, the report indicates that 
scientific evidence can make a significant difference in criminal 
investigations. The information presented here sheds light on the effect of 
physical evidence collection and analysis on the investigation of various 
types of crimes, how clearance rates vary depending on whether physical 
evidence is collected, and the impact of physical evidence on the outcome 
of court cases. The report enhances the ability of law enforcement 
managers to make more informed decisions about the allocation of limited 
resources in both criminal investigations and crime laboratory operations. 

I would like to express the appreCiation of the National Institute of Justice 
to police and crime laboratory 'executives of the cities of Peoria, Chicago, 
Kansas City and Oakland who opened their organizations to the scrutiny of 
the research. Their commitment to increasing our understanding of 
policing has given criminal justice managers objective information to guide 
pol icy decisions. 

James K. Stewart 
Director i 
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A13STRACT 

The goals of this project are to describe the various uses of 
physical evidence in criminal investigations and to assess the 
effects of scientifically an'alyzed evidence on the solution of 
serious crimes and the apprehension and prosecution of offenders. 
The absence of empirical studies in this area, coupled with the 
rapid growth of crime laboratories over the past decade, make this 
a particularly timely and important research topic. Data have been 
collected from approximately 2,700 case investigations drawn randomly 
from police and laboratory files in four jurisdictions. 
Among the findings of the study are that rates of clearance for 
robberies and burglaries are significantly higher in investigations 
where physical evidence is examined, than in cases where it is not. 
Forensic evidence has its greatest effect in cases which traditionally 
have the lowest solution rates -- cases with suspects neither in 
custody nor identified at the outset of the investigation. Moreover, 
a significantly higher percentage of persons arrested for the crimes 
of burglary and robbery are convicted in cases with forensic evidence. 
The effects of scientific evidence on the clearance and prosecution 
of aggravated assault cases is less pronounced and, in many cases, 
not significantly different from cases where forensic evidence is 
not used. A number of recommendations, aimed principally at the 
patrol, detective, crime scene and crime laboratory functions, are 
presented. These recommendations, plus suggestions for future 
research, have the goal of focusing limited police and scientific 
resources on those investigations where physical evidence can make 
the greatest difference. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

The goals of this project are to describe the various uses of 

physical evidence in criminal investigations and to assess the effects 

of this scientifically analyzed evidence on the solution of crimes and 

the apprehension and prosecution of offenders. The absence of empirical 

studies on this topic, coupled with the rapid growth of crime laborator-

ies over the past decade, make this a particularly timely and important 

research topic. 

Prior research into this area has not adequately pinpointed the 

uses and effects of evidence for various reasons. Because physical 

evidence is examined in a small percentage of crimes investigated by the 

police, past studies have lacked the necessary statistical basis to form 

reliable conclusions. Researchers have also been faced with record 

keeping systems inadequate to permit measurement of the impact of scien-

tific evidence. Another proble~ repeatedly seen is the assumption that 

fingerprints are the only form of evidence registering an impact on 

cases. Finally, prior research tends not to differentiate laboratory 

analyzed evidence from other types of tangible evidence that may be 

collected in an investigation. 

Although the present project certainly does not answer all the 

unresolved questions about the value of physical evidence, it does 

provide new insights into the patterns found in the recovery of evidence 

from major crimes. This study also delineates the types of evidence 
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routinely routed to the laboratory for analysis and records the success 

of laboratories in answering the questions posed by investigators. Most 

important of all, this study documents the effects of the evidence on 

the outcome of cases. The central questions explored in ~he study are 

as follows: 

o What categories of physical evidence are 
collected from the scenes of major crimes 
and which types are most successful in 
linking offenders with these offenses? 

o Does the collection and examination of 
physical evidence have an appreciable effect 
on the clearances of criminal investigations? 

o How does the value of physical evidence 
compare with other types of information 
or strategies employed by detectives in 
investigating crimes? 

o What effect does physical evidence have on 
the quality of arrests, expressed in terms 
of the fraction of arrests which lead to 
conviction? 

o To what extent does the utility of physical 
evidence vary from one jurisdiction to 
another? 

o May guidelines be developed to assist crime 
scene technicians, detectives and criminalists 
in determining in whi~h types of of£en~es 
physical evidence is most likely to have the 
greatest payoff? 

Major Findings 

The rates of clearance for robberies and burglaries nre signifi-

cantly higher in investigations when physical evidence is collected and 

examined than in cases when it is not. Forensir. evidence has its great-
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est effect in cases which, traditionally, have the lowest solution 

rates--cases with suspects neither in custody nor identified at the 

preliminary investigation stage. Moreover, significantly more persons 

arrested for the crimes of bur.glary and robbery are convicted in cases 

with analyzed forensic evidence. Rape prosecutions also result in 

higher rates of conviction \~hen semen is identified or when other physi

cal evidence links the defendant with the victim. Conviction rates, in 

two of the jurisdictions studied, are significantly higher in homicide 

cases where physical evidence linking the offender with the crime is 

developed. The effect of evidence on the clearance and prosecution of 

aggravated assault cases is less pronounced and, in many situations, not 

significantly different from cases where scientific evidence is not 

used. 

Approach 

Approximately 1,600 investigations have been reviewed in which 

physical evidence was collected and examined and 1,100 cases where 

physical evidence was not used. Empirical data were collected in four 

jurisdictions: Peoria, Illinois; Chicago, Illinois; Kansas City, Mis-

souri', and Oakland, Cal.l.'forn.l.'a. Th "d' t' ese Jur.l.s .I.C .I.ons have been selected 

on the basis of size and geographical distribution, their different 

approaches to evidence retrieval and analysis, and their interest in 

exploring the research questions posed at the beginning of the project. 

The data have been collected from case files maintained by the 

respective police agencies, crime laboratories, prosecutor and court 

offices in the different jurisdictions. Data collection focuses on the 
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five principal investigative stages of serious crimes: the crime 

report, the preliminary investigation, the follow-up investigation, the 

collection and analysis of physical evidence, and the judicial outcome 

of the case. The physical evidence cases in the study have been selec

ted randomly from crime laboratory files, primarily from the offense 

categories of homicide, rape, aggravated assault, robbery, and burglary. 

The cases in the sample without physical evidence have been selected 

randomly from cases lacking physical evidence in the police files. 

These no evidence cases are confined to the crime categories of robbery, 

aggravated assault and burglary because of the high incidence of physi

cal evidence collected in the categories of homicide and rape. This 

sampling approach is used to attempt to isolate the effects of the 

scientific evidence alone on the results of these caseD. 

Characterizing Offenses in the Study Sample 

Following the introductory chapter and a brief summary of the 

literature on physical evidence and criminal investigations, Chapter III 

introduces the discussion of research results by first describing t.he 

proce~s which controls the recognition, collection and examination of 

physical evidence in the crime laboratory. In addition, descriptive 

information about the 1,600 physical evidence cases in the sample is 

presented and interjurisdictional differences noted. The model de

scribed begins with the commission of the crime, its report to the 

police and on through the preliminary and follow-up stages of the 

investigation. 
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The following incident variables subsequently are shown to affect 

the gathering of physical evidence: the time lapse between the 

dis~overy of the crime and its report to police; the extent of physical 

interaction between the offender and the scene or victim; the type of 

location where the crime occurred; the presence of witnesses and the 

identity and whereabouts of Guspects. One of the most significant 

characteristics of these investigations involving physical evidence is 

the high percentage of cases in which a suspect is in custody at the 

time the search for evidence takes place. Approximately one-half of the 

crimes in the Peoria and Oakland samples, one-third of the cases in 

Chicago and one-fifth of the cases in Kansas City have suspects in 

custody. 

Blood, hair, firearms and fingerprints are the forms of physical 

evidence most frequently collected and examined in the laboratory. 

Suspected semen is high on the list of physical evidence collected in 

sexual assault cases. Evidence submitted to the laboratory in burglary 

and property crimes usually falls into one of the trace evidence or 

toolmark catogories in addition to fingerprints. Evidence technicians 

and police officers specializing in crime scene processing are the 

principal collectors of this evidence. 

Most evidence is submitted to the laboratory for the purpose of 

establishing an association among offenders, victims, crime scenes, and 

instruments (weapons, tools). The primary objective of evidence submis

sions in rapes and arsons is to identify traces of suspected semen and 

volatile liquids, thereby helping to establish an element of the crime. 

Evidence is also submitted for the purpose of corroborating or refuting 

other information gathered by investigators from victims, witnesses and 
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suspects. Evidence often helps reconstruct how a crime actually 

occurred. 

The chapter concludes with a review of overall rates of nlearance, 

charging and conviction of offenders in physical evidence cases. Very 

high rates of clearance are found, ranging from 84~ of the cases in 

Oakland to 49~ of the cas,s reviewed in Kansas City. High rates of 

charging and conviction oe defendants are also the rule. There is a 

strong indication at this early stage of review and analysis that physi

cal evidence cases are quite special, if for no other reason than their 

success in surviving the nu,\nerous screening levels of the criminal 

justice system. The remainder of the report ~ttempts to explain the 

reasons for this success. 

Investi~ive Uses of Physical Evidence 

Chapter IV focuses on investigative uses of physical evidence by 

first reviewing the fraction of evidence collected from the field which 

is actually examined scientifically and various priority systems used by 

laboratories in deciding which cases will receive attention first. The 

nature of the crime, its seriousness, the perishability of the evidence, 

and the presence of suspects arc the primary factors taken into 

consideration. 

Several examples drawn from the files of the participating crime 

laboratories are included to illUstrate the results of laboratory test

ing of evidence and its value to these investigations. The results 

range from cases in which materials are simply identified or classified 

to those in which conclusive linkages are established between a suspect 
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and the crime. Included, alGo, is an illustration of physical evidence 

which helped to eXCUlpate a rape suspect. 

This chapter concludes with a discussion of the manner and speed 

with which results are conveyed to investigators. 

Laboratory Results 

Chapter V describes those characteristics of criminal incidents 

which help to explain the types and quantities of physical evidence 

collected. It summarizes statistically the primary reasons evidence is 

SUbmitted to the laboratory and the percentage of time evidence is 

slJccessful in associating or disassociating the o\ffender with the crime 

scene and/or victim. The chapter concludes with a discussion of sample 

cases in which ~ingerprints are the only form of evidence collected and 

examined. 

More violent personal crimes result in greater quantities of evi

dence being gathered than less serious offenses. In personal crimes, 

more evidence is gathered at the preliminary investigation when detec

tives have the poorest information about suspects. However, in property 

offenses, more evidence is gathered when suspects are in custody or 

imm~diately identified. Only a fraction of the evidence collected from 

the field is actually examined. A higher ratio of evidence collected in 

property crimes is examined than in personal crimes. 

The percentage of laboratory results leading to a statement of 

common origin (a match between two items of evidence) is highest in 

person~l crimes. On the other hand, physical evidence collected in 

property crimes is more likely to result in showing items of evidence 
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have a different or1g1n. ~ •• Peor1'~ has the greatest success in determining 

tho origin of firearms evidence, too1marks, fingerprints, and trace 

evidence. Oakland determines the origin of bloodstains and hair evi-

dence most frequently. Chicago and Kansas City have tho greatest suc

cess in identifying the presence of semen submitted in sexual assault 

cases. 

In personal crimes, firearms and fingerprints are the evidence 

categories which resolve the question of association most often. 

stains, on the other hand, have the poorest record for associating 

B10od-

and locations in throe of the four cities. Trace evidence persons 

(paint, glass and fibers) and toolmarks lead to the greutest success 1n • 

resolving the question of ~ssociation in property crimes. Fingerprints, 

in contrast to their usefulness in personal crimes, are much loss effec

tive in associating suspects and crime scenes in property crimes. 

The Role of Scientific Evidence in the C1earanc~ 
and Prosecution of Criminal Cases 

Chapter VI fDCuses on the rates of c earance, c arg1n 1 h · g and convic-

tion of cases in which physical evidence is collected and examined 

versus the sample of cases in which no physical evidence is gathered. 

Becaune the no evidence sample is, of nocessity, restricted to the crime 

t d assau lt and burglary/property crimes, categories of robbery, aggrava e 

w1'th physical evidence from these same crime categories are only eases 

included in this analysis. 

Examinati~fi of the cases reveals significant differences in ~he 

rates of clearance, charging, conviction, plea bargainirtg and aharge 

reduction. The differences are most pronounced in the crime categories 
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of rObbery and burglary. The rates of clearance for the cases with 

physical evidence are significantly higher in most cities while 

controlling for the presence of suspects, witnesses and speed with which 

crimes are reported to, or responded to, by tho police. 

cantly higher rates of conviction than cases without this evidence. The 

At the court level, cases with forensic evidence resu1~ in signifi-

the time; also, the physical evidence cases in which the laboratory 

cases with physical evidence tend to go to trial a higher percentage of 

reaches a common origin conclusion are more likely to be adjudicated at 

trial. Rates of dismissal are higher whon the laboratory results either 

disassociate or fail to associate tho defendant with the crime. 

Although it is not possible to compare the dispositions of hom-

icides, rapes and arsons using this eVidence/no evidence dichotomy, it 

is possible to look at their court dispositions while controlling for 

laboratory results. In the offense category of homicide, rates of 

differences are statistically significant only in Chicago and Oakland. 

or other evidence linking the suspect with the victim is found. But the 

of conviction are higher in all jurisdictions when semen is identified 

two juriSdictions (Kansas City and Oakland). In rape cases, the rates 

conviction arc higher in cases with common origin laboratory results in 

Est~mQting the Effects of Physical Evidence on Clearance 
and ConViction Using Log-Linear AnalYsis 

tion were investigated in Chapter VI while controlling ror the effects 

The marginal effects of physical eVidence on clearance and convic-

of other factors, Such as the identity of a SUSpect, presence of witnes

ses or citizen report/police response time. Typically, analyses are 
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made by calculating the clearance or conviction rate for cases with and 

without physical evidence with the control variables at specified 

levels. The question arises as to whether the lack of control for these 

other explanatory variables at the same time may cause the results to be 

misleading. 

Chapter VII reports on the results of a more sophisticated analysis 

to quantify and model the simultaneous, joint effects of physical evi-

dence and several other independent variables on selected dependent 

variables. Three models are presented which describe the effects of 

scientific evidence on clearance and conviction. The advantage of this 

approach is that the interactions and differential effects of physical 

evidence on the dependent variables (clearance and conviction) can be 

estimated that might otherwise go undetected. 

The results show that the effects of physical evidence on clearance 

and conviction depends upon the jurisdiction being discussed and the 

class of offense in which the evidence is examined. Generally, evidence 

has its greatest impact on clearance of robberies and burglaries in the 

jurisdictions of Peoria and Oakland. Moreover, the effects of physical 

evidence depends upon the presence or absence of witnesses and suspects 

at the tim~ the preliminary investigation is initiated. Scientific 

evidence has its greatest effect on clearance when suspects are not in 

custody or named and placed at the outset of the investigation. On the 

other hand, physical evidence has a higher association with clearance 

when witnesses are present. In assault cases physical evidence has its 

highest association with clearance when both suspects and witnesses are 

available at the time of the crime report. 
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The presence of physical evidence is associated with the greatest 

increase in odds for conviction in Kansas City, followed by Oakland, 

Peoria and Chicago. As in the previous examination of clearance odds, 

the analysis shows that it is necessary to control for both offense 

category and jurisdiction in estimating the effects of evidence on 

conviction. Evidence generally has its greatest effect on robberies and 

bUrglaries, but with a negligible effect on assaults (except for Kansas 

City). Upon contrasting the effects of common origin laboratory results 

with all other forms of laboratory results, it is found that only in the 

category of burglary do these more specific laboratory findings have an 

observable effect on increasing the odds for conviction. 

Conclusions, Recommendations and Future Research 

The final chapter of the report offers a number of policy rec

ommendations for police agencies and crim~ laboratories and suggests 

possible directions for future research. 

Policies for Improving the Use of Physical Evidence 

These policy recommendations are based on the findings of the 

current research and fall into six primary areas: 

Patrol Operations - Patrol units must not only fulfill their tradi-

tional re-liponsibilities of evidence ~·ecognition and crime scene preser

vation, but must also follow more e~plicit and systematic guidelines as 
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to when evidence technicians are to be called to the scenes of crimes 

and their responsibilities once technicians arrive. 

Crime Scene Operations - Technician units should be placed in the 

t '1 b t y In addition, technisame organizational unit as he crlme a ora or • 

, t' t' 1 and responsibilities should cians' crime scene and lnves lBa lve ro es 

be expanded and their incidental technical and evidence courier ac· 

tivities reduced. 

Criminal Investigations - Investigators should adopt more rational 

, 'd t' of potential physical evidence, in guidelines, includlng conSl era lon 

deciding if to investigate crimes. Investigators should recognize the 

value of physical evidence in making arrests which have a greater 

" , t' Detectives, also, must work probability for resultlng ln conV1C lons. 

more closely with crime laboratories in assigning priorities to cases 

submitted for analysis. 

Crime Laborator~ - Laboratories must take a more active role in 

developing policies guiding the investigation of crime scenes and the 

setting of priorities for the examination of cases in the laboratory. 

Laboratory managers must not allow the demand for examining high volume 

evidence categories to consume an inordinate portion of scientific 

resources, at the expense of cas~l.s where more detailed and time

consuming analyses are required. Laboratories must also adopt manage-

t to perml't an ongoing assessment of the impact of ment reporting sys ems 

physical evidence on case investigations and prosecutions. 
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Prosecution - Prosecutors should provide feedback to laboratories 

on the dispositions of all cases involving physical evidence. In order 

to improve communications one suggestion offered is to designate a 

forensic science rosource person in ~he prosecutor's office who can 

coordinate inquiries, investigations and overall liaison with the 

laboratory. 

Police Administration - The top level administration of the parent 

law enforcement agency should develop greater awareness and sensitivity 

to the needs of their crime scene search and laboratory operations. 

They must also see to it that well-defined and realistic policies are 

formulated and followed, to guide the search for, collection, and exam-

ination of physical evidence. They should also support the conduct of 

research in their laboratories and investigation units to assess the 

impact of physical evidence. 

Future Research 

Additional research is needed in the forensic science - criminal 

investigation area to develop more detailed evaluations of scientific 

services and their role in the investigation of cases. A prerequisite 

tor engaging in futUre research, though, is a laboratory-based case 

management reporting system. Such a system would permit laboratories to 

trace the flow and outcomes of cases in which physical evidence is 

examined. Only with such a system can laboratories begin to collect, in 

a cost-effective fashion, the necessary data for defining the contrib-

utiQn of evidence categories to the investigation of different crime 

categories. 
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two basic types of With a management reporting system in place, 

research are recommended: one quasi-experimental and the other expe-

, 'tal studies would entail making improve-rimcntal. The quasl-experlmen 

t ' a particular crime evidence utilization effor s ln ments or intensifying 

a geographical area of a city. category or, perhaps, The purp'ose would 

. the rates of clearance, arrest, chargbe to measure the differences ln 

, t 1 design would require that 't' f cases. The experlmen a ing and conV1C 10n 0 

Police be randomly assigned to experimental and cases reported to the 

control groups. cases would receive intensive crime The experimental 

h d eVl'dence evaluation Whl e e scene searc an '1 th control cases would 

all, or receive only routine processing. either not be examined at Such 

a design would permit researchers to isolate the effects of the physical 

analysis on the cases in.question in a far evidence and laboratory 

either the quasi-experimental controlled and rigorous fashion than 

design or tho archlval, , case records approach used in this study. 
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CHAPTER I 

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW 

Introduction 

Fifteen years have passed since the President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement and Administration of Justice (1967) published its report on 

crime and the American system of justice. This multi-volume report 

underscored many glaring deficiencies in the system and set into motion 

a massive federal program to strengthen law enforcement and to upgrade 

generally the quality of justice. Although the federal block grant 

program has been phased out, research in criminal jUstice, and the 

police area in particular, has continued to improve and to challenge 

long-held theories and assumptions about crime control policies. This 

"what works and what doesn't work" approach to research has sought to 

identify those agencies and programs which contribute to the goals of 

the justice system from those which do not. 

One area of law enforcement which has been studied and critiqued 

extensively in recent years is the criminal investigation function, 

Several studies (discussed in greater detail in the next chapter) have 

found that detectives are largely unsuccessful in solving crimes and 

that if a suspect is not in custody or identified at the preliminary 

investigation level, the chances for solution are extremely remote. A 

second area which has received far less attention concerns the contrib-

ution made by physical evidence to criminal investigations. This latter 

subject is the fucus 6£ this report. 
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This research is long overdue. Greater reliance on physical evi-

dence and scientific methods of inquiry by the police has been advocated 

by such a distinguished body as the United states Supreme Court in 

Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 488 -(1964). Similarly, the Police 

Task Force of the President's Crime Commission (1967) called for more 

resources to be devoted to physical evidence processing as did the 

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 

which recommended: 

Every state and every police agency should 
acknowledge the importance of efficient 
identification, collection, and preservation 
of physical evidence; its accurate and speedy 
analysis; and its proper presentation in 
criminal court proceedings. These are essen
tial to professional criminal investigation, 
increased clearance of cases and, ultimately, 
the reduction of crime •.• (1973:299). 

Spurred on by court decisions which restricted traditional police 

interrogation practices and the influx of federal funds (LEAA) , the 

number of state and local crime laboratories increased from about 100 in 

1968, to more than 250 in 1978 (Forensic Sciences Services, 1979). The 

increase in the nation's drug and alcohol abuse problem also served as 

an important stimulUS to the expansion of forensic laboratory services. 

Police departments also greatly expanded the size and scope of their 

crime scene investigation operations and placed added emphasis on evi-

dence recognition and collection training programs for recruit and 

inservice personnel. Despite this increase in resources and emphasis on 

professionalism, the literature has been practically void of evaluations 

of these scientific services. 

That forensic science and crime laboratories are of some intrinsic 

value to the police has neVer been questioned. An explanation of their 
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value howev 0 , er, lS usually anecdotal in nature. 
Worth of a crime laboratory 

Over the years, the 

hinged primarily upon 
to a police agency has 

performance in a handful of celebrated its 
cases. 

On the other hand, forensl'c scientis ts 

have practically unlimited Of d 
,1 un eveloped, 

investigators. 

believe their prOfession to 

potential to aid criminal 
The fact remain h 

s, owever, that most investigators do 
not look to the 1 b 

a oratory for help in deVeloping 
leads or the generat

ing of new suspects. 
Rather, they seek corroboration of a 

o suspect's 
lnvolvement with fingerprints 

or some other type of associative evi-
dence, or possibly the . ldentification 

value can be placed on 
of some type of contraband. What 

this corroborative evidence, 
pressed in such t 

and can it be ex-
erms as clearances, arrests 

or arrests leading to 
conviction? 

In response to these basic qUestions, 
the National Institute of 

Justice funded this 
project in the fall of 1979. 

Based on a grant to 
the Forensic S 0 Clences Foundation, with a 

subcontract to the UniVersity 
of Illinois, this project addressed 

the following questions: 
o What categories of h' 0 

collected f th P YSlcal eVldence are 

o 

o 

o 

rom e scenes of' . and which t maJor crlmes 
10 k , ypes are most SUccessful in 

ln lng offenders with these offenses? 

D~eso the co~lection and examination of 
P YSlcal eVldence h v . 
on the clearances of a e ~noappreclable effect 
" crlmlnal 
lnves bga t ions? 

How does the value of h' , 
compare with oth t P YS1C~1 eVldence 

o er ypes of lnformatio 
?r strt~teg~es em~loyed by detectives i~ 
lnves 19atlng Crlmes? 

What effect doe h 0 0 
the quality of s P YSlcal eVldence have on 
of the fract' ar~ests, expressed in terms 
conviction? lon 0 arrests which lead to 
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To what extent does the utility of physical 
evidence vary from one jurisdiction to 
another? 

May guidelines be developed to assist crime 
scene technicians, detectives and criminalists 
in determining in which types of offenses 
physical evidence is most likely to have the 
greatest payoff? 

Report Org~nization 

This report is intended principally for the chief executives and 

research administrators of police departments and crime laboratories; 

individuals who formulate policy and decide the level of resources to be 

allocated to the collection and analysis of physical evidence. This 

summary report is accompanied by a Technical Appendix which provides 

greater detail on the methods of data collection and statistical 

analyses presented in this report. Following n brief discussion of the 

research methods used in this project, the remainder of the report is 

divided into the following chapters: 

Chapter II 

Chapter III 

Summary of the Literature 

This chapter reviews the literature to date on 
the collection and analysis of physical evidence 
and its use in criminal investigations. 

Characterizing Cases in the Study Sample 

A description of the cases in the study sample 
and a review of the process in which physical 
evidence is collected, and submitted to 
laboratories for analysis. 

-4-

Chapter IV 

C'hapter V 

Chapter VI 

Chapter VII 

Chapter VIII 

Investigative Uses of Physical Evidence 

~ review.of th! types of investigative 
lnformatlon whlch may be derived from 
physical evidence, as illUstrated through 
several case studies. I 

Physical Evidence and Laboratory Results 

A di~cussion of t~e results of laboratory 
te~tlng of the prlmary categories of physical 
eVldence. 

Physical Evidence, Clearance and Conviction 
Conclusions and Recommendations 

A comparison of the rates of clearance and 
conviction of cases with and without physical 
evidence. 

Estimating the Effects of Physical Evidence Using Log 
Linear Analysis 

A mUltivariate analysis of cases employing clearance 
and conviction as response variables. 

Conclusions, Recommendations and Future Research 

A final summary chapter containing policy recommendations 
and suggestions for future res~arch. 
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tl.ethodOlogy 

nackgroun,Q, 

The purpose of this study is to 
describe the types of physical 

" 1 
mos t frenuently in crlmlna 

evidence used '1 

derl'ved from this evidence 

investigations, to summarize 

through scientific testing, 

the information 
this information on case outcome. 

and to estimate the effects of 
• 1 investigation have 

focused principally on 
Prior studies of crimlna 

the following: the activities 
Stratecies they employ 

of detectives; the 0 

Whl'ch cases to investigate; and 
the value of information 

in deciding d 
witnesses, informants, an 

h sources as victims, 
collected from sue t k 

1 evidence is a as 
the collection of physica 

departmental files. Since 
. have not treated 

most detectives. these stud1es 
no longer performed by 

eVl'd6 nce with any detail, 
Practically the only physical 

scientific ~ , t 
. tt ntion is fingerpr1n 5 

h ' h has rece1ved any a e 'd ce category w 1C 
eV1 en t 1 1975:84). Fin-

1973:66; and Greenwood, ea., 
(Greenberg, et al., 

h been shown to have 
, 1 value to the total only marg1na 

gerprints ave t 1% , suspects in abou 
investigated, identifYlng 

volume of crime routinely 
) At the individual case 

of b laryoffenses (Greenwood et al.,93 • 
urg 'b found to be significantly as-

however, fingerprlnts have een 
level, t 1 1973 and Eck, 

burglaries (Greenberg, ea., 
sociated with clearance of 

t 'nformation and witnesses 
1979) and rank with suspec 1 

as one of the 

capable of forecasting case outcome. 
leading factors t 

d 
't though fingerprints arc no 

1 b to ru stan pOln , ' From a crime a ora 3 

't ' the laboratory seldom , 'ty Scientls s ln 
usuallu given a high prlorl • 

3 • • this task 
, t development or comparl sons , 

devote much time to fingerprln 
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has boon assumed principallY by police identification units. 'The major 

evidence processing activities of contemporary crime laboratories are 

centered in the areas of serology (bloodstain and semen e~aminations), 

firearms and toolmarks, trace evidence (glassl paint and fibers), ac-

celorants and explooives, drugs and narcotics, and questioned documents. 

But since these evidential categories are used infrequently, when com-

pared with fingerprints or other testimonial evidence, little is known 

about their contribution to the apprehension of offenders or the 

clearance of cases. It is the value of these forms of physical evi-

dence, ones requiring scientific analysis, which is the focus of this 

study. 

All of the above factors were taken into consideration in the 

selection of the data collection approach used in this study. Data 

collection in the four sites spanned an eighteen month period from 

September 1980 to February 1982. Two different categories of cases Were 

chosen for examination, those that had physical evidence collected and 

examined, and those that did not. 

Ph~sical Evidence Cases - To answer the question of what contrib-

ution physical evidence makes in cases where it is collected and exam-

ined, a number of cases were to be reviewed where evidence was actually 

analyzed. The only practical way to achieve this goal was to make a 

random selection of cases from crime laboratory files where evidence had 

been examined. These cases were drawn principally from the crime cate-

gories of homicide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary and 

arson. (Only two laboratories routinely examined arson-related evidence 

during the period of this study.) 
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made not to sample cases where evidence was gathered A decision was 

but never examined. There were two primary reasons for this: firs t, 

the principal study obj~ctive was to determine the effects of physical 

l ' h d 'f in fact, the evidence evidence and this could only be accomp 15 e 1, 

was analyzed; and ~ second.t,y, a preliminary review of case files where 

evidence was collected but not examined revealed these cases seldom had 

suspects and were almost always suspended or closed for lack of informa-

tion. Such cases would tell us little about the value of the evidence. 

EV1'dence Cases - In order to attain the goal of deterNon-Physical 

th physl'cal evidence makes, a compa~ison sample mining what difference e 

of cases without physic~l $yidence was drawn. In this way the outcome 

of a variety of cases could be compared, controlling for the presence or 

absence of scientiflc eVl Gnce. , 'd The only maJ'or crime categories where 

bb ' aggravated assaults, and burg1arios this proved feasible Were ro erles, 

since it was found that some physical evidence was practically always 

collected in other offenses of interest, such as homicides and rapes. 

• f the outcome of cases with and without As a result, a comparlson 0 

'd could only be accomplished in these three crime physical eVl ence 

categories. 

Onco the cases were selected, the main police file on each incident 

was consulted. Thls flle con alne : ., t' d the initial police report; the 

detective's report(s); all follow-Up supplemental reports; statements 

taken from witnesses and suspects; the arrest report; crime scene 

d t These police files contained report; and other miscellaneous ocumen s. 

the primary information collected and analyzed during the study. 

'1 f ld was also reviewed for each case. The crime laboratory £1 e 0 er 

These files generally contained an evidence inventory record, the 
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examiner's work sheets and notes, photographs and the laboratory report 

itself. Occasionally notes of conversations between examiners and 

investigative or prosecutorial personnel were also included. 

In addition, prosecutor and/or court files were reviewed to deter

mine the jUdicial outcome of cases where one or more suspects had been 

arrested and officially charged. Up to three defendants were tracked 

for each offense. 

In total, approximately 1,600 cases with analyzed physical evid~nce 
and 1,100 cases without physical evidence were reviewed during the 

study. (See a summary of these cases in Tables I-I and 1-2). Thes~ 
offenses represent cases sampled randomly from among the major offenso 

categories in which evidence WQS routinely processed by the particular 

laboratory. In this way, the cases sampled reflect the major offenses 

handled by those laboratories while providing a SUfficient number of 

cases of similar offenso types to make inter jurisdictional comparisons. 

Two additional samples were also coll~cted. One which contained 

cases where onl~ fingerprints were examined, and another where sUspected 

contraband (drugs) was the only evidence collected. These cases will be 

treated individually in Chapters V and VI. 

Data Collection Instruments 

The physical Qvidence survey instrument addresses tho following 

fiVe stages of an investigation. 

Initial Crime Report - Information about the 
offense, When and where it occurred, and how 
it came to the atten~ion of the police was 
recorded. 
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TABLE I-I 

TOTAL CRIMES IN PHYSICAL EVIDENCE SAMPLE 

TABLE 1-2 

TOTAL CRIMES IN NON-PHYSICAL EVIDENCE SAMPLE 

Jurisdiction Jurisdiction 

Crime Classification 
Crime Classification Peoria Chicago Kansas City Oakland Total 

Peoda Chicago Kansas City Oakland TOTAL 

Homicide 29 72 51 71 223 
Other Deaths 21 7 0 1 29 
Rape/Sex Offenses 53 53 49 70 225 

Robbery 65 54 113 99 331 
Aggravated Assault 78 50 84 103 315 
Burglary 102 89 147 99 437 

Robbery 17 36 57 39 149 
Aggravated Assault 66 62 49 34 211 

TOTAL 245 193 344 301 1,083 

Burglary/Property 55 80 52 42 229 
f Arson 2 40 44 0 86 I 
1 

Heapons Related 39 24 0 4 67 i 

I Drugs 52 54 46 73 225 
I Fraud/Forgery 0 13 55 0 68 I Other 4,8 15 1 15 79 

I 
-TOTAL 382 456 404 349 1,591 

- ! 

I 
, 
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Preliminary Investigation - This se~:ion the 
d the seriousness of the 0 ense, 

focuse on . 't' an~ suspect, the 
relationship ~etween V1C ~mthe 'location and 
resence of wltnesses, an 

ldentification of possible suspects. 

Follow-up Investigation - A summary of steps 
taken by investigators to,identifY'dlOCai~c~~ded here 
link suspects with the crlme was ma e: t 

the various procedures taken by lnV?S -
~ere 11 as the types of information 19ators as we 
they collected. 

t' described the Physical Eviden7e - This sec 10n physical evidence, 
' 'pal locatlons searched for 't 

i~~n~~pes of evidence collected, reasons ~hYt~ 
1 t d the results of laboratory es 

was col ec e, 'th which results were reported, 
ing, the speed wfl th evidence to the investigation. and the value 0 e 

All cases with arrests were :~t:~~:~ ~~t~~:~r-fin.l disposition i~hthe ~~u:~s, 
recording initial and final charges, , e m~he 
adjudication, verdict, and sentence given 
defendant(s). 

case survey instrument is an abbreviated The nonphysical ~vidence 

't the recording of physl'cal evidence form, which permi s version of the 

information about the offense, the investigation of the crime and the 

instruments and a complete discussion judicial outcome, The survey 

review procedures may be found in Appendix A. case sampling and 

Study Sites 

was taken from four different jurisdictions The sample of cases 

of 

selected on the basis of their range in population, geographical loca

tion and resources devoted to physical evidence collection and analysis. 

though, was an attitude of complete coCommon to all jurisdictions, 

officials, a willingness to grnnt our operation by laboratory and police 

records and case files, and a sincere staff access to all relevant 

, identified at the outset of interest in trying to answer the questlons 

the project. -12-
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I Peoria, Illinois 

Peoria is the smallest jurisdiction in the study, reporting a 

population of 126,639 in 1979. (All population, crime report, and 

number of police employees data were taken from the Uniform Crime 
"-";-------'" ----

Reports for 1979.) Peoria is located 160 miles southwest of Chicago on 

the western shore of the Illinois river. Peoria is a manufacturing 

center, prodUcing earthmoving equipment, steel, wire and distilled 

spirits. Peoria is approximately 88% Caucasian and 12X Black and the 

average unemployment rate in 1979 was 5.3%. Approximately 12,000 index 

crimes were reported to the Peoria Police in 1979, for a rate of 95.9 

serious crimes per 1,000 popUlation. The police department had 317 

full-time employees, 218 of whom were sworn personnel. The department's 

criminal investigation division had 35 investigators organized into 

three basic units: vice and drug, JUVenile and detection (personal and 

property). Peoria County is in the 10th Judicial Circuit of Illinois 

where in 1979-1980 1,077 felony cases were filed. Peoria County has 

approximately 13 state's attorneys and 9 part-time public defenders. 

The Peoria Police Department has a crime scene unit (CSU) of six 

officers (including one sergeant), and is located within the 

department's general services division. This unit underwent expansion 

and upgrading in the delivery of crime scene services in the 1970's. 

The CSU was involved in a special physical evidence project in 1977-1978 

and doubled its coverage of residential burglary crime scenes from 30r. 

to 60%. (See the article in the January 1979 issue of POlice Magazine 

entitled, "Forensic Science: Overburdened, Underutilizedll.) The crime 

scene unit investigated the scenes of 2,679 crimes in 1979. 

-13-
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Off ' , 1 department POll'Cy requl'res beat officers to call an lCla 

evidence technician to the scenes of all serious crimes, In addition to 

crime scene wor, e " k th CSU ~lso takes and develops photographs of crime 

scenes and accidents; classifies and files fingerprints; searches these 

files and compares fingerprint cards with latent prints developed at 

t th I l" , Bureau of crime scenes; and transports physical evidence 0 e ~ln01S 

Scientific Services Laboratory 1n or on, 1 • ~ , M t Ill'nol's Heoria is the only 

, 'h th CSU officers conduct their own searches city in the study 1n WhlC e 

of department fingerpr1n 1 eSt , t f'l In other departments, this function is 

performed by special fingerprint examiners, 

The Morton laboratory is ten miles to the east of Peoria and in 

1979 employed a total of nine scientific examiners. This regional 

laboratory is part of the larger State of Illinois Scientific Services 

System comprised of eight forensic laboratories. The Morton laboratory 

has capabilities in drug chemistry, bloodstains, hairs and fibers, 

firearms and toolmarks, arson accelerants, latent fingerprints and the 

polygraph, The laboratory e~amined a total of 2,697 cases in 1979, with 

the Peoria Police Department SUbmitting 251 of these cases. About sixty 

percent of the crime laboratory's caseload are drugs and narcotics. 

During the study period, if the Morton laboratory did not have the 

capability of examining a particular type of evidence (glass, for exam-

the eVl'dence to one of their sister 1aboratori~s in pIe), it would send 

the state system. 

The major distinguishing features of the Peoria jurisdiction are: 

a police department which places great emphasis on physical evidence and 

devotes a greater than average share of its personnel resources to 

evidence collection and analysis; a cohesive, well-trained, and highly 
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motivated crime scene unit; a regional crime laboratory with the 

capability to examine most physical evidence categories and a moderate 

caseload; and a judicial system which is very aware of the capabilities 

and limitations of scientific evidence. 

Chicago, Illinois 

The largest jurisdiction in the study, Chicago, is the seat of Cook 
County and has a population of about 3 million persons. Chicago is the 
chief industrial, transportation, retail and whOlesale trade and finan-

cia1 center of the Midwest. The city is approximately 66r. White and 

Hispanic, and 34~ Black. Unemployment in 1979 averaged 5.7r.. 

There were 186,728 index crimes reported to the Chicago Police 

Department in 1979. In that year, the police department employed ap

proximately 13,642 persons, 12,392 of Whom were sworn personnel. The 

department's criminal investigation division of 1,200 investigators was 

organized in the following way during the year of the study: burglary, 

robbery, homicide/sex, and general assignment units were divided into 

six geographical regions; three centralized (bomb/arson, financial and 

narcotics) units; and two geographical (North/South) stolen auto units. 

The Chicago labor~tory, in addition to its being one of the earli

est pioneering criminalistics enterprises in the nation, is also widely 

recogniZed for its crime scene investigation training and ride-along 

programs. The crime laboratory division was for many years located 

within the Bureau of Criminal Investigation of the department but has 

since been placed under a new Bureau of Technical Services. The crime 

scene function, which arlswers to the director of the crime laboratory, 

-15-



has about 95 officers and is divided into two basic units: the evidence 

technician unit, which provides coverage to all property crime scenes 

and less serious crimes throughout the six major geographical areas of 

the city, and a 30 member, centralized mobile crime laboratory unit 

which responds primarily to the scenes of death investigations and other 

major crimes. The mobile unit is an elite group, dressed in civilian 

clothes and works out of unmarked vehicles. 

The evidence technicians, in addition to their crime scene re-

sponsibilities, are also responsible for photographing scenes of traffic 

accidents and lineups, administering breathalyzer tests in district 

stations and transporting rape kits and other physical evidence to the 

crime laboratory. The crime scene unit handled more than 38,000 crime 

scenes in 1979. 

The Chicago Crime Laboratory, founded in 1930, received approx

imately 25,600 cases for examination in 1979. The 50 scientific exam-

iners in the laboratory are divided into five primary divisions: 

microanalysis; firearms; toolmarks, questioned documents; and chemistry. 

(The polygraph unit is not included in this particular study.) Drugs 

and narcotics constituted about 55Y. of the laboratory's caseload in 

1979, with another 24Y. of cases directed to the microanalysis section 

which handles all serological and trace evidence e.xaminations. The 

firearms section examined about 2,000 fired evidence cases in 1979 and 

checked an additional 18,000 confiscated weapons. The Chicago labo-

ratory is the only one in the study with a fully staffed questioned 

documents section. Chicago, also, is the only laboratory which has its 

own, specialized, toolmarks unit. 

-16-

The Chicago, Cook County court system is among the largest in the 

country with about 175 trial court judges, 400 statels attorneys and 250 

public defenders. Approximately 15,000 felony case filings were 

recorded in 1979-80. 

It is this issue of volume which also distinguishes the evidence 

collection and examination activities in Chicago from the other juris-

dictions. The criminal in~estigation function and particularly the 

evidence collection and crime laboratory fUnctions must contend with an 

overwhelming number of incidents where potential physical evidence is 

present. Case volume directly affects the ratio of crime scenes sear-

ched, the amount of evidence collected, the ratio of cases with physical 

evidence which receive analysis, and the resources which can be applied 

to individual cases. Caseloads and backlogs are such that much •. vidence 

is examined only upon request of the prosecutor. 

Kansas City, Missouri 

Kansas City is one of the two medium-sized jurisdictions in the 

study. Located in Western Missouri a~ the confluence of the Kansas and 

Missouri rivers, Kansas City's population was 462,914 in 1979. Kansas 

City covers a very large geographical area (316 square miles) extending 

into three counties. The population is approximately 78% Caucasian and 

Hispanic and 22% Black. Kansas City is an established manufacturing and 

distribution center, with many businesses in printing, pUblishing and 

food processing. The average unemployment rate in 1979 was 5.21. 

The Kansas City Police Department had 1,709 employees in 1979, 

1,192 who were sworn personnel. Approximately 42,000 index crimes were 
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reported to the Kansas City police in 1979. The police department has a 

long history of engaging in research and experimentation in alternative 

policing strategies. The investigation bureau of the Kansas City Police 

Department is comprised of seven basic divisions: narcotics, crimes 

against persons, crime against property, fraud, juvenile, investigative 

support and criminalistics. The criminalistics ~ivision is divided into 

three units: polygraph, crime scene investigation and the regional 

crime laboratory. 

The 22 officers in the crime scene unit serve the three primary 

geographic areas of the city. Unlike most evidence technician units, 

the Kansas City crime scene investigators do not work in uniform and 

drive unmarked vehicles. The police department emphasizes the 

investigative role of these officers, in addition to their evidence 

collection responsibilities. The goal of the unit is to process all 

major crime scenes. The district patrol officers search for latent 

prints at the scenes of routine property crimes. Kansas City also has a 

policy that patrol officers are to remain at the scene until a crime 

scene investigator arrives. The regional criminalistics laboratory, 

located in Independence, Missouri since its inception in 1973, recently 

moved to a downtown, Kansas City location. In addition to providing 

scientific services to the Kansas City Police Department, the laboratory 

also examines evidence for surrounding police agencies on a fee basis. 

The laboratory has 13 technical examiners, including two police officers 

in a fingerprint and photo section. 

The primary scientific sections of the crime laboratory are: trace 

evidence and serology; firearms and toolmarks; and 

chemistry/instrumentation. The laboratory processed a total of 10,926 
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cases in 1979 Blr. f h' 
, • 0 w lch Wore submitted b 

Y the Kansas City department. 
Drugs and narcotics composed about 30r. of this total 

caseload. Th K 
e ansas City Regional Laboratory 

information system which permits the 
uses a case management 

laboratory to summarize and caseload analyze 
trends to a greater extent than 

most crime laboratories in the nation. 

The majority of persons h d' 
c arge wlth committing crimes in Kansas 

City are adjudicated th 
rough the Jackson County court syst 

em. The local Jackson County prosecutor's office has 35 
district attorneys and the 

public defenders office has 
20 attorneys. 

3,452 felony case filings in Jackson 
There were approximately 

County in 1979-1980. 
A distingui~bing attribute of Kansas City 

crime scene Qnd crime- I is its well-integrated 
aboratory fUnction . 

w~thin the department's Bureau 
of InVestigations. The lab t 

ora ory has 'tt 
wrl "en Policies regarding evi

dence p~ioriti~s and criminalists make 
a concerted effOrt to coordinate 

their examinations with p~iorities and 
activities of inVestigators. At 

the prosecution level the Jackson 
County District Attorney's Office 

places major emphasis on physical 

chnrges against defendants and 
evidence in deciding whether to file 

in preparing cases for prosecution. 

The fourth stUdy site, Oakland, is 
the seat of Alameda County and 

is located on the East shore of the San 
Francisco Bay. 

Popul.tion of 344 6B6 ( 
, - .1979), 467. of Whom were Whi te 

.A • , 

Oakland had a 

457. Black, 7r. 
SIan and 2r. Hispanic. Oakland is 

a center ~f manUfacturing, distrib
ution, retail trade and medical care. 

Unemployment in 1979 was at the 87. level. 
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The Oakland Police Department reported 41,269 index crimes in 1979, 

making Oakland's per capita crime rate the highest of all four cities 

(119.7 crimes per 1,000). The police department had 602 sworn officers 

and an additional 271 civilian employees. Approximately 147 officers 

were assigned to the bureau of investigation, which is divided into the 

criminal investigation division, internal affairs, community services, 

vice, youth and criminalistics. The eID is divided into homicide, 

assault, robbery, burglary, theft and consolidated services sections. 

The Oakland Police Department has, like the other study sites, 

participated in numerous research projects oVer the past several years. 

As a result of sharp budget and personnel cutbackn in recent years it 

has acquired a reputation for "learning to do more with less." One 

example is a downtown foot patrol project which is totally funded with 

donations from the private business community. 

Oakland's twelVe evidence technicians operate out of the 

department's patrol division. When not searching crime scenes, these 

officers are also expected to perform general patrol activities. With 

the exception of Peoria, which depends upon a state criminalistics 

facility for evidence processing, the Oakland crime scene unit is the 

farthest removed from its crime laboratory. The Oakland laboratory, 

founded in 1944, is the smallest of all study site laboratories with 

fiVe scientists and two fingerprint examiners. Firearms and toolmarks, 

trace/serology and chemistry (drugs) constitute th6 primary units of the 

crime laboratory. The Oakland laboratory is unique from other jurisdic-

tions in that scientific personnel regularly rotate case e~umination 

responsibilities to distribute the drug and narcotic worklQad. The 

laboratory handled approximately 2,736 caSes in 1979, with the great 

majority being in the areas of fingerprints, drugs and narcotics. 

-20-

The limited scientific resources are what distinguish the Oakland 

juriudiction from the other sites in the study. As the remaining chap

ters will show, Oakland's resources permit them to examine only the most 

serious offenses in which physical evidence is collected. The Oakland 

Police Department has the lowest ratio of patrol officers, crime scene 

technicians and scientists to the number of index crimes reported of all 

the other jurisdictions in the study. 

The reader is referred to Appendix A for additional information 

describing the staffing, budgetary, and operating characteristics of 

these agencies. 
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CHAPTER II 

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE AND THE INVESTIGATION OF CRIMES: 
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF TH~ LITERATURE 

This chapter provides a brief overview of research which addresses 

the examination of physical evidence in crim~ laboratories and its use 

in criminal investigations. 

Ph sical Evidence and Crime Laborator Studies 

Beginning with Parker1s survey of forensie laboratories in 1963, 

several efforts at measuring the actual use of laboratory services have 

been attempted. It was determined in this early study that less than 1% 

of the total criminal violations at the local level received laboratory 

examination. Since that time other studies have confirmed this low 

utilization rate. A project conducted twelve years ago by the Califor

nia Council on Criminal Justice (Rogers, 1970) estimated that only 

one-half of one percent of available physical evidence at crime scenes 

was actually forwarded to a laboratory for analysis. A query of labo-

ratory directors in the mid-1960's found that lithe number of crimes 

committed in their jurisdictions that should have been serviced by the 

laboratory was six to twelve times greater than the number of cases 

submitted ••• " (Joseph, 1968). A study of capital cases in the state 

of Illinois found that scientific evidence was used in only 25% of these 

seriou~ crimes, with the evidence restricted to three forms: firearms, 

blood typing and fingerprint comparison (Lass ers , 1967). The use of 

other categories of physical evidence was practically nonexistent. 

-23-
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Why the low utilization rates? It certainly is not due to the lack 

of available physical evidence. A study by Parker and Peterson in 1972 

showed that in 8ar. of the crime scenes they visited, collectible physi

cal evidence was present. In 1972 Parker and Gurgin cIt Stanford 

Research Institute described the existing relationship between reported 

crime and the laboratory as follows: "The singular most impressive 

finding of this anaLysis was that criminalistics is disproportionally 

utilized in cases of suspected possession and/or US~ of drug compounds." 

They also reported that while laboratory casework in drug analysis had 

increased significantly over the past ten years, casework in the major 

crime areas had been almost constant or had decreased in some areas. 

The overloaded conditions in the laboratory due to drug cases appear to 

have deterred police officers from using the laboratory in other types 

of crime. Ward (1970) concluded in his national study Of detective 

units that drug and narcotic evidence had displaced the physical evi

dence which would normally have been examined in such crimes as burglary 

and robbery. 

An explanation of the low utilization of physical evidence was 

described by Peterson in 1974. He showed that the physical evidence 

screening process resembled an inverted pyramid where at each downward

succeeding level of the investigative process a decision maker screens 

out some amount of potential evidence until very little is left for 

processing by the time the apex (the crime laboratory) is reached. The 

patrol officer, the crime SCene evidence technician and the detective 

all play important roles in determining which crime scenes are in

vestigated for evidence, what physical evidence is cOllected and which 

items are ultimately examined in the laboratory. 
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Whether or not the small amount of physical evidence that does enter 

the criminal justice system has an impact has been difficult to 

ascertain. Researchers attempting to answer this question have run into 

extre.ely fragmented and inadequate recordkeeping practices. Tracking 

cases through the justice system where evidence has been examined in the 

laboratory is also very difficult. A study conducted by the Midwest 

Research Institute concluded that: 

••• the involvement of the crime laboratory in 
the total body of crime has been so miniscule 
as to preclude judgment as to the impact of 
criminalistics on the criminal justice system 
(Benson et al., 1970). 

Travnicek). This unpublished study attempted to analyze the effective-

Another study of laboratory effectiveness which confronted these same 

problems was conducted by Cal span Corporation in 1974 (Rosenthal and 

As a result of the disparate and unsystematic recordkeeping pro-

ness of using physical evidence during four stages of the criminal 

justice process: search, analysis, investigation, and adjudication. 

cedures in the study sites, the Calspan study developed few empirically 

based conclusions concerning the utility of physical evidence in crim-

inal investigations. One of the key findings, though, resulted from an 

examination of physical evidence cases at the court level~ the use of 

physical evidence appears to increase the ratio of guilty pleas as 

charged to pleas of guilty to a reduced charge. 

to the present research are: the ratio of resolved investigations with 

The report also inclUdes a detailed discussion of potential meas-

ures of effectiveness which may be applied to criminalistics operations. 

Among the measures suggested in the CALSPAN report which may be relevant 

physical evidence compared with !l! resolved investigations; and the 
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ratio of convictions with physical evidence compared to all convictions. 

The authors noted that record management systems in most laboratories 

require upgrading and expansion in order to make such measures 

operational. The report also made a number o£ recommendations for 

improving the use of physical evidence. These recommendations centered 

on improved communications among investigators, prosecutors and crim-

inalists, and improved training programs for the nonscientific users of 

forensic evidence. Better integrated recordkeeping systems were also 

recommended so that patterns of usage and measures of impact might 

actually be monitored on a regular basis. 

Crime laboratory based studies todate, therefore, have been unsuc-

cessful in assessing the role or impact of physical evidence in a stat-

istically reliable fashion. Nevertheless, forensic laboratory services 

have continued to expand under the assumption that forensic evidence 

does make a difference. The next section examines the relationship 

between physical evidence and the criminal investigation function. 

Investigative Studies 

The area of police investigations most closely aligned with the 

functions of the crime laboratory has been the use of the crime scene or 

evidence technician. D.W. Wilson (1960) was one of the first police 

administrators to define the need for evidence specialists to secure and 

protect the scene of the crime, collect relevant physical evidence and 

submit it promptly to a laboratory for analysis and interpretation. 

Wilson believed that investigations Were bungled and valuable informa-

tion destroyed due to the actions (or inactions) of patrol officers and 
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detectives who lacked the proper training in physical evidence recovery 

or were simply too busy with other responsibilities. He believed that 

crime scene specialists would minimize delays in responding to crime 

scenes, eliminate the unwarranted destruction of physical evidence, and 

increase the flow of evidence into the laboratory. 

By 1967 most police departments across the nation had failed to 

take such steps, as reported by the President's Commission on Law Enfor-

cement and Administration of Justice. The Commission advised that crime 

scene programs in police agencies were padly understaffed and that 

recruitment and training practices in these units were substandard. A 

study by the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia 

(1966) found that less than 10 percent oF. Part I crime scenes received a 

search for physical evidence. A study by Isaacs and reported in the 

Science and Technolog~ (1967) volume of the President's Crime Commis

sion, found that evidence specialists were contacted about 40% of the 

time in a sample of 626 burglaries. Fingerprint evidence was "booked" 

in about Sr. of these cases, Which represented about lOY. of cases where 

there were indications that evidence was available at the crime scene. 

No mention was made of other forms of evidence. 

The Midwest Research Institute report on crime laboratories (Ben-

son, et al., 1970) described the results of a small study in the 

District of Columbia, where approximately 70r. of murders and rapes, 7Y. 

of robberies and 3r. of aggraval"ed assaults received a search for physi-

cal evidence by the department's mobile crime laboratory unit. Peterson 

(19'74) reported on d~ta collected from a California jurisdiction showing 

that about 181. of commercial burglaries and 91. of residential burglaries 

received a search by technicians. Latent fingerprints were collected 

from about half the crime scenes searched. 
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The recent Police Practices: The General Administrative Survey 

(Heaphy, 1978), conducted by the Police Foundation, found that 45 of 

those 50 responding police departments serving cities with more that 

mobl'le evidence technician units. Departments 250,000 people have 

of four technicians per shift. The criminal indeploy an average 

vestigatlon stu y . d by the Rand corporation (Greenwood,et al., 1975) 

wl'th more than 150 full-time personnel in jurisdicsurveyed departments 

tions exceeding 100,000 population and found that 88Y. of them have 

specialized crime scene unl s. 't On the whole, crime scene personnel 

constitute 2.4Y. of the total police manpower in these departments. 

The primary goal 0 e f th Rand study, however, was its evaluation of 

detectives and the larger lnVes 19a lon n 1 • . t' t' fu ct'on The scope of the 

to the l'nvestigation of serious crimes and its objectives study extended 

included assessing the contribution of such investigations to criminal 

justice goals, and finding the relationship of investigative effective

ness to differences in organizational structure, staffing, and 

procedures. 

From a physical evidence standpoint, a key limitation of the Rand 

study was a decision to focus on burglaries and latent fingerprints. 

Petersilia e~plained, "we focus (ed) only on latent fingerprint col

lection and processing, since research has shown that other types of 

physical evidence are less important in most cases" (1978:158). This, 

of course, excludes from consideration the complete range of physical 

evidence other than fingerprints that is collected in personal and 

property crimes. This is unfortunate since crime scene technicians and 

, t' t devo'te much of their time searching for, collaboratory SClen lS s 

lecting and examining these other forms of evidence. The question 

remains: to what end? 
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Rand did conclude that physical evidence was available in most 

cases and latent fingerprints in over half. In a sample of 200 resi-

dential burglary cases taken from each of throe cities, they found that 

in only about 1 percent of the cases in each jurisdiction was the of-

fender identified as a result of the lifted prints. The rate of iden-

tification was insensitive to the percentage of scenes inVestigated by 

technicians and to the percentage of scenes where prints were actually 

recovered. Rand inferred from this finding that more teChnicians might 

that this did not appear "to affect the rate at which fingerprint iden-

have allowed for a higher rate of recovery of prints from scenes, but 

tifications serVe to clear burglary cases." (Greenwood, et al., 1975:93). 

Rand concLUded that more evidence is being collected from the field than 

can be effectively used and that more attention shOUld be devoted to the 

processing of evidence after it is gathered. From the standpoint of 

fingerprints this would mean, first of all, limiting the size of fin-

gerprint files in police departments by breaking thom down by ge-

investigators ~hb provide names of suspects to the fingerprint iden-

ographical area and, secondly, i~proving communications between the 

tification unit and the fingerprint specfalists themselVes. In spite of 

the limited ,tHIY off of fingerprints, "cold" searches of latent prints 

were actually found to be more effective than routine follow-up in-

vestigations by detectives. 

the term: 
few cases are actually solved by "inVestigation" in the popular sense of 

In general, however, the key finding of the Rand study is that very 

The single most important determinant of whether 
or not a case will be solved is the information the 
victim supplies to the immediately responding patrol 
Officer. If information that uniquely identifies the 
perpetrator is not present at the time the crime is 
reported, the perpetrator, by and large, will not be 
subsequently identified (Vol. 1, vi). 
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If the offender is not arrested at the scene, is not identified by the 

victim or an eyewitness, or if some uniquely identifying feature (such 

as a license plate number) is not obtained, there is little chance the 

case will be cleared. The essence of the Rand report is that classical 

investigation work, including the collection of physical evidence, does 

little to solve crimes. 

Stanford Research Institute (Greenberg, et al., 1973) studied the 

activities of investigators in six Alameda County, CA. police agencies. 

The Stanford Research Institute (SRI) was to develop guidelines for 

burglary investigators to use in deciding which cases should receive 

follow-up investigations. 

The SRI study sought to dissect the fundamentals of this investiga-

tive function by employing a computer analysis of information taken from 

burglary reports: 

The primary objective was to ascertain those infor
mational elements that are essential to the investi
gation of burglary cases and to rely upon statistical 
analysis techniques to evolve those elements that are 
critical to the successful "closure" of cases, in 
effect, the Essential Elements of Information (EEl's) 
(5) • 

From the burglary reports, for example, 170 separate elements of inform-

ation were identified. These were reduced to six categories of informa-

tion for which a relative numerical weighting scale was devised. These 

six factors and their relative weightings were as follows: estimated 

range of time of occurrence (5); wi tness reporting of offense (7); "on 

view" reports of offense 0); usable fingerprints (7); suspect described 

or named (9); and vehicle description (0.1). 

ij 
Ij 

J 

Using a value of 10 as a threshold, such that a case with a value 

greater than 10 is classified as "solvable", the model correctly 

classified cases about 80% of the time. In this model, usable £in-

gerprints carried the same weight as "witness reporting of offense." 

Other physical evidence, and specifically toolmarks, were evaluated in 

the SRI study but were not found essential to case solution. 

Greenberg concluded that inadequacies in the handling of informa-

tion and physical evidence were primarily responsible for the low suc-

cess rates achieved by police in burglary investigations. Great concern 

was expressed throughout the report for improving information systems in 

general. A suggestion was offered that a computerized regional informa-

tion retrieval system be developed, with participation from local, state 

and federal agencies. 

The Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) took the SRI statis-

tically derived information model and tested its ability to predict 

burglary case outcomes in 26 police agencies from around the country 

(Eck, 1979). The ensuing analysis of approximately 12,000 cases found 

the SRI model to be accurate in predicting case outcome about 85 percent 

of the time. This replication study not only verified the reliability 

of the original SRI model but also has major implications for police 

managers. The decision model provides a powerful tool for police in 

screening out cases with a low probability for clearance, a procedure 

currently practiced by individual detectives largely on an intuitive 

basis. Also, it is the characteristics of the burglary cases themselves 

and the information collected in the preliminary investigation that 

determine case outcome and ~ information uncovered in subsequent 

follow-up investigations. This has important implications for forensic 
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1, , operations since examinations in the crime laboratory are a "follow-up 

. h based on the PERF findings, may be investigation" activity WhlC , 

irrelevant to the clearance or property crimes. 

Judicial outcome of Arrests 

, the P011'Cl'ng fl'e1d propose that a superior A number of writers ln 

. actl'Vl'ties of the police, usually expressed measure of the apprehensl0n 

in arrests or clearances, is the ratio of arrests which "survive the 

II (t 1975) Skogan and Antunes (1979) take first screening level. Ha rYt • 

this a step farther: 

Making an arrest is one thing; making an 
arrest that will result in an indict~ent 
and conviction is something else entlrely. 
In some senses, a better measure of arrest 
productivity is the ratio of arrests result
ing in conviction to crimes known to the 
police (248). 

The growing literature which examines the disposition of police 

arrests at the court level is sobering. Yera Institute's study of 

through New York City's courts found that 44% of felony case processing 

made in 1971 were dismissed or acquitted and that 100,000 felony arrests 

only 15% of the defendants were convicted of f~lonies (Vera, 1977:6). 

Only 5% of all defendants received prison sentences prescribed for 

felonies. Rates of conviction varied widely depending upon the se-

riousness of the offense for which the defendant was arrested. Seventy" 

. . t resulted in a conviction, but only two percent of the homlclde arres s 

th 1t Downgrading of charges and guilty forty-one percent of e assau s. 

Prevalent in property and victimless crimes than pleas were much more 

personal, violent crimes. 
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The literature on trial courts, however, has paid little attention 

to the role of scientific or any other kinds of evidence in the case 

disposition process. Heumann (1978), for example, said little about 

evidentiary considerations because, in focusing on plea bargaining, he 

found that defense attorneys quickly learned of the factual and legal 

gui 1t of "approximately 90%" of their clients. Rosett and Cressey 

(1976) also downplayed the import of factual evidence in plea nego-

tiations; they argued that attorneys found it easier to agree on 

disposition than on oft-ambiguous or disputed facts. Mather (1973) and 

Neubauer (1974) did find overall strength of evidence to be associated 

with the likelihood to go to trial. Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) gave 

the most sophisticated treatment of the impact of evidence on case 

outcomes in three cities -- Chicago, Baltimore, and Detroit. They found 

strength of evidence to be associated with the likelihood of conviction 

and the sentence imposed, but they acknowledged the crudeness of their 

measures of evidenc~. Furthermore, their analysis ag&regated various 

types of evidence so as to preclude assessment of the impact of sci en-

tific or any other type of evidence. 

Studies of the Use and impact of scientific evidence at the court 

level have been even fewer in number. Kalven and Zeisel's (1966) clas-

sic research, The American Jury, inclUded a brief overview of the use of 

oxpert witnesses at trial. They reported that no experts appeared in 

about three-quarters of criminal trials studied and in only 3% of trials 

did both sides employ an expert. Prosecutors used experts four times as 

often as defense attorneys. Lasser's (1967) survey of capital cases 

before the Illinois Supreme Court found what he considered to be an 

inordinate reliance on confessions and witness testimony at the expense 

of scientific evidence. 
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We think our study shows an incredible lag in the 
employment of modern methods. The prosecution does 
use scientific evidence in upwards of 251 of all 
cases, but it relies almost exclusively on three 
forms of such eviden~e, the newest of which is 40 
years old: firearms identification (so-called 
"ballistics\!) , blood typing, and fingerprint 
comparison (Lassers, 1967:310). 

• 

These findings run counter to attitudinal data collected by resear

chers such as Schroeder (1977) who, in surveys of judges and attorneys, 

found overwhelming support for the increased use of science in the 

courtroom. 

The study What Happens After Arrest? (Forst, et a1., 1977), con-

ducted under the auspices of the Institute for Law and Social Research 

(INSLAW), provided a particularly revealing look at the outcome of more 

than 17,000 arrests for felonies and serious misdemeanors processed 

through the United States Attorney's Office in the District of Columbia 

in 1974. More than 501 or these arrests were rejected or dismissed by 

prosecutors, with fully 701 not resulting in a conviction of any sort. 

Only 13% resulted in felony pleas or verdicts (Forst, 1977:17). 

The INSLAW study was successful in identifying certain police 

activities and types of information which had a high association with 

arrests that led to a conviction. These activities included locating 

two or more witnesses to the offense, making prompt arrests and 

recovering tangible evidence. 

When tangible evidence, such as stolen property and 
weapons, is recovered by the police, the number of 
convictions per 100 arrests was 60 percent higher for 
robberies, 25 percent higher for other violent crimes, 
and 36 percent higher for nonviolent property crimes. 
(Forst, 1977:42). 
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It was not clear which, if any, of this "tangible" evidence was 

scientifically examined. In sum, therefQre, the INSLAW study clearly 

speaks to the value of tangible evidence but sheds little light on the 

value of scientifically analyze~ evidence. , 

Summary 

There are very few studies which have evaluated the impact of 

physical evidence on the investigation and prosecution of offenses. The 

unpublished Calspan research suffers from an insufficient data base. 

The SRI and Rand reports rostrict their evaluation of physical evidence 

basically to the use of fingerprints. The INSLAW study employs a very 

general and nonspecific category labeled "tangible evidence". Although 

the present report certainly do~s not resolve all the questions about 

the value of scientifically analyzed evidence, it does provide new 

insights into patterns of recovery of evidence from the scenes of crimes 

and the types of casos routinely routed to the laboratory for analysis. 

More definitive results have also been attained regarding the success of 

laboratories in responding to questions about evidence posed by in

vestigators and the effects of evidence examined by the laboratory on 

tho outcome of cases. 
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Introduction 

CHAPTER III 

CHARACTERIZING OFFENSES WHERE PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 
IS COLLECTED AND EXAMINED 

A eitizen called tl~ police department to report a robbery 
in progress. When officers arrived at the scene, two suspects 
escaped through a backdoor, abandoning their white pickup 
truck. Tho evidence technician unit was called and the scene 
was processed for evidence. Several glove prints were develop
ed. Latent fingerprints were also collected from the abandoned 
vehicle, along with several other items of evidence, including 
stolen credit cards and a pair of rubber gloves. 

The truck was registered to a ficticious person, but with 
tho address of two brothers known to the police invest
igators. Several of the latent fingerprints collected 
from the truck and from the credit cards (which were 
later determined to have been stolen in other robberies) 
were identified by the laboratory as being the prints of the 
brothers. Glove prints from the robbery scene were similar in 
their class characteristics to the gloves found in the truck. 
Approximately ten days before this robbery, a mother and 
daughter had been found shot to death in front of their 
apartment building. The daughter wa~ semi-nude, and al
though no semen evidence was found, the investigators sus
pected that a rape attempt might have occurred. The vic-
tim' s car was processed for latent prints during "'hieh an 
apparent glove print was collected. 

The pattern of violence apparent in the cases to which the 
brothers had been tied already made them prim~ suspects in 
this double murder as well. Upon interviewing friends of 
the two brothers, investigators developed information that 
they had been bragging about their recent crime spree and 
kept their handguns hidden in the shrubbery just outside 
their home. Two revolvers found hidden near their home 
were submitted to the laboratory for examination. Lab
oratory examination established that several of the 
bullets recovered from tho bodies of both women had been 
fired from each of the recovered handguns. In addition, 
the glove prints found on the murder victims' car were 
similar in their class characteristics to the rubber 
gloves found in the pickUp truck. 

The truck also fit the description of a vehicle sighted 
a few days before in a rape/robbery in which shots had 
been fired. The laboratory compared bullets recover~d 
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I" I, in that case with the guns recovered from the brothers. 

Although a conclusive identification could not be made 
because of the poor condition of the recovered bullets, 
their class characteristics were consistent with those 
of one of the ravo1vers. Similarities were observed in 
some of the individualizing features as well. 

The pattern of violence in the above cases proved simi
lar to the mo~~~ operandi of a string of rapes and rob
beries committed during a three month period oVer a five 
county area. Upon completion of the investigation, both 
brothers were charged with these additional crimes. The 
laboratory resuits played a crucial role in the prose
cution of the offenders. Each of the brothers was con
victed of more than 50 felony counts, including 2 murders, 
10 rap~s and 25 robberies. 

This actual case, taken from the files of one of our participating 

laboratories, is an unusual one and not representative of the typical 

cases handled by a crime laboratory. It does, however, vividly i1-

1ustrate the potential role of physical evidence within the context of 

an ongoing criminal investigation. The purpose of this chapter is to 

prepare a foundation for the discussion and analysis of data collected 

during the study, by describing the process by which physical evidence 

is recognized, gathered and submitted to the laboratory for analysis. 

Accordingly, this chapter has two primary objectives. 

o To provide a general framework of criminal 
investigations and identify several key levels 
in that process which influence the recognition, 
preservation, collection, and examination of 
physical evidence; and 

o To introduce the discussion of data collected 
in the study by describing: the typee of 
offenses in the sample; the notification and 
response patterns of the police to these 
crimes; various investigative st~ps taken by 
investigators and the types of information 
they collect; and the types of physical 
eviden~e collected and examined. 
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It is important for the reader 
to keep in mind that th e cases discussed 

in this chapter are I 
on y those where physical evidence was 

collected and 
examined by the 

respective crime laboratories. 
this discussion neither 

includes 
cases where physical evidence was not 

collected nor cases where 
evidence was gathered but was 

not analyzed. 

This chapter is organized into six basic 
sections corresponding to 

physical evidence is col-
the general flow of an investigat' h 10n Were 

lected and SUbmitted Hor analysis. 

chart form in Figure III-I. 
The six stages are depicted in flow 

The discussion begins • th W1 the ini tial 
stage in which the criminal 

offense is reported to the police. 
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FIGURE III-l 

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE FLOW CHART 

Criminal Offense 
and its 

Report to Police 

Preliminary 
Report 

Follow-up 
Investigation 

Search of the 
Crime Scene 

Submission of 
Evidence to the 

Laboratory 

Examination of 
the Evidence 

Report of Findings 
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The Criminai Offense and its Report to Police 

Time Elapsed From Crime to Report/Arrival 

The time elapsed from the commission of a crime until it is repor-

ted and responded to by the police has long been considered an important 

factor affecting the ability of police to locate and arrest offenders. 

From a physical evidence standpoint, reponse time has also been con-

sidered critical since as more time passes the likelihood that the 

evidence will become contaminated or destroyed increases. 

It was possible tD make an estimate of elapsed time in the current 

study by taking recorded times directly from the police incident 

reports. All jurisdictions estimated the time of occurrence of the 

crime. However, due to differences among cities, we did not record 

police response in an identical fashion; in Peoria and Oakland we 

recorded the time the crime report was made to the police, while in 

Chicago and Kansas City we rec('tued the time the first officer arrived 

at the scene. A second qualifier to the "response time" estimate is the 

way in which this variable was defined on the data collection instru-

ment; it aaked coders to measure the elapsed time categorically, in the 

following way: 10 minutes or less; more than 10 minutes and up to 60 

minutes; and more than 60 minutes. In retrospect, we would have had 

greater flexibility in our analyses had this been made a continuous 

variable and actual times recorded. 

Because in Peoria and Oakland we recorded the time at which the 

call was received, it is not surprising to find that, overall, there is 

a greater percentage of offenses from these cities where this interval 
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is 10 minutes or less than in Chicago and Kansas City. At the extremes, 

76Y. of the Peoria offenses were reported to the police within 10 minutes 

of their occurrence; while in Oakland only 411. of offenses were 

responded to by the police within 10 minutes of their occurrence. 

The other trend which stands out across all jurisdictions is that 
I 

homicides, robberies and assaults are generally reported/responded to 

more quickly than rapes and burglaries. In Chicago, the largest juris-

diction, about two-thirds of homicides, robberies and assaults are 

responded to by police within 10 minutes of their occurrence, but only 

one-third of burglaries, and less than one-fifth of rapes. In Peoria, 

the smallest jurisdiction, between 85;'-90% of homicides, robberies and 

assaults are reported within 10 minutes, as are 64% of borglaries and 

42% of rapes. 

Location of the Offense 

Outdoor crime scenes present a greater challenge to investigators 

than do indoor scenes in the physical evidence gathering process. 

Single family residences are generally considered to be more orderly and 

cleaner than multi-family dwelling units and non-residential/commercial 

establishments. The cleaner the environment the easier is the task of 

sorting the evidence from extraneous material. 

All evidence technicians expressed their aversion to searching 

filthy scenes of crimes. It is extremely difficult to find usable 

latent fingerprints or trac~ evidence in such locations. Technicians 

feel obliged to make an effort, though, if for no other reason than to 

maintain good public relations. 
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Overall, about 20;'-30% of offenses in the total sample were commit

ted out-of-doors. Peoria had the highest percentage of cases (37%) 

occurring outside. Multi-family dwellings are the mG.' ~ommon crime 

scene locations in Chicago (351.) and Oakland (28;') , while non-

residential locations (37%) are predominant in Kansas City. These 

differences are primarily a reflection of the different types of crimes 

in the respective samples. The Morton laboratory processes considerable 

evidence from robberies, assaults and weapons violation cases, most of 

which originate on the street. In Chicago and Oakland, the higher 

proportion of homicides, sex crimes and assaults occurring in multi-

family living units make these locations the leading category. Kansas 

City has a high percentage of non-residential offenses such as rob

beries, burglari~s and fraud/forgery crimes. 

Commercial establishments present special problems to technicians 

since the proprietors are anxious to clean up the scene and resume 

normal business activities. The volume of traffic in and out of such 

establishments also makes the task of locating relevant evidence that 

much more difficult. A fingerprint recovered from the counter of a busy 

supermarket could belong to anyone of hundreds of neighborhood patrons. 

The greasy conditions in many fast-food restaurants make the finding and 

lifting of latent fingerprints a frustrating assignment. 

Reporting the Offense to the Police 

The victims of crimes report most of the offenses to the police 

which lead to evidence being examined in Kansas City (54;'), Chicago 
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(43%) and Oakland (32%), while other nonwitness citizens are the most 

frequent reporting group (281.) in Peoria. The majority of rapes, for 

example, are reported by victims in Chicago, Oakland and Kansas City, 

while some other citizen, such as a friend or neighbor, reports rape 

offenses most often in Peoria. The victims of robberies and assaults 

most commonly report their crimes to the police in all the study cities. 

Burglaries fit this trend in the same three cities, where victims are 

the primary reporting group. But in Peoria it is the police who 

initiate most of the burglary crime reports where evidence is gathered. 

Such cases result from officers observing burglaries in progress or 

situations where a building that has been broken into is first noticed 

by the police. 

Taking the Preliminary Report 

This stage includes a number of important decisions and actions 

which affect the outcome of the investigation as well as the collection 

of physical evidence. 

Did the Offender have Contact with the Scene or Victim? 

Visible signs of struggle, injury or breakage assist the patrol 

officer in determining the nature and legitimacy of the alleged offense. 

Such signs are also indicative of the presence of potential physical 

evidence. About 757. of burglary/property crimes in the cities whore 

physical evidence is collected and examined involve a significant and 

observable interaction between the offender and the scene. Burglaries 
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where force was not used to make entry to the building would very likely 

not be reported to a technician unit, unless department policy mandates 

it. In the area of personal crimes, a very high percentage of homicides 

and virtually all sex crimes involve ~ignificant physical interaction 

between the offender and victim. The cities differ in the category of 

robbery, where only a quarter of these offenses in Peoria and less than 

half of the cases in Kansas City involve appreciable physical contact 

between the assailant and the victim. But, more than 701. of the rob

beries in Chicago, and almost 90(, of robberies in Oakland involve a 

physical confrontation between the offender and victim. This suggests 

that robberies may be more violent in Oakland and Chicago. A more 

likely explanation is that the Oakland and Chicago crime scene units and 

labor.atories screen out evidence except from only the most serious 

cases--offenses where injuries are sustained by the victim. 

Protection of the Crime Scene and Preservation of the Evidence 

All police training guides admonish the patrol officer and detec

tive to protect the crime scen~ upon arrival and to prevent ~nauthorized 

individuals from disturbing the scene. The fragile, transient nature of 

physical evidence allows it to be easily contaminated or destroyed 

through careless handling. The police reports have been perused for 

indications that such prot~ctive measures were taken by the police, but 

the narratives rarely contain an account of such procedures. In the few 

cases in all cities where this has been nuted, more than half are 

homicide/death investigations. 
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Patrol officers seldom rope off a crime scene or ban other police 

personnel from the scene except in the most extraordinary situations. 

Most officers are rather blase about taking such steps and are more 

interested in interviewing witn~sses and completing their preliminary 

report so that they may resume patrol activities. 

Kansas City has the only explicit policy about officers remaining 

at the scene until crime scene investigators arrive. In Chicago, it is 

not at all uncommon for technicians to arrive at crime scenes where no 

other police personnel are present. In these situations technicians 

must either piece together the movements of the assailant by talking to 

witnesses or victims, or by reading a copy of the report left behind by 

a patrol officer. This makes the job of searching for relevant evidence 

that much more difficult. 

Witnesses to the Crime 

A higher percentage of offenses (50~ +) in the Peoria and Oakland 

samples have two or more witnesses than do those reviewed in either 

Chicago or Kansas City. Peoria and Oakland also have a very low per-

centage of crimes, approximately 201., where no witnesses at all are 

present. The victim is considered a witness if he or she observes the 

crime and/or offender and supplies this information to the police. 

Approximately 50~ of the homicides (ranging from a low of 40~ in 

Peoria to a high of 60~ in Oakland) in all cities have two or more 

witnesses. A very high percentage (90~ in Oakland and 71~ in Peoria) of 

robberies have witnesses in addition to the immediate victim. Almost 

50~ of sex offenses in Peoria and Oakland have witnesses in addition to 
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the victim, which is practically twice the frequency in the other two 

cities. 

There are two contrasting theories concerning the role of witnesses 

in the utilization of physical evidence. Witnesses normally contribute 

valuable information about the criminal incident to investigators which 

may lead to the location and recovery of more physical evidence. For 

example, witnesses can relate how the offender gained entry to a dwel-

ling or what he may have touched or moved. On the other hand, in-

vestigators may conclude that an offense witnessed by one or more per-

sons reduces the necessity for the collection of physical clues. In 

property crimes, however, physical evidence is almost always desirable, 

even if there are witnesges, to conclusively place an offender inside a 

dwelling. In offenses with no witnesses whatsoever, physical evidence 

may still contribute to an arrest or conviction if it can be conclu-

sively associated with a suspect. 

Victim-Suspect Relationship 

When the victim is a relative, friend or acquaintance of the 

suspect, it makes the task of locating the suspect far easier than in 

stranger to stranger crimes. At the court level, however, a prior 

relationship works in the opposite direction and serves to reduce the 

likelihood that a case will result in a conviction (Forst et al., 1982). 

Overall, 501. of the offenses in Oakland, 52~ in Chicago, 54~ in 

Peoria, and 66~ in Kansas City involve offenses where the offender has 

~ prior relationship with the victim. Burglary, property offenses and 

robberies make up the bulk of these stranger to stranger crimes. 
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However, crimes of violence, homicides/ deaths and assaults, are most 

commonly committed between persons who do have prior relationships. A 

sUbstantial percentage, 40% or more, of the sex and rape offenses in 

Chicago, Oakland and Peoria involve victims and offenders who have a 

prior acquaintance. 

Status of Suspect Identification at the Preliminary Investigation 

Knowledge of a suspect's identity is the most critical item of 

information in predicting if a case will be solved. On this basis 

11lone, the cases routed to the crime laboratory from Peoria have an 

excellent chance for solution. About 501. involve a suspect in custody 

at the time the crime scene is sea~ched. Forty-eight percent of the 

Peoria burglary cases involve a suspect in custody at the time the crime 

scene is searched. Robbery is generally the offense category where 

there is the lowest percentage, with only 24% of offenders in custody. 

Another 19% of the Peoria sample involves offenders who are either 

identified (named) or named and placed (residence or busines~ address 

provided). About 70% of all the physical evidence cases, then, begin 

with knowledge of the suspect's identity and place of residence or 

business. 

Forty-one percent of the Oakland cases have at least one suspect in 

custody at the time the search for evidence takes place. Rape/sex 

offenses have the highest rate with 59% having suspects in custody, 

followed by burglaries with a 56t. in custody rate. Assaults and bat-

t I 31 ~ An ftddl'tl'on~l 18~ of the Oakland terles have the lowest ra e--on y h. d U 

sample has offenders either identified (named) or named and placed at 

the outset of the investigation. 
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In Chicago, 34% ot the offenses involve persons in custody at the 

time of the crime scene search. With the exception of weapons violation 

cases in which the suspect is in custody 80% of the time, assaults have 

the highest proportion of suspects in custody, or 53%. About 30% of the 

burglary offenses, 26% of rape offenses, but only 13% of arsons have a 

suspect in custody. Another 17% of the Chicago cases have a suspect 

identified or named and placed. 

Only 19;' of the offenses sampled in Kansas City have suspects in 

custody. Assaults have the greatest percentage of suspects in custody 

with 34%, while arson cases have the fewest, with just 2% of the offen

ses having a suspect apprehended immediately. An additional 14% of the 

Kansas Cfty cases commence with a suspect who has been identified and/or 

placed. 

On the basis of suspect information alone, it is clear that the 

Peoria cases have a greater chance for clearance than do those in Oak

land, Chicago or Kansas City. From a suspect identification standpoint, 

the cases worked in the Kansas City laboratory have a much lower 

likelihood for clearance than those cases examined in the other three 

cities' laboratories. The presence of suspects also has implications 

for the types of evidence and stand~rds which are recoverable. The 

value of much physical evidence depends upon recovering a standard from 

a known source, Which is commonly the suspect. The relationships found 

among the identification of suspects, the collection of various types of 

evidence, the value of that evidence, and the clearance of cases is a 

common theme discussed throughout the remainder of this report. 
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The Decision to Investigate 

The submission of physical evidence to the laboratory for analysis 

in all of the cases in this sample is the primary indicator that a 

decision has been made to apply investigative resources to these cases. 

But what other strategies do investigators Use in addition to submitting 

evidence to the laboratory? 

Investigative Techniques Used 

The various investigative steps and information gathering methods 

used and reported by investigators in their reports are discussed below. 

Follow-up !:£tterviews - Follow-up interviews by inves tigators are 

standard procedure in more than 80~ of the physical evidence cases in 

Chicago and Peoria. Kansas City and Oakland engage in re-interviews to 

a lesser extent - about 70% of such cases. Rapes and sex crimes prac-

tically always involve follow-up interview~, while burglaries and prop-

erty investigations use this approach the least. 

Canvass of the Neighborhood - A canvass, or door-to-door search for 

suspects or witnesses, of the neighborhood is a less frequently used 

approach. It is noted in about 20% - 40~ of the offenses across all 

four cities. Canvasses are used most frequently, or 85~ of the time, in 

homicide investigations in Oakland, in robbofY (53%) and arson (52%) 

investigations in Chicago and in homicid~ (65%), sex (43~) and burglary 

(42X) investigations in Kansas City. 
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~cle Descriptions/License Checks - This information is collected 

by investigators in only about 10~ of the offenser, throughout all juris

dictions. Not unexpectedly, robbery Is the offense category where this 

Information is gathered most often: 24r. of robberies in Peoria, 21~ in 

Oakland, 14~ in Chicago, and 16~ in Kansas City. 

Photos/Mu~shots - While photos and mugshots are mentioned in only 

about 10~ of the investigative reports in Peoria and Chicago, they are 

employed in about ~ of the cases in Oakland. More than half of these 

instances are robbery investigations. 

Informants - Anonymous tips and information coming from uniden

tified sources are placed in this category. Informants are mentioned in 

only 5~ of the cases in Peoria and Chicago and in only 10% of the cases 

in Kansas City. But, informants are mentioned in 20% of the investiga

tions in Oakland, usually in conjunction with a homicide investigation. 

These percentages may not accurately reflect the actual use of infor

mants !lince this is one type of information which inv'estigators might 

intentionally exclude from their official reports. 

Public and Private Records - Record searches of one type or another 

are cited in about half of the Oakland investigations and about one

third of the casos in tho other jurisdictions. Record cheeks include 

everything from a check of fingerprint records to an inquiry about a 

stolen vohicle or other prop~rty. 
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Polygraph - The polygraph is used as an investigative tool in about 

12i. of the Peoria investigations, 8i. of the Kansas City ifi~~stigations, 

5% of the Oakland investigations 9 but only 3% of the Chicago 

investigat1.ons. J , l'he Peor1.'a and Kansas Citu cases primarily involve 

homicide and sex crimes investigations. 

Linb-ups and Interrogations - Case files were also checked for the 

use of line-ups and any record of police interrogations of suspects. 

Line-ups are seldom y use: h 1 d 7 ~. of the cases in Peoria; 11% of all cases 

in Oakland; 12i. of the cases ~ J :n Kansas Cit,,·, and lSi. of th~ cases in 

Chicago. In all fou~ cities line-ups are used predominantly in robbery 

and rape/sexual offense investigations. 

Suspects are interrogated in 63% of the Peoria offenses, 58% of the 

but 1.'n onl" about 45% and 40% of the offenses in Oakland investigations, J 

'. t' 1 These figures are not so much a Chicago and Kansas C1.ty respec 1.ve y. 

reflection or a decision by investigators to question or not to question 

a suspect, but, rather,an indication of the higher percentage of cases 

in Peoria and Oakland where suspects are in custody or are identified at 

the outset of the investigation. 

In Appendix B of this report, a~ estimate of the utility of these 

various t~chniques and types of 1.n orma 10n 1.S pres en. J 'f t" ted Various tupes 

of information and information gathering strategies are correlated with 

follow-up arrests--arrests taking place more than 10 minutes after the 

crime occurred. The naming and placing of suspocts and the presence of 

witnesses are the two critical factors having the highest association 
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with arrest. Line-ups proved to be significant in sexual assaults and 

robberies, and v~hic1e descriptions proved to have a significant 

association with follow-up burglary arrests. 

Decision to Summon a Crime Scene Specialist 

PeQria has the clearest departmental policy of all the jurisdic-

tions concerning when an evidence technician is to be summoned to a 

crime scene; they are to be called in all serious offenses including 

residential and nonresidential burglaries. The policies in the other 

jurisdictions are not as explicit leaving considerable discretion for 

patrol officers and detectives. In Chicago, the centralized mobile 

crime lab unit is called in all homicides and other violent personal 

crimes where the victim is gravely injured. Discretion is afforded 

patrol officers concerning when technicians are to be called to bur-

glaries, lesser assaults, robberies and rapes. District commanders 

generally set policy for their respective districts. In Kansas City, 

crime scene investigators are to be called to all serious offenses. 

Lesser or property crimes are usually processed for latent fingerprints 

by patrol officers,' In Oakland, where evidence technicians function out 

of the patrol division, there are no firm guidelines. However, patr~l 

units are expected to call for a technician in serious offenses when 

physical evidence is th~ught to be present. 
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l' Response of the Evidence Technician to a Call for Service 

The speed and directness with which the technician responds to a 

call for service depends Upon several, factors influencing his 

availability. If the technician is searching another scene or has a 

series of calls awaiting processing, the delay can range from a few 

minutes to ~everal hours. A h "d h 
omlCl e or ot er serious violent offense 

will practically always merit an immediate response on the part of the 

technician. 

While the processing of crl'me f" , 
scenes or physical eVldence is the 

main reason for the creation f tL . 
o "ese specla11y trained evidence ~echni-

cian units, officers within these divisions are given other re-

sponsibilities as well. p' l' , 
o lce agencles commonly call Upon technicians 

to perform other technical duties: photographing of traffic accidents, 

suspect line-ups, and corpses at the morgue are common assignments. 

They also operate breathalyzers and take the fingerprints from deceased 

victims of crimes and prisoners in custody at the hospital. Technicians 

are often required to retrieve evidence whl'ch has b 
e~n collected by 

medical personnel in hospitals, such as ~ape kits, clothing, bullets or 

other biological fluids, and to hand carry it to the l~boratory for 

analysis. 
While these are all evidence-related a'lItl'es, ~ t'" 

U sUc" ac lVltles 

restrict the amount of time technicians have to process crime scenes. 

Peoria is unique from the other jurisdictions studied in 
that 

evidence technicians also spend about one-quarter of their time in the 

station comparing latent fingerprints collected from crime scenes 

against files of known offenders. Wh'l ' 
1 e thiS takes time away from crime 

scene inves tigations, it serves a "seful purpose l'n ., t' 
u glVlng ~ese techni-
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cians immediate feedback on the usefUlness of fingerprints gathered from 

the field. 

Search of the Scene for Evidence 

Percentage of Crime Scenes, Victims and Suspects Searched 

Potential indicators of the thoroughness of the crime scene search 

effort are: first, the crime scene is searched; second, secondary 

scenes or locations are searched; and third, suspects or victims are 

searched for evidence. For example, in 80Y. or mora of the rape cases in 

which evidence is examined in the laboratories in Peoria, Oakland and 

Kansas City, the crim~ scene is also searched. Then too, the victim is 

practically always examined at a medical facility. In Chicago, only 30Y. 

I 
II 

! 
Ii 

J 

of the rape cases in which evidence is collected from the victim also 

include a search of the crime scene. 

OVerall, almost 20% of the total Chicago evidence sample does not 

involve a crime scene search. Only 7% of the Oakland cases, 6% of the 

Peoria cases and 4% of the Kansas City cases do not include a crime 

scene search. 

More than 40% of the Peoria cases and 35% of the Oakland cases 

entail a search for evidence in more than one location, such as in a 

victim's home or car or the suspect's home or business. Or a search 

could be conducted at another location where a crime may have also 

occurred. Only 15% of the Kansas City cases and less than 4% of the 

Chicago cases include such multiple scene soarches. 
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Any combination of scenes, suspects and victims searched is also 

recorded, including: scene and suspect; scene, victim and suspect; or 

suspect and victim. It is these latter combination searches which have 

~he greatest likelihood of yielding evidence and standards which can 

associate persons and locations together. 

Once again, Peoria and Oakland have the highest number of cases 

involving thes~ mUltiple location searches with almost 6070 bf all cases 

falling into one of these multiple search categories. Chicago and 

Kansas City have significantly fewer of these multiple collection cases, 

with only about 25Y. falling into one of these categories. 

Types of Evidence COllecl!£ 

Chapter V treats this subject extensively. The b~sic categories of 

evidence that are collected in the major crime categories are listed in 

Table 111-1. Firearms, fingerprints, blood, hair and nemen are the 

primary categories of evidence collected and examined across all 

jurisdictions. 

'. 
1 · 

, 
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TABLE III-l 

TOP FIVE EVIDENCE CATEGORIES* COLLECTED BY CRINE TYPE 

Crime Type 

Homicide/ 
Death 

Rape/Sex 

Robbery 

Aggravated 
Assault 

Burglary 

All Crimes 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
S. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Peoria 

Blood (78%) 
Firearms (71%) 
Fingerprints (61%) 
Hair (35%) 
Fibers (18%) 

Hair (92%) 
Semen (75%) 
Blood (52%) 
Fingerprints (23%) 
Fibers (12%) 

Firearms (l~1%) 
Blood (35%) 
Fingerprints (29%) 
Hair (18%) 

Fireanns (7 S%) 
Blood (26%) 
Fingerprints (21%) 
Hair (4%) 
Paint (4%) 

Toolmarks (35%) 
Glass (34%) 
Fingerprints (32%) 
Firearms (20%) 
Blood (9%) 

I 

\ 
Firearms (S2%) 
Blood (32%) 
Fingerprints (28%) 
Hair (23%) 
Semen (14%) 

*Excludes drugs, clothing and photos 

\ I 

Chicago Kansas City 

1. Blood (84%) 1. Fingerprints (94%) 
2. Firearms (68%) 2. Blood (88%) 
3.-Fingerprints (42%) 3. Firearms (77%) 
4. Other Weapons (20%) 4. Hair (:33%) 
5. Other Biol. (11%) 5. Fibers, Too1marks (6%) 

1. Semen (90%) 1. Semen (88%) 
2. Blood (35%) 2. Hair (78%) 
3. Hair (35%) 3. Fingerprints (47%) 
4. Other Biol. (27%) 4. Blood (31%) 
5. Fingerprints (20%) 5. Fibers (8%) 

1. Blood (Sl%) 1. Fingerprints (79%) 
2. Firearms (49%) 2. Firearms (30%) 
3. Firtgerprints (20%) 3. Hair (12%) 
4. Other Weapons (14%) 4. Blood (5%) 
5. Quest. Doc. (11%) S. Tracks; '£oolmarks (4%) 

1. Firearms (61%) 1. Firearms (92%) 
2. Blood (40%) 2. Fingerprints (16%) 
3. Quest. Doc. (17%) 3. Blood (8%) 
4. Other Weapons (13%) 4. Hair (2%) 
5. Hair (3%) 

1. Too1marks (.38%) 1. Fingerprints (71%) 
2 .• Fingerprints (34%) 2. Glass (lS%) 
3. Blood (2S%) 3. Blood; Toolmarks (14%) 
4. Firearms (18%) 4. Fire Related; Tracks; 5, Quest. Doc. (14%) Paint (8%) 

S. Hair (4%) 

1. Fireanns (40%) 1. Fingerprints (63%) 
2. Blood (38%) 2. Firearms (29%) 
3. Fingerprints (23%) 3. Blood (21%) 
4. Queat. Doc. (13%) 4. Hair (18%) 
S. Semen (12%) 5. Fire Related (14%) 

o 

.. '------

"1 
Oakland 

1. Fingerprints (86%) 
2. Blood (7870) 
3. Firearms (76%) 
4. Other Bio1. (25%) 
5. Hair (22%) 

1. Semen (84%) 
2. Blood (76%) 
3. Hair (69%) 
4. Other Biol. (59%) 
5. Fingerprints (27%) 

1. Firearms (64%) 
2. Fingerprints (S4%) 
3. Blood (34%) 
4. Containers; Tracks; 

Other Weapons (5%) 

1. Firearms (81%) 
2. Blood (33%) 
'L Other Weapons (13%) 
4. Fingerprints (21%) 
S. Nisc. Organic (17%) 

1. Fingerprints (S5%) 
2. Glass/Plastics (31%) 
3. Tracks (19%) 
4. Blood; Firearms; 

Too1marks (12%) 
5. Paint (7%) 

1. Blood (52%) 
2. Fingerprints (49%) 
3. Firearms (47%) 
4. Hair (24%) 
5. Semen (23%) 
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Submission of Physical Evidence: Procedures and Purposes 

Following collectiofi of the physical evidence from the crime scene, 

hospital or morgue, the evidence is customarily Qand carried to the 

respective police agency's property storage area or the crime laboratory 

itself. The evidence may remain in the property room for several days, 

weeks or months when standards (or knowns) are unavailable, when 

suspects are not yet identified, or generally when the investigation is 

without leads and is likely to be suspended or terminated. Laboratories 

prefer that this evidence awaiting ~xamination be stored in a location 

external to the laboratory since space is at a premium in these 

facilities. Maintenance of the chain of custody is of foremost concern 

to the police personnel and the laboratory because a break in the chain 

may result in the evidence being ruled inadmissible in court. Subse-

quently, detailed reporting procedures are in place to document the 

storage and exchange of evidence from the evidence collectors to the 

examiners. 

In rare instances the laboratory may not accept the evidence being 

submitted on the grounds that it is contaminated or has been compromised 

in some fashion. A good example would be where clothing from the victim 

of a homicide and the suspect are both packaged in the same sack. Other 

perIshable evidence, if not stored properly, may putrify or be rendered 

useless. For the laboratory's own protection and reputation, examiners 

are careful to evaluate incoming evidence alid to note any irregularities 

so that, subsequently, they will not be charged with carelessness or 

mishandling of the evidence. 
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In some situations the crime scene officer's purpose for submitting 

the evidence is explicitly stated in his report, as in cases where the 

laboratory is asked to compare "Item A" with "Item B" to determine if 

they had been in contact with each other or possibly originated from the 

same source. In most cases, it is possible to infer the purpose by 

reading the ~vidence collector's narrative and the reports of the other 

personnel involved in the investigation. This would ~e the case in a 

rape investigation where vaginal swabs and ~ubic hair samples are col-

loctod from the victim and submitted for analysis along with pubic hair 

and blood samples from a suspect. The laboratories can deduce that the 

purpose of these submissions are to: one, determine if evidence of 

spermatozoa or sominal fluid can be found to help substantiate the 

statement of the victim and establish an element of the crime; and two, 

to associate the offender with the victim through an examination of the 

hair samples and through a ~omparison of the secretor status and blood 

group of the suspect with tho secretor status and blood group exhibited 

by the semen found in the victim. 

In general terms, evidence is submitted for evaluation for one or 

more of the following reasons: , 

Establishing an Element of the Crime 

Cases of suspected drug possession provide one 
exal\lple where the identification of the substance 
is one of the crucial itoms of information 
required to prove the crime. Another example 
would be searching for the presence of semen 
from a rape victim to prove penetration and 
sexual intercourse. Finally, the finding of 
an accelerant at the scene of a suspected 
arson can be used to show the fire is of in
cendiary origin. 
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Identification of a Suspect or Victim 

Fingerprints most commonly fulfill this objective, 
such as when the taking of prints from an unident
ified homicide victim may lead to his or hor 
identity. Also, the finding of latent finger
prints at the scene of a crime may be used to 
identify an otherwise unknown offQnder. Given 
the problems of searching fingerprint records 
with a latent fingerprint of an unknown assail
ant, it is rare that fingerprints are actu~lly 
successful in identifying an unknown offender. 

Associative Evidence 

Many types of evidence exist which may be 
useful in associating victims and suspects 
with one another, with various physical 
environments and with tools or instruments 
of the crime. Most evidence is collected 
for this reason. While not usually sub
mitted to show a negative association, 
evidence may also prove to be disassociative 
and show that the persons in question have 
not come in contact with one another. 

Testing Statements and Alibis 

Evidence is also commonly accumulated for 
the purpose of testing, verifying or refuting 
statements or alibis provided by victims, 
witnesses or suspects. For example, paint 
may be collected from the fender of a 
suspect's automobile in a case of hit and 
run to test his claim that foreign paint 
on the auto's fender is the result of an 
earlier collision with a neighbor's truck. 

Reconstruction 

Evidence msy also be collected for the primary 
purpose of determining ~ a particular 
crime could have occurred or to reconstruct 
the movements of the offender, victim, vehicle, 
or instrument of the crime. A powder pattern 
on the shirt of a shooting victim, for exampl~, 
can indicate the distance between the victim 
and the shooter when the shot was fired. 

Evidence may also be submitted to 
corr~borate the information investigators 
collected from other sources. In fact, many of 
the preceding reasons can also be classified 
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1: as corroborative. Ror example, a suspect is 
apprehended at a burglary scene and fingerprints 
are collected to a~sociate the suspect with 
that location, but also to corroborate 
the statements of witnesses. 

Case Outcome 

Clearance of Cases 

All cases reviewed are classified as being one of the following: 

cleared by arrest, cleared exceptionally, not cleared, and unfounded. 

The c1eara~ce classification given each case by the respective police 

department is the one employed throughout thi~ report. Unless otherwise 

indicated, the term clearance includes both clearances by arrest and 

exceptional clearances. 

Oakland - Overall, 84r. of the cases reviewed from the Oakland 

laboratory are cleared (72% by arrest and 12% exceptionally). Ninety-

six percent of the rape/s~x offenses are cleared, as are 87r. of the 

robberies and assaults. Homicides are cleared at a 70% rate. 

Peorla - In all, 78% of the cases reviewed in Peoria are cleared 

(68% by arrest and 10% exceptionally) with the highest categories being 

aggravated assaults at 89% and weapons violation cases at 92r.. Sexual 

offenses have the lowest rate of clearance at 62%. 
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J; Chicago - In Chicago, 65~ of the laboratory cases are cleared (55~ 

by arrest and 10~ exceptionally), with sexual offenses having the high-

est rate of clearance at 90~, followed by weapons violations at 88~. 

Burglary and property offenses have the IOHest rate of clearance at 43%. 

Kansas City - Forty-nine percent of the cases reviewed in Kansas 

City are cleared, 45~ by arrest and 4~ cleared exceptionally. Kansas 

City has the lowest rate of exceptional clearances. Homicides and other 

death cases have the highest rate of clearance with 80~; assaults are 

next highest at 68r.. On the low end of the spectrum, the fraud and 

forgery cases have a clearance rate of 32r., while arsons have the lowest 

rate at 12~~. 

When these rates of clearance are compared with overall rates (See 

Table 111-2) reported by the individual police departments, a major 

elevation of rates of clearance in the cases where physical evidence is 

examined is very apparent. The question which immediately comes to mind 

is: are these higher rates of claRrance due to the physical evidence 

being examined or are other intervening factors at work? This rela-

tionship will be explored in detail in the remnining chapters of the 

report. 

Two additional observations are in order at this point: 

o Kansas City has the lowest rate of clearance for all major 

offenses, except for murder, where Oakland has the lowest. The police 

in Kansas City offer one highly plausible explanation; they employ much 

more stringent criteria in clearing a case. According to the depart-
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Offense 

Murder 

Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated 
Assault 

Burglary 

Larceny 

TABLE III-2 

CRIMES REPORTED TO THE POLICE AND 
PERCENT CLEARED * 

(1979) 

Jurisdictions 

Kan. 
Peod a Chicago Cit~ ,~,'r Oakland 

7 856 119 108 
(100~) ( 79~) ( 711.) ( 56~) 

80 1,655 436 373 ( 61 r.) ( 55~) ( 45~) ( 53 r.) 

351 14,464 2,651 3,072 
( 34r.) ( 45 r.) ( 23 r.) ( 20r.) 

1.352 10,832 2,736 2,513 
( 711.) ( 68~) ( 51 r.) ( 65 r.) 

3,109 33,396 12,254 12,351 
( 13 r.) ( 271.) ( 9r.) ( lOr.) 

6,691 94,087 20,275 18,923 
( 16 r.) ( 371.) ( 151.) ( 18~) 

U.S. Average 

21,456 
(73~) 

75,989 
( 48r.) 

466,881 
( 25 r.) 

614,213 
( 59~) 

3,299,484 
( 15~) 

6,577,518 
( 19~) 

SOJrce of reported crimes and clearances: individual 
department annual reports and crime statistics. 

*,b~ 

Clearance rates in Kansas City nre noted as strictly 
clearances through arrest, i.e., there are no exceptional clearances. 

Source: Uniform Crime Reports: 1979. 
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ment, clearance rate statistics published in their annual reports 

reflect only those offenses cleared by arrest and exclude Gxception,C\,t 

cl earances • 

Chicago has the highest rates of clearance . t 1n many ca egories, 
o 

but particularly in robbery, burglary and larceny. In fact, in the 

crime categories of burglary and larceny, Chicago's clearance rates are 

more than'~ the rates of the other jurisdictions. 

It should be noted that the Chicago Police Department recently 

concluded an internal review of d t t epar men practices with respect to the 

"unfounding" of cases -- or the practice of concluding that a crime 

reported to the police is, in fGct, not a crime at all. This review was 

prompted by an investigative reporter's l.'nqul.'ry , whlch found that Chicago 

detectives "unfounded" crimes at a rate many times higher than other 

large city police departments. Chicago police auditors took a random 

sampling of sbout 2,400 rapes, robberies, burglaries and thefts unfoun

ded in the first ten months of 1982 and attempted to d t e ermine if they 

had been classified properly by checking with victims, witnesses and 

other relevant parti~s. The audit found that about 40i. of these offen

ses had been dismissed improperly as "unfounded," and that only 18i. of 

the unfoundings were considered to be proper (Wattley, 1983). Inspec-

tors were unable to determine if the remaining cases had been properly 

founded. 

The greater percentage of cases unfounded reduces the number of 

"f ddt' ( , OUn e cases thus 10wer1ng the crime rate); it also diminishes the 

denominator in computing the clearance rate and drives that percentage 
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upward. For this reason, the reader must exercise caution in inter-

preting the clearance rate figures for Chicago. 

Pr.osecution 

All cases in the study sample are tracked to their final conclusion 

at the court level. The dispositions of up to three defendants are 

recorded for each case. Initial or top charges are recorded for each 

defendant, as are the charges for which a final disposition is 

available. The legal procedure invoked, whether dismissal, plea, or 

trial, is noted, as is the final verdict and the sentence given the 
I" 

defendant(s). 

Charging - Charges are filed against defendants in 691. of the 

incidents in the Peoria physical evidence sample. In all, 271 defend-

ants, or 881. of persons arrested are charged in Peoria. In Chicago, 

charges are filed in 661. of the incidents where physical evidence is 

examined in the laboratory. A total of 256 defendants, or 751. of per-

sons arrested are charged in Chicago. In Kansas City, charges are filed 

in 381. of the physical evidence cases reviewed. A total of 167 defend-

ants are charged in Kansas City, representing 581. of persons arrested. 

In Oakland, 74;' of the incidents result in charges, with 255 or 887. of 

the 291 persons arrested, being officially charged with a crime. 

Convictions - Of the 271 defendants charged with offenses in 

Peoria, 177 or 657. are convicted of some offense. Ninety-four (53i.) of 

these convictions are through pleas and 83 or 471. through trials. In 
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Chicago, of the 256 defendants charged, 152 or 59% are convicted. 

Eighty-seven defendants or 57% plead guilty and an additional 65 or 43% 

are convicted at trial. The tracking of cases in Kansas City reveals 

that a total of 75 defendants (45% of the 167 persons charged) are 

convicted, 62 through a plea (831.), ~nd 13 (171.) at trial. In Oakland, 

154 (601.) of the 255 defendants charged are convicted. Seventy-three 

percent of these convictions are pleas, and the rest are disposed of at 

trial. 

Sentencing - In Peoria, of the 177 defendants convicted of some 

offense, 100 (561.) are sentenced to jail or pris~n. One defendant 

received a death sentence. In Chicago, 104 of the 152 defendants (68%) 

convicted of crimes are sentenced to jailor prison. Of the 75 defend-

ants convicted in Kansas City, 50 (671.) receive prison or jail terms. 

There are 154 convicted defendants in Oakland, with 561. receiving jail 

or prison terms. Two defemdants were given death sentences. 

Summary 

This chapter has introduc~d the discussion of research results by 

describing the process which guides the search for and collection of 

physical evidence. Descriptive information about the 1,600 physical 

evidence cases in the sample is presented and inter jurisdictional dif-

ferences noted. Explanatory variables are discussed beginning with the 

commission of the crime, its report to the police and on through the 

preliminary and follow-up stages of the investigation. 
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The following incident variables are shown to affect the gathering 

of physical evidence: the time lapse between the discovery of the crime 

and its report to/response by police; the extent of physical interaction 

between the offender and the scene or victim; the type of location where 

the crime occurs; thc presence of witnesses and the identity and where-

abouts of suspects. A high percentage of these investigations with 

physical evidence have a suspect in custody at the time the search for 

evidence takes place. Approximately one-half of the crimes in the 

Peoria and Oakland samples, one-third of the cases in Chicago one-fifth 

of the cases in Kansas City have suspects in custody. 

Blood, hair, firearms and fingerprints are the forms of physical 

evidence most frequently collected and examined in the laboratory. 

Suspected semen is high on thc list of physical ~vidence collected in 

sexual assault cases. Evidence submitted to the laboratory in burglary 

and property crimes usually falls into one of the trace evidence or 

toolmark categories in addition to fingerprints. Evidence technicians 

are the primary gatherers of 0vidence submitted to the laboratory. 

Most evidence is sUbmitted to the laboratory for the purpose of 

establishing an association among offenders, victims, crime scenes, and 

instruments (weapons, tools). In rapes and arsons, the primary objec-

tive of evidence suomi~Lions is to identify the suspected semen or 

volatile liquid to aid in establishing an element of the crime. Evi-

dence is also submitted for the purpose of corroborating or refuting 

other information gathered by investigators from victims, witnesses and 

suspects. 

The overall rates of clearance, charging and conviction of offend-

ers in cases with physical evidence are reviewed. Very high rates of 
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. Crom 84% of the cases in Oakland to 49% of 
are found, rang1ng ~ clearance 

. High rates of charging and 
rev iewed in Kansas Clty. the cases 

d t are also the rule. There is a strong indica-
conviction of defen an s 

of review that physical evidence cases are 
tion at this early stage 

th ' success in surviving 
other reason than elr 

quite special, if, for no 
The the criminal justice system. 

sc reening levels of the numerous 
l · the reasons for this suc-

of the report attempts to exp aln 
remainder 

cess. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE rNVESTIGATIVE USES OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

Introduction 

This chapter begins the discussion of physical evidence usage in 

criminal investigations by reviewing the priority systems used by labo-

ratories to determine if and when submitted evidence will be examined. 

It continues with a review of the basic types of information the labo-

raLory may derive through its examinations of various forms of ovidence 

and how this information may be put to use by investigators. A labo-

ratory results classification scheme is outlined which is employed 

throughout the remainder of this report to classify the empirical data 

collected during the present study. This discussion is supplemented 

with several case examples taken from the files of the laboratories 

participating in the study to illustrate better these laboratory results 

and their vslue to an investigation. 

Decision to Examine the Evidence 

Most laboratories exercise considerable discretion ~hen deciding to 

examine an item of evidence, d~pending upon their own scientific nssess-

ment of the potential value of such analyses. Laboratories may defer 

the examination of evidence until a suspect has been located and stand-

ards taken. Laboratories will frequently not analyze bloodstains found 

at the scene of the crime unless a suspect is present from whom a com-

parative blood sample can be drawn. The laboratory's argument is that 
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such an examination, without the known bl~od sample, is pointless and of 

virtually no benefit to the detectiv~ searching for a suspect. Evidence 

can be refrigerated or frozen to preserve the bloodstain until such time 

as a suspect is found. 

Peoria 

Virtually all physical evidence submitted by the Peoria Police 

Department to the Morton Regional Laboratory receives an examination. 

The exception to this is the rare occurrence where the prosecutor con-

tacts the laboratory and indicates the defendant has pled guilty and 

that the evidence is no longer needed. It should be remembered, though, 

that not all evidence collectad from the field by Peoria technicians is 

automatically submitted to the laboratory for analysis. The evidence 

technician unit does exercise discretion in deciding which evidence is 

to be submitted to the state regional laboratory. 

Chic~go 

Chicago resources do not permit all the evidence submitted to the 

laboratory to be examined. There are sections in the laboratory, 

ho~'ever, where almost all submissions are examined--firearms, toolmarks, 

documents, and drugs for example. It is in the microanalysis section, 

though, where a large percentage of the cases go unexamined, due ~rima-

rily to high caseloads and insufficient staff to handle the quantity of 

evidence submitted. Approximately 96~ of the evidence in homicide/death 

investigation cases is examined. Seventy percent of burglary and rob-
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fifty percent of the 

Whereas, all rape kit evidence 
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preliminary evaluation receives a 
and assessment 1 

kits Is fully examined 
and reported. 

summary. 

,fulnsas Cit:t 

, on y 6r. of the evidence from 

See Table IV-l f or a complete 

Approximately 907. of h ' , 
omlclde and drug 

rape 

of fraud/cou t f' 
n er elt cases submitted to 

and narcotic cases , and IOOi. 

Pi fty percent the laboratory are examined 
or more of a • ggravated assaults, 

examined, but I' h arsons and rapes are 
s 19 tly fewer than half 

of the rObberies. 
one-quarter of the Only about 

evidence in burglarl'es receives 
Consult Table IV-2 f an examination. 

or a detailed accounting. 

Oakland --
The Oakland situation is 

more difficult to interpret, 
examinations are not classified b 

since all 
y crime type. Th 

all dru~ and 1 t e laboratory examines 
~ a ent fingerprint cases which th 

r, ---e~:t~ar~e~s~p~e~!c~i~f~i~c~a~111~u _eguested to examlne; but th' ~ 
lS represents only abo t • 

drug evidence seized and 40r. u 60~ of suspected 
, • of the latent fingerprints 

trlevsd from the field actually re-
• However, only about 601. of 

inalistics and serology other general crim-
cases receive an ' 

exam 1.na t i on • When" 
examined by crime type" ' cases 

lS considered, we see that about 
homicides ' 901. of the recelVe an examinat' lon, 

Virtually all the evidence 
Submitted 

as do three-qUarters of the rapes, 
from bUrgl • • arles lS examined but 
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TABLE IV··1 

CHICAGO CRIME LABORATORY 

Percentage of Physical Evidence Cases Submitted to the 
Laboratory Which Are Examined 

Laboratory Section 
Evidence Category 

Firearms (cases with 
fired evidence 

Too1marks 

Drugs/Narcotics 

Documents 

Arson 

Microanalysis: 

Rape/Sex offense 

Death/Homicide 

Aggravated Ass./Battery 

Rr.>bbery 

Burglary 

1979 

Cases 
Submitted 

2,127 

1,120 

14,954 

1,389 

1,480 

3,113 

1,064 

916 

210 

135 

Cases 
Examined 

2,127 

1,120 

13,954 

1,320 

Sampled estimate 

195 1't 

Sampled estimate 

It II 

It II 

It It 

In addition to those 195 cases which are completely 
worked and result in reports, a very high percentage 

Y. Cases 
Examined 

1001-

100Y. 

921-

95Y. 

55% 

6% 

96Y. 

49% 

73Y. 

71% 

of the remaining 3,000 cases involve the preparation of slides 
for microscopical analysis and also the administration of a 
preliminary chemical screening test for the presence of 
semen. 
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TABLE 1\'-2 

KANSAS CITY 

Percentage, of Cases Submitted t r Wh h . 0, the Laboratory 
n 1C Physical EVldence 1S Examined 

1979 

--, ------------------
Criminal Offense 

Homicide 

Drugs/Narcotics 

Aggravated Assault 

Rape 

Robbery 

Burglary 

Arson 

Fraud/Gounterfeit 

Cases 
SUbmitted 

237 

1,666 

655 

443 

773 

2,342 

326 

583 

% of Cases ,'I 
Examined 

86r. 

93(, 

59(, 

50(. 

47(, 

25r. 

58;; 

100% 

\\- These es timutes are calculated' b t . 
of submitt~d cases and det "Y aklng a random sample 
been examined and reported~rm1ndng the fraction which has 
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this is comprised almost exclusively of fingerprints. See Table IY-3 
\ 
I 

for a summary of these rates of examination. 

Setting Priorities 

It is evident from the preceding discussion that not all evidence 

submitted tQ crime laboratories is examined. What then are the criteria 

used to determine which cases will be examined? Although few laborator-

ies have formal, written priority systams - Kansas City and Oakland a~e 

exceptions - ~or determining the order in which evidence will be exam-

ined, such systems do develop usually on an ad hoc basis. All other i 
factors being the same, evidence is usually examined in an order which I 

l 

j roughly coincides with the order in which it is submitted. This is 

especially true within major categories of evidence or within clas-

sifications of crimes. For example, sus~ected drugs and narcotics are 

normally placed in their own queue as they are submitted. Similarly, if 

one section of the laboratory, such as arson analysis, handles one class 

of crime exclusively, then these types of ca!jes are placed in a similar, 

but separate waiting line. If several different samples of a particular 

evidence type can be examined simultaneously, such as with bloodstains, 

then the testing may be deferred until a sufficient number of samples 

are received before the testing is begun. 

Crime laboratories have had to contend with lengthy case backlogs 

as a result of an increase in evidence submissions within recent years 

without a commensurate increase in staffing and physical resources. 

Backlogged evidence is stored in an evidence vault until resources are 
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TABLE IY-3 

OAKLAND 

Percentage of Cases SUbmitted 
In Which Physical' to the Laboratory 

EVldence was Examined 

Evidence Category 

Drugs/Narcotics 

Latent Fingerprints 

General Crimina1istics 
(arson, paint, glass 
h" , alr, mlSC. evidence) 

Serology (blood and semen) 

Firearms 

Crime Categor~ 

Homicide 

Rape 

Burglary 

l'r 

1979 

Cases 
Submitted 

1,311 

1,205 

36 

69 

115 

Cases 
Submitted 

98 

58 

1, 01 p~ 

Cases 
Examined 

1,311 

1,205 

22 

42 

95 

Cases 
Examined --

87 

43 

1,003 

7. Cases 
Examined 

100i! 

100i! 

61i! 

60i! 

83i! 

i! Cases 
Examined 

89i! 

74i! 

99i! 

About 99i! of these burglary cases 
as the only form of evidence. have latent fingerprints 
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available to analyze the material. Within a given laboratory, however, 

one section may be current with incoming cases and providing results 

within a matter of days, while other sections may be weeks or months 

behind. 

There are fivQ basic considerations, then, which aid laboratory 

, t' "t' Perishabilitu of the evidence; supervisors ln let lng prlorl les: J 

\ 

seriousness of the offense; presence of a suspect; pressure applied by 

attorneys or other officers of the court; and the scientist's personal 

appraisal of the evidence. 

Emergency Cases - Biological fluids are examples of an evidence 

category generally given automatic higher priority because of their 

perishable nature. A second example of an emergency cas~ is where a 

drugs is required if suspect is in custody and an analysis of suspected 

24 h Fl'nall", a case can be goin N to trial he is to be held beyond ours. J C 

where the district attorney requires an immediate analysis (see below). 

Seriousness of the Offense - Cases of an extraordinary nature not 

only receive a higher priority by the investigations unit of the police 

t 'l b t y Generally speaking, crimes department but also by he crlme a ora or • 

"t crl'mes against property and cases against persons take prlorl y over 

that receive extensive coverage in the media will be given a higher 

priority by the laboratory. 

Suspects - As discussed previously, the presence of a suspect and 

corresponding standards collected from this person often ara responsible 

for a case receiving higher priority. Depending upon the case and the 

-~6-' 
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type of evidence, the absence of a suspect may result" in a much lower 

priority being given to the evidence or it may mean that the evidence 

will not be examl'ned at all. Wh'l t' 
1 e some de ectlves are critical of the 

laboratory invoking such a priority system, laboratory supervisors are 

forced to employ some syst d th 
em an e presence of suspects is commonly 

one of them. 

In Kansas City, for example, the laboratory has informed in

Vestigators that they are unable to examine bUrglary, robbery and ag-

gravated assault evidence if no suspects have been identified. 
Other 

laboratories have invoked similar guidelines ~ facto. However, special 

requests or circumstances can override any of these priority statements. 

Prosecutor and JUdicial Reguests - The more backlogged and oVer

whelmed laboratories become the greater the frequency that the decision 

to examine evidence is a direct result of a request from the prosecutor. 

Laboratories partIcularly strapped for resources will defer examinations 

until they are needed for court. In some respects this is the position 

in which the microanalysis unit of the Chicago laboratory finds itself. 

Its primary clientel has shifted from police investigators to prosecu

tors within the state"s attorney's office. 

Scientific Evaluation of Evidence - A final basis for assigning 

priorities to evidence submitted to the laboratory resides with the 

scientists themselVes. Ca 11' 
ses are usua y glven a cursory review Upon 

SUbmission. If this review is undertaken by a scientist Who has a 

particular interest in this type of evidence or who is intrigued from a 

personal or research standpoint, then the examiner may elect to forsake 
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other considerations and examine the material. Such a personal 

assessment of the evidence is not that common in the larger laboratories 

where the bench worker rarely views the evidence until a decision has 

already been made by a supervisor to proceed with the examination. , 

The Kansas City Regional Laboratory uses a system in which the 

various section supervisors initially review incoming evidence. Then 

they contact a supervisory detective to determine what priorities the 

detectives have given these cases. In this way, the assessment by the 

examiner concerning what is scientifically possible with the evidence is 

integrated with the knowledge the investigator has about the case and 

the direction it is taking. The scientist and investigator then agree 

upon a priority list and the laboratory proceeds to examine the evidence 

in that order. 
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The Results of Laboratory Testing 

The results of the laboratory examination of evidence is the goal 

of the evidence recognition and collection process. This section 

discusses the primary categories into which laboratory results have been 

classified in this study. This discussion is supplemented with several 

case examples taken from the files of the laboratories participating in 

the project, to illustrate better these laboratory results and their 

value to an investigation. 

Identifications and Classifications 

These tests enable the examiner to identify a substance, for in-

stance that a stain is blood or white powder is cocaine. Tests also 

enable the examiner to put the material into a more restricted class 

identifying, for example, that a stain is human blood of Type A origin. 

Other examples include where examiners classify a bullet as being shot 

from a certain caliber firearm or a fiber as being rayon. The 

identification/classification process may be just the first step in a 

series of tests performed on an item of evidence. 

Our first example discusses the importance of identifying body 

fluids in a case of suspected rape. 

Example One. Returning home from shopping, the victim 
left the front door ajar upon entering her apartment. 
When she returned from the kitchen to close 
the door, the suspect pushed his way into the 
apartment. He first demanded money, but, when she 
stated she only had $8, the offender then told her 
he was going to rape her. He threatened her with 
a knife and she undressed. He proceeded to rape 
her in her bed and then on the couch in the living 
room. The offender then ransacked the apartment 
and placed her three-piece stereo set into a green 
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plastic bag. He cut down her draperies, tied the 
victim up with the cordage and fled. She then 
screamed for help. Neighbors took her to a local 
hospital where she was treated and examined for 
possible evidence. 

~ suspect was stopped for routine questioning on 
the street by a partol officer who became sus-
picious of the plastic bag he was carrying. At 
the time, the patrolman was unaware of the alleged 
rape. During questioning the suspect gave the investi
gators evasive answers about the stereo equipment and was 
placed under arrest for suspicion of burglary, 
In the meantime, the rape investigators obtained a 
description of the suspect from the rape victim. 
Upon the suspect's arrest, it was determined 
that he fit the general description of the rapist. The 
suspect was placed in a lineup and the rape victim 
positively identified him as her attacker. Con
fronted with this information, he told investigators 
he "wanted to tell the truthll and confessed to the 
burglary, but denied raping the victim. 

The crime laboratory received evidence collected in 
the rape kit and positively identified semen taken 
from the victim and her undergarments. This information 
corroborated the statement offered by the victim 
that she had been raped and offset the defendant's 
denial that he had sexually assaulted the victim. 
The offender was convicted of the rape charge. 

Identification of accelerants oftentimes plays a key role in the 

arrest and prosecution of suspected arsonists. 

Example Two. A young man suffering from severe burns 
ran into a district police station asking for assist
ance. He was rushed to a hospital where he was treated. 
He told police he had been working at a nearby printing 
business when two men with ski masks confronted him, 
threw some liquid on him and set him afire. At the 
hospital, however, investigators found a set of lock
picks in his pants pocket which he was unable to 
explain. The police contacted the caretaker of the 
building. He reported that his building had been locked 
for the night and no one had been working there earlier 
in the evening. Further investigation revealed that 
the printing company was heavily in debt and that a 
maintenance man reported delivering a fifty gallon 
drum of naphtha to the business a few days before. 

The young man eventually confessed to the police that 
he had been offered payment hy the owners of the press 
if he would set a fire. Laboratory examination of 
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his clothing and debris collected from the fire scene 
confirmed the presence of accelerants. The suspect, 
along with the owners of the business, were subse
quently charged and convicted of arson. 

The most dramatic of all identifications, though, is where an item 

of evidence found at a crime scene, assists in identifying an offender 

who would have otherwise remained unknown. Practically speaking, the 

only form of evidence with this capability is fingerprints. 

Example Three. A night clerk was robbed and killed 
during a Christmas Eve holdup at a local motel. The 
crime scene unit was called to the scene and latent 
fingerprints were found On a metal cash box and cn 
various papers that had been removed from the cabinet 
file safe. The latent prints on the metal surface 
appeared to be fresh. A latent fingerprint 
matching the one taken from the matal cash box 
was found on an envelope next to the body. There were 
no witnesses to the crime and the detectives had no 
good suspects. 

with these latent prints a search was made of the 
crime scene unit's approximately 10,000 active suspect/ 
known fingerprint cards. This search proved fruitless. 
A second general search was then begun of the depart
ment's main fingerprint records of OVer 140,000 
individuals. This search paid off when the latent 
prints were found to match those of a prior criminal 
offender. 

Armed with this information, investigators determined 
the suspect's current address and searched his room. 
Several packs of rolled coins reported stolen in 
the robbery were found in the suspect's bedroom, inside 
a wool cap. Several dog hairs were found in this same 
wool cap which were similar to dog hair found on the 
victim's trousers. Based largely on this physical 
evidence, the suspect was charged and convicted of 
first degree murder. 

Common Origin 

This term is used frequently throughout the r.emainder of the report 

and refers to a conclusion by the examiner concerning the origin or 
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source of two or more items of evidence. In other words, the examiner 

concludes that the evidence, an item of heretofore undetermined origin, 

and a standard, an item of known source, once shared a common origin. 

In so doing, the laboratory io able to associate persons, instruments of 

the crime and physical environments. The strength of this association 

varies from conclusive to one of probable or possible common origin. A 

conclusive association is illustrated by the following: 

Example Four. A robbery in progress call was received 
by the police. A suspect was apprehended a few blocks 
from the crime scene. Upon questioning, the suspect 
admitted the robbery and signed a confession. Subse
quently, however, the defendant denied that he had 
made such an admission or had signed the confession. 
Handwriting exemplars were collected from his employer 
and these known handwriting standards were compared 
with the signatures he had made on each page of the 
confession. The laboratory, upon examining the signatures 
and known standards, concluded they }ud been wri t ten 
by the same individual. He subsequently pled guilty 
to the robbery charge. 

Example Five. A paraplegic in a motorized wheel chair 
was struck from behind while moving down the edge of 
the roadway at night. The victim had been seen by 
a witness and was found after only a few autos had 
passed by. The victim was dead on arrival at a local 
hospital. The body and chair were found some distance 
from the point of apparent impact. 

At first the police had no suspect. Then a citizen 
called the police and reported his neighbor's auto
mobile fit the general description of the wanted 
vehicle and that it had been involved in a recent 
accident. The suspect's vehicle was processed by a 
crime scene unit and a damaged head light frame 
was recovered and submitted to the laboratory. 
Scratchmarks (toolmarks) found on the head light 
frame from the suspect's vehicle were identified 
as having been made by cooling fins on the wheel 
chair's power unit. This constituted a positive 
linkage between the automobile and the victim's 
wheelchair. The suspect pled guilty to leaving 
the scene of an accidont involving a death. 
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EXamples Six and Seven. T t wo equally interes t ing 
oolmark-striation cases were reported ' th ' 'd' t' ln ano er 

JurlS lC 10n. The first involved a murder victi 
whose throat was cut with a knife Th t h m 
of th 't ' • e rac ea 

, ,e V1C 1m was reCOVered at the autopsy When 
dlstlnct, microscopic striations or scratches 
were observed on this soft tissue L t 

t' k' • a er, a suspec, s nlfe ~as SUbmitted for comparatiVe 
anal~sls. The mlcroscopic examination of the 
m~rklngs on, the trachea and the test marks made 
wlth the knlfe found them to be identical. 

t S~C?~d 7ase ~nvolved a particularly brutal dOUble 
omlCl e ln whlch the victims were kicked beat 

and stomped t d th ' ,en 
heel-l 'k ~ ea • Investlgators noticed rubber 
b lh

e mar s and scratches on the wall directly 
a ove w,ere the victims lay. An examination of a 
suspect s boot revealed that a rivet on the side of 

kt~et hboot produced markings identical to those on the 
1 c en wall. 

Wh'l 't' , , 
1 ellS prlmarlly fingerprints, handwriting and striation 

evidence (firearms and toolmarks) which can yield findl'ngs 
of conclusive 

common origin, blood, hair and th t 
o er race evidence may yield results 

where the examiner states that t ' 
wo ltems probabl~ or possibl~ shared a 

common origin. In the f 11 ' 
o oWlng case, several different l'tems of physi-

cal evidence were found to be indistinguishable. and 
, served to supply a 

strong linkage between the SUspect and the crime. 

Examp~e Eight. ,The nude body of a 16 year-old female 
was dlScovered ln a county park ad'acent ' 
The scene,revealed little but the ~OdY an~Oaat~~r~r~f 
blood, whlch covered more than one hundred feet th h 
a gravel parking lot All roug 
matted in the blood in th argek7 ump of long blond hairs 
matched to the victim. e par lng lot were later 

After the scene had been documented th 
in a sheet and transported to the ' t e body was wrapped 
!~~~t?f t~e bo:y revealed some six~~~~ ~t:~r~~~~dsEx~~ina-
th 1 ~O~t 0 a eep cut across the throat ending at' 
an~ :~g ear. The body had suffered numerous abrasions 
h 1 was a~pare~t that large quantities of both 

ead and PUblC halr had been pulled from the victim. 

~ff~~ththe: search o~ the park revealed several items 
o lng" a palr of jeans bi 

Some 175 pulled pubic h' ' OUse, scarf, and socks. 
alrs were recovered from these 
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items, all of which matched the victim. Seven 
black polypropylene fibers, 4 green nylon 
6-6 fibers, and one Caucasian body hair, ·foreign 
to the victim, were recovered. In addition, B ~ink 
material, probably vomitus, was p~esent on the Jeans 
and formed a 3" wide ribbed pattern. 

After about one week the investigation focused 
on a distant relative of the victim. His truck 
was searched and several blond'pubic hairs wer~ 
observed between the seat belt retractor and the 
seat. In addition, black polypropylene fiber 
floor mats over green nylon carpeting were noted. 

A ribbed 3" pattern was observed in the seat design 
and a pink material was present in the seams of 
the seat. Small splotches of red material, ~ater 
shown to be blood, were present on the headllghts. 

During the course of laboratory examination the 
pulled pubic hairs found in the suspect's truck were 
matched to the victim's pubic hair (including 
blood enzyme typing). The black and green fibers 
from the victim's clothing were matched to the mat~ 
and carpeting in the suspect1s truck. The body halr 
from the victim's blouse was matched to the suspect's 
chest hair. The pink material from thevictim'n 
jeans was shown to be consistent w~t~ that from 
the truck seat in color and composltlon. In 
addition the pattern of the vomitus material on 
the victim's jeans was shown to be indistinguishable 
from the pattern of the truck seat. One small 
splatter of blood from the seat was successf~ll~ , 
typed. The type ('0') was the same as the Vlctlm s 
and different from the suspect IS. 

Two witnesses were identified who were able to state 
that a truck similar to one owned by the suspect was in 
the park shortly before the body was found. 

The suspect was convicted of murder. 

Reconstruction/Corroboration 

An examination of the evidence may assist the investigator in 

determining ~ a crime has been committed. Such evaluations may in

dicate the movement and interactions of suspects and victims that might 

corroborate or refute statements by witnesses, suspects or victims. The 
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next example is a case where the phys'ical evidence provided critically 

important corroborative information. 

Example Nine. An elderly, semi-senile woman living 
alone was attacked in her home by three young men, 
who burst into her house intent on stealing a 
rumored (and non-existent) large amount of money 
she had secreted away. When she refused to produce the 
money, the suspects proceeded to abuse her, striking 
her about the head, smashing eggs in her face, and 
finally, tying her up in bed and sexually assaulting 
her. They then set fire to the bed, leaving their 
victim to her fate. The victim managed to struggle 
from the burning house and survived. She sustained 
minor burns, severe vaginal injuries and mental 
distress, reSUlting in her hospitalization in a 
psychiatric ward, 

A neighborhood canvass led to information concern-
ing the possible identities of the suspects, two of 
whom were subsequently apprehended. One suspect 
admitted the offense, but denied sexually assaulting 
the victim. This suspect later pled guilty as charged. 
A,second suspect named by the first as being respon
slble for the sexual assault, told the investigating 
officers that he had thrown his bloody clothing in 
a garbage can behind his home shortly after the 
offense. Although he admitted being involved in 
the attempted robbery and physical assault, he 
denied sexually assaulting the victim. The victim 
identified the second suspect as having assaulted 
her, but her credibility was considered marginal 
because of her mental state. 

The laboratory axamined a pair of shorts recovered 
from the dumpster at the suspect's home and found 
a large bloody stain on the shorts, mixed with 
semen. Genetic typing of the stain demonstrated 
that the blo?d could ~ have come from the suspect, 
but was conslstent with that of the victim. The 
combination of genetic markers found in the stain 
occurs in only approximately 3~ of the popUlation. 
The victim had been bleeding profusely from the 
vagina as a result of the sexual assault. The 
position of the blood on the fly of the shorts, 
and th~ fact that it was mixed with semen, 
supported the hypothesis that the stain was 
related to sexual activity. 

The lahoratory results served the dual purpose of 
c?rroborating the testimony of the complaining 
wltness and of supporting the information from 
the co-defendent (whose statement could not be 
used against the suspect under California law). 
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Trial of the second suspect for rape with great 
bodily injury, arson, and attempted murder is 
pending. 

This second case shows the value of physical evidence in recon-

structing a crime. 

Example Ten. Officers searching for a parking 
lot attendant who had failed to return home 
after work found his body in the trunk of his 
car parked several blocks away from his place of 
employment. His empty cashbox and a bloody knife 
were later found in a trash bin at the parking 
lot where he worked. 

The victim had been stabbed several dozen times, 
but there was relatively little blood found in 
the car, leading the investigators to conclude 
that the stabbing had occurred elsewhere, 
possibly at the parking lot itself. Given the 
nature of the victim's wounds, it was evident 
that the scene of the stabbing sh~uld contain 
a large amount of blood. But a preliminary 
search of the parking garage had not revealed 
obvious blood stains. 

At the request of the investigator, laboratory 
personnel responded to the scene and conducted 
a more thorough search of the garage. On the 
dimly lit basement level, they discovered a few 
hefivy crusts of blood in the crack beneath a door 
that had not been moved apparently for some time. 
Although there was no visible blood on the exposed 
floor next to a trailer, several large bloody clots 
were found underneath the trailer which were not 
visible unless viewed on hands and knees. From 
the distribution of the visible blood, it was 
determined that someone had cleaned all the areas 
which could be reached without opening the door 
or moving the trailer. 

In order to demonstrate the possible presence 
of blood in the cleaned areas, the laboratory 
personnel processed the entire area with luminol 
reagent. The luminol spray revealed traces of blood 
covering the entire floor near the trailer and even 
bloody wipe marks on the door to a hoight 
of several feet aboVe the floor. 

A pair of coveralls belonging to the suspect were 
found in a workshed at the garage. Red stains located 
on the cuffs of the coveralls were identified by 
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laboratory personnel at the scene as blood, using 
presumptive tests. Armed with the information that 
the door appeared to have been cleaned and that blood 
had been found on the suspect's clothing, the invest
igator began an intensive interrogation of the suspect. 
When confronted with the evidence, the suspect 
confessed to the murder. 

Different Origin/Negative Identification 

A different origin result is illustrated by a finding where the 

laboratory examination determines the evidence in question is not of the 

same origin as a standard taken from a known source. Such a aeter-

mination tends to disassociate persons, objects and locations. Negative 

identifications arc those laboratory findings which determIne that a 

substance is not what an investigator suspects it to be. For instance, 

a suspected drug is shown not to be a controlled substance. Or a con

tainer thought to contain gasoline turns out not to be holding an ac-

celerant. The final case example shows the importance of such excul-

patory evidence. 

Example Eleven. The distinctive H.O. of several rape 
cases committ~d in the past few months in a 
neighborhood led investigators to believp. that the 
crimes were the work of a single man. Semen 
evidence was collected from the victims in three 
of those cases in SUfficient concentrations to allow 
genetic typing. By COMbining the results of the 
typing tests in these three cases, in which the 
victims were of different types, a genetic profile 
of the suspect in ABO, PGM, and Pep-A was 
produced. The combination of types detected in the 
semen in these cases occurs in approximately 21 of 
the population. 

A man was recently arrested as a suspect in a 
fourth rape case. Although the M.O. in the case 
differed somewhat from the series cases, the 
circumstances were sufficiently similar causing 
the investigator to ask that the suspect's 
blood types be compared to the series cases. 
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Because of the genetic profile, the laboratory 
was able to exclude this suspect from the seri~s 
~r rapes. In addition, a second suspect, named by 
the first as a possible candidate for the series 
cases, was also excluded as the series rapist on 
the basis of genetic typing. 

These cases illustrate the value of physical evidence as an in-

vestigative aid, providing the detective with the ability to eliminate 

false leads. They also demonstrate the ability of physical evidence to 

advance the cause of justice by clearing falsely accused persons. 

Inconclusive 

The inconclusive category includes laboratory results where the 

laboratory is unable to arrive at a firm conclusion concerning the 

evidence examined. As with many other techniques employed by police 

investigators to try to solve crimes and identify offenders, many labo-

ratory examinations fail to yield con~lusive results. The next chapter 

provides a statistical summary of the frequency that different categor-

les of evidence result in inconclusive findings. Chapter V also summa-

rizes the frequency that evidence examinationQ yield an identification, 

common origin, reconstruction/ corroboration or different 

origin/negative identification. 
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Feedback and Value of Scientific Results to Users 

Communicating Laboratorv Results 

Verbal Results - An immediate, verbal report is sometimes made to 

the investigator in charge of a case. The examiner mayor may not make 

a record of this communication, either in the form of a notation in the 

case file or in a more formal memorandum or report. Laboratories have 

different policies with respect to this type of communication. These 

policies range from those which encourage communications with investiga

tive staff to those which are more bureaucratic, and require that all 

such communications be placed in writing and approVed beforehand by a 

supervis~r. A verbal report may also be an opportunity for an examiner 

to request that the investigator search for other types of evidence or 

collect other standards or knowns. 

Written Reports - The formal laboratory report is customarily 

directed to the detective in charge of the investigation. This report 

usually expresses results in layman's terms and rarely contains much 

detail about the scientific examinations conducted. Such detail is 

reserved for the examiner's laboratory workbook and for the laboratory 

file on the case. Subsequently if the case should go to trial it is not 

uncommon for attorneys in the litigation to accept the report as evi-

dence in lieu of an appearance by the examiner. In cases that are 

disposed of by a plea, it is ~his written report which provides scien

tific results to prosecutors and defense attorneys involved in the case. 
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Court Testimony - Testimony in court is the other primary means in 

which laboratories convey their findings to judicial decision makers. 

The management information system used in Kansas City permitted a 

tabulation of the number of cases in which evidence was examined that 

the examiner appeared in court. Ou~ of approximately 400 cases reviewed 

in Kansas City, examiners actually spent time in court in only 8 cases. 

In a recent national survey of crime laboratories, directors of these 

laboratories estimate that their examiners tesify in court between 8-101. 

of cases in which submitted evidence is evaluated (Peterson and Mihaj-

lovic, 1983). (The low figure in Kansas City is not so surprising when 

the high percentage of cases disposed of by plea bargaining is discussed 

in Chapter VI.) 

The Value of Laboratory Results to Investigators 

Physical evidence may be of value to an investigation in a number 

of ways. For the purposes of this study, the value of laboratory 

results is classified in one or more of the following categories: 

associating or disassociating persons, locations and instruments of the 

crime; establishing an element of the crime; providing corroboration; 

aiding in reconstruction; or proving to be of no value. ,These terms are 

defined earlier in the section discussing IIpurposes" for SUbmitting 

evidence to the laboratory. 

The next chapter explores the issue of investigator expectations 

and laboratory results in greater depth. Chapter V also discusses thfr 

value of the laboratory results in relation to the purposes for which 

the evidence is submitted to the laboratory. This comparison should 
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assist in estimating how frequently the expectations of the 

investigators are answered ~r satisfied by laboratory testing. This is 

an area w~ere detectives are commonly quite outspoken and criti~al of 

crime laboratories. It is the belief of many investigators that the 

laboratory results are typically inconclusive and not of practical 

assistance to an investigation. 

Time Elapsed to Issuance of Laboratory Reports 

The time elapsed from the point the laboratory is requested to 

examine evidence until a laboratory report is issued is monitored. 

Whereas 141. of the Peoria results and 17% of the Kansas City and Oakland 

results are reported in one day or less, 57% of the Chicago results are 

completed within a day. What accounts for this rapid turnaround of 

laboratory results in Chicago? Almost 80% of the blood examinations, 

541. of the firearms cases, and 1001. of the toolmark and serial number 

restoration cases are completed within a day. Whereas all of the fire

arms cases result in formal reports, the blood and toolmark/serial 

number restoration cases are not written up as formal reports unless the 

case is going to trial. 

Fifty-eight percent of the Oakland results are reported within a 

week, in comparison with 521. of the Kansas City results, 251. of the 

Peoria results, and 631. of the Chicago results. Most Kansas City and 

Peoria reports are issued in the 8 to 30 day turnaround time category. 

Forty-one percent of the Kansas City results are reported in this time 

frame and 371. of the Peoria results. It is clear, therefore, that 

Chicago has the fastest overall turnaround time. 
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Summary 

Crime laboratories only examine a fraction of the evidence col-

lected from the field. Laboratories employ various priority systems for 

determining when, and if, the evidence collected from the field will be 

examined. The nature of the crime, its seriousness, the perishability 

of the evidence, and the presence of suspects are the primary factors 

taken into consideration. Several examples drawn from the files of the 

participating crime laboratories illustrate how the results of the 

laboratory tests may aid the investigation of various crimes. The 

results range from cases in which materials are simply identified or 

classified to those in which conclusive linkages are established between 

a suspect ~nd the crime. The analysis of physical evidence may also 

help to exculpate suspects of crimes. This chapter concludes with a 

discussion of the manner and speed with which laboratory results are 

conveyed to investigators. 
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CHAPTER V 

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE AND LABORATORY RESULTS 

Introduction 

The previous two chapters outlined in general terms the process of 

physical evidence utilization and the types of data gathered during the 

study. This chapter examines the steps in the physical evidence co!-

lection and analysis process which help to explain the types of informa-

tion criminal investigators can expect to obtain from the examination of 

various categories of evidence. Specifically: 

o The percentage of major offense categories 
reported to the police which receive a crime 
scene investigation; 

o A summary of crime incident variables asso
ciated with the quantity and types of evid
ence gathered; 

o The primary reasons evidence is gathered and 
submitted for analysis; 

o The results of laboratory testing by crime 
and evidence type; 

o The ratio of evidence submitted for analysis 
which is actually examined; and 

o A detailed discussion of fingerprint results 
derived from a special sampling of cases where 
on12 latent fingerprints are gathered from 
the scertes of crimes. 
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Percentage of Crimes Reported to the Police Which 
are Searched for Phvsical Evidence 

One of the first important indicators of the utilization of pcten-

tial physical evidence in criminal investigations is the ratio of crime 

scenes searched by evidence technicians. While the failure of a techni-

cian to respond to a crime scene does not preclude the opportunity for 

physical evidence to be used in a case, such as in rapes where evidence 

is collected from the victim at a hospital, not dispatching a technician 

to a scene greatly diminishes the prospects for evidence collection in 

most other crimes. Evidence still may be collected by patrol officers 

and detectives, but this is an unusual occurrence. The following data 

summarize the percentage of all major crime scenes in the four study 

sites searched by a technician. 

Whereas technicians process practically all homicide and death-

related scenes, the ratio of scenes of other crimes investigated to all 

crimes reported differs greatly from city to city (see Table V-I). 

Peoria technicians respond more frequently to rape and robbery scenes 

than do all other cities, but to few aggravated assault scenes. Chicago 

technicians respond most frequently to aggravated assault and burglary 

scenes. 

Incident Variables Associated with the Number of Evidence Categories Collected 

Table V-2 identifies those incident variables, in personal and 

property crimes, that have a positive association with the number of 

categories of physical evidence collected. These relationships are 
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Crime 
Classification 

Homicide 

Rape lb'r 

Robbery 

Aggravated 
Assault 

Burglary 

TABLE V-I 

PERCENTAGE OF CRIMES REPORTED TO THE POLICE 
WHICH RECEIVED A CRIME SCENE SEARCH 

BY AN EVIDENCE TECHNICIAN 
(19i9) 

JUrisdiction 

Peoria 
N~'r ;. 

Chicago 
N~~ ;. 

Ran Citl! 
N*;. 

10 

80 

351 

lOa;' 856 lOa;' (est) 119 92;' 

82;' 1,655 

257. 14,464 

30;' 

19;' 

436 85;' 

2,651 12;' 

Oakland 
N~~ ;. 

108 937. 

373 797. 

1,137 2;' 10,832 

46;' 33,396 

15;' 2,736 

12,254 

7;' 2,513,bb'r 
4,174 55;' 7;' 12,351 16;' 

,'r 
The N value refers to the number of crimes 
reported to the police in 1979. of this type 

,'r,'c 

,'o'o'c 

The percent 
is based on 
studl! where 

of rape s7enes processed for physical clues 
the fractlon of rape cases sampled in this 
the crime scene is searched-.--~~-=~~~ 

Not Available 
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TABLE V-2 

Incident Variable 
Jurisdiction 

Peoria Chicago Kansas City Oakland 

More Evidence is Collected: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

In personal, rather than 
property offenses. N.S. 

As the injury sustained by 
the victim in personal 
offenses increases 

When the offender has a 
physical interaction with 
the victim and/or sceno. 

From residential scenes 
in personal crimes. 
From residential scenes 
in property crimes. 

When the suspect is n£1 
identified or in custody 
in personal crimes. 

When the suspect i! 
identified or in custody 
in property crimes 

(-) 

When witnesses are ~ 
present in personal crimes. 

When detectives/supervisors 
are present at personal 
crime scenes. 

When detectives/supervisors 
are present at property 
crime scenes. 

N.S.- Not Significant 

,'ddt lh'o~ 

Me N.S. 

l'dt I', 

,'tl't,'t N.S. 

N.S. 

l'eMf lh'tl't 

~dt 'Itl't 

N.A.- Not Applicable • t' 
(_) lndicates negative aSSOCla 10n 

Chi Square Significance * p < .05 
Me p < .01 

*** p < .001 
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distinguished by type of crime (personal or property), since the direc~ 

tion and significance of the relationships are sometimes different. 

By evidence categories, we mean such primary designations as blood, 

documents, fingerprints, hair, etc. The reader is referred to Variable 

403 of the Project Codebook. (See Appendix A-3 for a complete listing 

of the thirty-two major evidence categories used in this study.) The 

term Hnumber of evidence categories collected," used in this and ensuing 

tables, refers to the number of different categories of physical evi-

dence collected in a particular case investigation. 

The chi square test of significance legend at the bottom of Table 

V-2 indicates the strength of the relationship between the various 

independent variables (type of crime, seriousness of injury, etc.) and 

the dependent variable, number of evidence categories collected. A 

relationship which is found to be significant means that the null 

hypothesis (complete independence between the independent and dependent 

variables) is rejected. In other words, there is a relationship between 

the two variables. The p value « .05, < .01, or < .001) gives the 

approximate probability one would find such an association by chance 

(when, in fact, the two variables are truly independent of one another) 

is less than 5 in 100 (*), 1 in 100 (t*) or 1 in 1000 (***). 

Crime Classification 

In all cities, except for Peoria, significantly more evidence is 

gathered in crimes against persons than in crimes against property. 

This relation.hip basicallY reflects the fact that police investigators 

(including evidence technicians) will usually go to greater lengths 
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collecting information to attempt to solve personal crimes than they 

will for property crimes. In Oakland, for example, four or more 

evidonce categories are collected in 70Y. of the personal crimes, while 

in just 14r. of property offenses. In 36Y. of the property offenses just 

a single evidence category is collected, versus only 9Y. of the personal 

crimes. In Peoria, the quantity of physical evidence collected in 

property crimes is not significantly different from the number of cate-

gories collected in personal crimes. The reader should recall that none 

of these single evidence category cases involves only fingerprints. 

These cases are considered as a separate category and are discussed 

later in this chapter. 

Personal Injury 

In personal crimes (murder, rape, assault, robbe~y) in all juris-

dictions, the amount of evidence collected is highly associated with the 

seriousness of physical injury suffered by the victim. When the victim 

receives either a minor injury not requiring medical treatment or no 

injury at all, only one or two categories of evidence are collected in a 

majority of the cases. But as the degree of injury becomes more severe, 

the quantity of evidence collected steadily increases. See Table Y-3 

which illustrates this steady progression in Kansas City. The exception 

is Oakland where high quantities of evidence are collected in even the 

least serious offenses. 

This relationship is probably due to the following: tho quantity 

of evidence created during the commission of the crime - with more 

violent crimes producing more evidence; and, secondly, the added motiva-
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TABLE Y-3 

KANSAS CITY 

CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS 
EXTENT OF INJURY BY 

NUMBER OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE CATEGORIES COLLECTED 
(Cell Entries are Row Percentages) 

(N • 207) 

Number of Evidence Categodes Collected 

Personal Injury 1 2 3 4 or more 

None/Minor 27 29 20 24 

Moderate 0 10 13 77 

Serious 11 27 35 27 

Fatal 0 0 4 96 

Column Total 11 18 18 53 

Chi Square Significance: p < .001 
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tion of technicians to collect evidence when investigating more serious 

personal offenses. 

Interaction Between Off~nder and Scene and/or Victim 

Not all personal crimes involve struggle or physical contact be-

tween the offender and the victim. Robberies frequently do not involve 

physical interaction between offender and victim. In such cases, one 

would not expect to find or recoVer the same quantity of physical evi-

dence as in cases where there is such interaction. The data from all 

the cities support this theory, with statistically significant associa-

tions (p < .001) between interaction and number. of evidence categories 

colle~ted. For example, in Peoria 521 of the cases with a physical 

interaction result in four or more categories of evidence being col-

locted, but only 61 of the incidents without such an interchange result 

in four or more categories being collected. 

Location of the Offense 

In personal crimes, more evidence is usually gathered from resi-

dentia! crimes scenes than from commercial scenes or incidents occurring 

on the street or out-of-doors. This relationship is strongest in 

Peoria, while the weakest ~elationship is in Chicago where no associa-

tion is found. The results for property crimes are not consistent 

across all the cities. Peoria evidence technicians tend to gather more 

evidence at non-residental locations, but the cpposito is true in tho 

other cities. 

-ilOO-

Status of the Identification of tho Suspect 

This relationship is consistent in three of the four study juris-

dictions. Basically, more physical evidence categories are collected in 

person~l crimes when the l!!!l information about the identity or where

abouts of the suspect is available. The fewest categories of evidence 

are gathered when a suspect is in custody. This pattern of collecting 

less physical evidence When a suspect is in custody is llnderstandable 

because such cases practically always have a witness to corroborate the 

suspect's involvement. This reduces the need for physical e~idence to 

link a suspect with the crime. Technicians make an extra effort when 

suspects are not in custody or identified in some fashion. 

Chicago is the only exception to this pattern. The amount of 

evidence collected appears to be insensitive to the status of the iden-

tification of the suspect. Chicago also generally collects the fewest 

categories of evidenco per crime of all th~ jurisdictions (See Table 

V-7) • 

The opposite trend is true for crimes Aaainst property where more 

evidence is collected in offenses with a suspect in custody, and signif-
. 

icantly so in Chicago and Kansas City. Given the low probability of 

solving property offenses When a suspect is neither in custody nor 

identified at the beginning of the investigation, technicians may have 

learned through experience that there is little payoff in collecting 

many categories of evidence in luch cases. When a suspect is in 

custody, though, the technician is presented with an opportunity to 
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corroborate that suspect's involvement through physical evidence, (e.g. 

to place a suspect apprehended on the street inside a dwelling through 

fingerprints or trace evidence). This may be particularly important in 

burglary/property crimes since witnesses are rarely present. , 

Witnesses to the Crime 

As in the preceding variable, it is found that in crimes against 

persons more evidence is usually collected when there are no eyewitnes-

ses to the crime. In property offenses, as with the suspect identifica-

tion variable, more evidence is collected where there are one or more 

witnesses. In other words, the better the information police have to 

start the investigation of a property crime, the more likely evidence 

will be collected. 

Police Personnel at the Scene 

The relationship between evidence gathered and the presence of 

detectives and other supervisory personnel at the crime scene is also 

examined. The data support the theory that technicians collect more 

evidence when these personnel are present. This significant rela-

tionship suggests that technicians respond to pressures from higher 

ranking police officers just as other personnel do, and will perform a 

more exhaustive search in their presence. This relationship is also 

probably affected by the fact that detectives and supervisors will more 

likely be present at the more serious offenses. The seriousness of the 

offense has already been shown to be associated with more evidence being 

collected. 
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Collecting Agent 

When the types of police p 1 
ersonne collecting evi~ence in the case 

are cross-tabulated by the number f ' 
o eVldence categories collected, 

patrol officers are shown to have 
a decreasing likelihood of collecting 

multiple forms of evidence. E' 
vldence technicians, detectives and me-

dical personnel are the primary 
collectors of multiple categories of 

evidence. Th f 11 ' 
e 0 oWlng Table (V-4) illustrates this relationship for 

personal crimes in Kansas City. A pat 1 ff' ro 0 lcer is a collecting agent 
in only 171 of the cases where four or 

more categories of evidence are 
colhcted. The next table (V-5) shows 

the percentage of time in which 
the various types of 

personnel are collectors of eVl'dence . ln cases where 
four or more categories of eVl'dence are collected. 

Categories of Physical Evidence Collected 

The reader is f d t re erre 0 Table III-I in Chapter III which 

enumerates the top five evidence categories collected 
in the crimes of 

homicide, rape, robbery, It 
assau ,and burglary. These additional ob-

servations are in order: 

o 

o 

Biological fluids and firearms d ' 
omlnate as evidence forms col-

lected in crimes of Violence: 

Fingerprints, tra~e evidence and toolmarks 

evidence collected in property crimea; 
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TABLE Y-4 

KANSAS CITY 
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS 

NUMBER OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE CATEGORIES COLLECTED 
BY COLLECTING AGENT 

(Cell Entries are Row Percentages) 
(N .. 207) 

Personnel Collecting Physical Evidence 

Number of Evidence Police Detective/ Evidence Medical 
Categories Officer Supervisor Specialist Personnel 

1 7l%''t 8% 25% 8% 

2 24% 32% 68% 16% 

3 16% 49% 89% 19% 

4 or more 17% 66% 94% 74% 

Column Total 25% 50% 81% 46% 

* This value should be read, itA police officer was one of the 
collecting agents in 71% of the cases in which one category 
(blood, trace, etc.) of evidence was collected. II 
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TABLE Y-5 

PERCENTAGE OF THE TIME VARIOUS POLICE 
PERSONNEL ARE COLLECTING AGENTS IN CASES IN 

WHICH FOUR OR MORE CATEGORIES OF EVIDENCE 
ARE COLLECTED 

Jurisdiction 

Coll ection Agent 

Peoria Chicago Kansas City 

Police Officer 20% 32% 17r. 
Detective/SUpervisor 86% 81% 66% 
Evidence Specialist 
(Technicians, Criminalists) 

93% 79i. 94i. 

Medical Personnel 77i. 80r. (Medical examiner, 74r. 
doctors, nurses) 
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Oakland has the highest percentage of personal crimes with blood 

evidence and firearms; Peoria has the lowest percentage of cases 

with blood evidence: 

Chicago has the lowest percentage of crime laboratory analyzed 

cases with fingerprints and trace evidence, while Kansas City 

has the highest percentage of cases with those same evidentiary 

items. 

Seriousness of the Offense and Evidence Collected 

As the seriousness of the personal offense increase§ so does the 

likelihood th~t biological fluids will be collected. This same rela

tionship is particularly strong in the areas of trace evidence and 

fingerprints, as well. There are no clear relationships between the 

dollar loss sustained in a property offense and th~ types of evidence 

collected. 

Interaction and Evidence Collected 

Interaction between the offender and victim predictably generates 

not only more biological evidence, but also more trace evidence and 

fingerprints. The only countertrend here is found with firearms since 

there is a greater likelihood that firearms will be submitted in inc i-

dents where physical interaction has ~ occurred. In such cases a 

firearm is used as the weapon to intimidate or, possibly, shoot a vic

tim, but the offender does not personally engage in an altercation with 
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the victim. Here firearms may also constitute the source of some other 

type of evidence, such as fingerprints or bloodstains, which may be 

deposited on a weapon. 

Biological and trace evidence are found only in those property 

crimes involving an interaction between the offender and the crime 

scene. On the other hand, fingerprints and tools are collected more 

frequently in offenses in which no appreciable interaction between the 

offender and scene has taken place. 

Reasons for Submitting Evidence for Analysis 

Table V-6 summarizes the various reasons that evidence is submitted 

to the laboratories for analysis in the study sites. The reader should 

note that the N values in this table refer to the various reasons that 

evidence is submitted in a case. Since individual cases often involve 

more than a single category of evidence and since a category of evidence 

may be submitted for more than one reason, the N values are greater than 

the number of cases sampled in each jurisdiction. 

Element of the Crime 

An examination of the cases sampled in the present study shows that 

evidence is submitted for the purpose of establishing an element of an 

offense from St.-lOt. of the time. Drug and narcotic offenses are not 

included in this accounting because they are addressed individually in a 

later chapter of this report. However, cases in which drugs are submit

ted as evidence incidental to the major crime category are included such 
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j TABLE V-6 

ij REASONS FOR SUBMISSION OF EVIDENCE r 

as when drugs are found in the automobile of a robbery suspect. 

Therefore, rape and arson are the two primary crime categories in which 

I 
evidence is submitted to establish an element of the crime. In such 

,i 
I 

Jurisdictions 
i 
! 
\ 

Reasons II 
I' Peoria Chicago Kansas City Oakland .1 

II N .. 862 N .. 1139 N '" 1139 N = 715 

! 
Element 8'7. 9% 10% 9% II 

Ii 

cases, suspected seminal fluid and flammable substances are submitted 

for reasons of identification. 

Associative Evidence 

Associative 62% 44% 52% 63% The primary reason evidence is submitted in the cases sampled in 

Offender/Scene 35% 28% 55% 32% 
Offender/Victim 23% 9% 8% 24'7. 

all jurisdictions is to associate persons, instruments of the crime 

Firearm related 34r. 43r. 24% 38% 
Victim/Scene 4r. 8% 12'7. 5% 

(firearms, other weapons and tools), and locations where offenses occur. 

Tools 21- 1% 1% 
Documents 9'7. 

~ Reconstruct 13% 32% 32'7. 13% II 
Corroborate 4% 6'7. 5% 10% II 

Operability 13~~ 9% 1% 5% 

Peoria (62%) and Oakland (63%) have the greatest percentage of evidence 

submitted for this purpose, while Kansan City (52%) and Chicago (44%) 

have evidence submitted for. this purpose to a lesser degree. 

Within th~ association category, the submissions in Peoria and 

(firearms) Kansas City are primarily intended to associate offenders with the 

TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% scenes of crimes. In Chicago and Oakland, the majority of the submis-

sions are firearms related and are intended to associate these weapons 

with their owners, with the offenders, or with the victim of the crime. 

There is a SUbstantial difference between the study cities in the frac-

tion of submissions where the intent is to associate the offender with 

the victim of the crime. Approximately one-quarter of this associative 

evidence in Peoria and Oakland has the objective of linking an offender 

with a victim, while less than 10% of the associative evidence in 

Chicago and Kansas City is submitted for that purpose. This is, in 

part, a reflection of the higher percentage (80%) of personal crimes in 

the Peoria and Oakland samples, compared with Chicago and Kansas City 
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60~ respectively, of the cases are personal where only about 70% and ~, 

crimes. 

Reconstrucll2!! 

About 2 1/2 times more cases are submitted in the Chicago and 

h ' reasons for submission is Kansas City samples where one of t e pr1mary 

Th1's reflects the fact than many cases examined in reconstruction. 

Chicago and Kansas City lack standards. For example, bloodstain evi-

• but no blood sample is submitted dence from a crime scene is eXam1ned, 

from a known source (i.e., the victim or offender). In such cases, the 

l'nformation about the blood type of the individexamination can provide 

h d but can not associate it with anyone. ual who shed t e bloo , 

Corroboration 

Evidence is submitted between 4% - 10% of the time to test the 

statements of witnesses and victims and the alibis of suspects. This 

a common reason for submitting evidence in cases of rape where testing 

the vl'ctim would support or refute the statethe evidence taken from 

ments she has given the police. 

Operability/Open Case File Check 

. 1S 

A substantial volume of firearms evidence in Peoria and Chicago has 

been examined for the purpose of checking the operation of the weapon 

and comparing the weapon against open case files in order to soe if the 
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gun may have been involved in previous crimes. Almost 10% of the Peoria 

caseload sample involves unlawful Use of weapons. In order to prose-

cute, the laboratory has to verify that the gun is in operating 

condition. 

S!lio of Evidence Examined to Evidence Collected 

Table V-7 details the average number of discrete evidence categor

ies collected and examined by type of offense in the four cities. The 

fraction in the columns beneath each city divides the average number of 

evidence categories examined per case by the average number of categor-

ies collected per case. Peoria examines the highest percentage of 

categories collected in four crime categories. Oaklanc examines the 

lowest perccnt~ge of evidence categories collected in all five primary 

offense$. In homicide, Oakland evidence technicians collect an average 

of 6.3 categori~s of evidence per investigation, but the laboratory only 

examines an average of 1.8 categories per ca$o. The Oakland laboratory 

examines, on the average, only 1.4 categories of evidence in rape cases 

(the lowest of all the cities) but. technicians gather 5.2 categories per 

case (the highest of all the cities, along with Kans~,s City). The 

sparse scienttfic resources available in Oakland, in r~lation to the 

volu~e of crime and number of evidence technicians, help to explain 

these low ratios. 

It in also interesting to note that in all cities, except for 

Kansas City, the highest ratio of evidence examined to evidence co1-

lected is 1n burglary/property offenses. The lowest ratio of evidence 

examined/collected is in homicides. This is undoubtedly related to the 

higher than average quantities of evidence collected in those very 
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Crime 

TABLE V-7 

PERCENT OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE CATEGORIES COLLECTED 

WHICH ARE EXAMINED BY CRIME TYPE 

Jurisdiction 

Peoria Chicago Kan Ci ty 
Classification N* Percent N Percent N Percent 

Homicide 2.2 514 2.0 501- 3.3 57Y. 
4.3 4.0 5.8 

Sex Crimes 2.4 751- 1.8 641- 2.7 521-
3.2 2.8 5.2 

Robbery 1.4 70% 1.5 681- 1.5 50% 
2.0 2.2 3.0 

Assault 1.4 74~' 1.3 621- .!.d 68% 
1.9 2.1 1.9 

Burglary 1.4 82Y. 1.1 73Y. 1.5 501. 
1.7 1.5 3.0 

Arson 1.1 50Y. 1.3 57% 
2.2 2.3 

Oakland 
N Percent 

1.8 291-
6.3 

1.4 271. 
5.2 

1.3 38% 
3.4 

1.1 3n 
3.0 

1.1 651-
1.7 

* Fraction represents mean number of evidence categories examined 
divided by the mean number of evidence categories collected. 
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serious offenses. It appears though that laboratories screen out much 

of this evidence from their examination procedures. 

Laboratory Results 

Laboratory Results by Crime Classification 

Table V-8 tabulates the results of laboratory testing in each 

jurisdiction by personal and property crimes. The N values in the lable 

refer to the number of evidence categories submitted and analyzed by the 

laboratory in the sample of cases from each jurisdiction. The percent-

age totals for each crime classification exceed 100% because the survey 

instrument records up to three results for each major categ~ry of evi-

dence collected. Although an infrequent occurrence, a case might in

volve several different blood samples submitted from various locations 

at a crime scene. In such a case, one t;ample might prove inc'>nclusive, 

while another is typed and associated with a suspect. HOWeVfjr, mOiilt 

cases have a single result. 

If the examination results in the identification of the evidence 

(e.g., the stain is blood, the liquid is a flammable), or a classifica-

tion (the stain is Type A human blood, the flammable is gasoline) it is 

included in the identify/classify category. Chicago has the highest 

percentage of results in both the personal and property crime category 

when the results are so classified. 

Initially, most types of evidence are identified or classified even 

if the evidence is compar!d subsequently with a standard, thus yielding 

a conclusion of common origin. If a blood sample is first grouped and 
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Laboratory 
Result 

TABLE V-a 

RESULTS DERIVED FROM THE LABORATORY 
~XAHINATION OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

JUrisdiction 

---------------------------------
Peoria Chicago Ran Cit~ Oakland 

----------~--~-----------~ 

,) 

.1 

:1 

r 
I. then compared with blood that haD be~n grouped from another source. and 

a statement of common origin results (in the above example, the two 

samples possibly have a COmmon origin), both the "identifY/classify" and 

the "cc/llIll1on origin" results are noted. 

Pers. Prop. Pers. Prop. Pers. Prop. Pers. Prop. 
(N-421) (N-97) (N-411) (N-123) (N-431) (N-16!) (N-332) (Not'48) 

The second row notes negative identifications. For example the 

evidence is determined ~ to be the sUbstance it was thought to be upon 

sUbmission. The primary evidence forms here would be substances suspec

ted to be seminal fluid, flammable liquida, controlled substances, and 

bloodstains. A small percentage of the time a packet of suspected her

oin, for example, tUrns out to be nothing more than milk sugar. In 

other situations, the laboratory may be unable to detect the presence of 

the substance due to the small qUantity or contamination/deterioration 

Identify/ 
Classify 36~ 

Negative 10. 5i! 

Common 
Origin 44i! 

Different: 
Origin 

Reconstruct 

51. 

61. 

Inconclusive 241. 

20~ 

2~ 

547. 

127. 

01. 

201. 

58i! 

5i! 

21i! 

101. 

20~ 

49'l. 

11i! 

57. 

2i! 

21. 

38~ 

41i! 

3i! 

297. 

71. 

141. 

29i! 

9i! 

12i! 

161. 

471. 

8i! 

357. 

161. 

6~ 

13i! 

171. 

Oi! 

27i! 

31i! 

21. 

25~ 

The N value in this table refers to the total number of categories 
of evidence analyzed by the laboratory of the cases included in the study sample. 
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of the sample. 

The percentage of results which possibly, probably or conclusively 

link evidence with a standard are categ~rized under comm~n origin. 

Results from the examination of cases in Peoria are in the common origin 

category more often than the cases from the other cities. Forty-four 

percent of the results in ~arsonal crimes and fifty-fOUr percent of the 

results in property crimes are of the common origin category. Chicago 

has the lowest percentage of results classified in the common origin 

category, with 217. of tho ~esults from personal crimes and 5~ of the , 

results in property crimes. Kansas City and Oakland are comparable in 

the personal crime category results, but Oakland has about twice the 

percentage of COMmon origin results il\ the property crime category as 

does RQnsas City. Ono should note the sample sizes in these property 

offQnse comparisons: the two cities with tho lowest percentage of common 

origin result. pr~cess the greatest number of Cases, by a factor of two 
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to three. Peoria and Oakland generally reserve their property crime 

examinations for cases in which both evidence and standards are sup

plied, while Kansas City and Chicago examine cases lacking standards 

where scientific results may aid in deciphering how a crime was commit-

ted, but would not lead to a common origin conclusion. 

The Oakland laboratory has the highest per~entage of laboratory 

reports which c~nclude that two items of evidence do not have a common 

origin. It appears the policy in Oakland is for their examiners to be 

much more explicit in their laboratory reports about the failure of two 

items to match with one another and, thereby, indicate they do not share 

a common source. There is a tendency in the other laboratories to de

clare inconclusive results in such cases. The low percentage of dif

ferent origin results in a city such as Chicago is also a reflection of 

the smaller percentage of cases submitted with known "standards." 

Different origin results constitute valuable information, for they 

may demonstrate to investigators that they are pursuing the wrong 

suspect or are operating under a faulty hypothesis as to how the crime 

occurred. Evidence sUbmitted in property crimes is more likely to result 

in a different origin result than that submitted in personal crimes. 

The reconstruction category basically includes examinations which 

may assist in determining how a crime was or was not committed. These 

are commonly cases where evidence alone is submitted for examination 

with an accompanying inquiry; "Does the evidence indicate a crime occur .. 

red?" or "Was it committed in this way?" Informing investigators that a 

lock was or was ~ picked would be an example of reconstructive inform-

ation aiding an investigation. 

Inconclusive results occur when laboratory findings fail to yield 

an informative statement or conclusion. 
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Laboratory Results by Evidence Category 

Tables V-9 through V-12 summarize the results of laboratory testing 

for each jurisdiction by evidence category. The N values correspond to 

the number of times a category of evidence is submitted in personal and 

property crimes. GiVen the infrequency that some evidence categories 

appear in certain crime categories, percentages are given only when the 

N is equal to fiVe or more cases. 

The rate at which bloodstain testing results in a conclusion of 

common origin ranges from a high of 40% in Oakland to a low of 6% in 

Chicago. Blood is rarely present in property crimes in Peoria, Kansas 

City and Oakland. But, in Chicago (N-25), blood links an offender with 

a scene or victim 8% of the time. 

Chicago has the highest rate (79%) of positive identifications of 

suspected semen evidence in rape or other sex-related crimes. The rate 

of positive identifications is close to the 70% mark in the other 

laboratories. 

Although the number of hair submissions in Oakland is small (N-12), 

in two-thirds of the cases this evidence results in a conclusion of 

possible or probable common origin. The N of cases in Peoria and Kansas 

City with hair is about the same (N-60). Common origin results develop 

in from one-quarter to one-third of the instances in which this evidence 

is submitted. 

The percentage of submissions in which firearms evidence results in 

a common origin is comparable in personal crimes from city to city, with 

Peoria having the highest rate at 62%. Peoria also has the highest rate 

of toolmark cases in property crimes - eighty-two percent have a common 
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TABLE V-9 

PEORIA 

LABORATORY RESULTS BY EVIDENCE CATEGORY AND CRUIE CLASSIFICATION 

Evidence 
Category 

Blood 

Semen 

Hair 

Firearms 

Toolmarks 

Prints 

Trace/ 
Transfer 

Drugs 

Flammable 
Explosives 

Crime N * 
Class. of cases 

Pers. (N" 86) 

Prop. (N" 4) 

Pers. (N" 43) 

Prop. (N" 0) 

Pers. (N" 56) 

Prop. (N" 1) 

Pers. (N· 149) 

Prop. (N" 14) 

Pers. (N" 3) 

Prop. (N" 22) 

Pers. (N" 42) 

Prop. (N· 15) 

Pers. (N" 14) 

Prop. (N" 21) 

Pers. (N" 25) 

Prop. eN" 11) 

Pers. (N" 

Prop. (N" 

3) 

0) 

Pers. (N.. 10) 
Impressions/ 
Patterns Prop. (N.. 9) 

Identifi
cation 

90% 

67% 

20% 

7% 

36% 

9% 

2% 

0% 

14% 

0% 

76% 

82% 

10% 

or. 

Negative 
Ident. 

2% 

32% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

Or. 

or. 

24% 

18% 

0% 

0% 
* Val ues where N < 5 cases are not computed. 
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Laboratory Results 

Common Different 
Origin Origin 

29% 

5% 

32% 

62% 

21% 

82% 

81% 

53% 

57% 

62% 

0% 

0% 

60% 

78% 

0% 

20% 

1% 

0% 

14% 

13% 

21% 

33% 

0% 

or. 

0% 

11% 

Recon- Iocoo-
structive r.l'.t~i.Y..c .... 

1% 

0% 

13r. 

14% 

0% 

0
., 
I, 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

40% 

0% 

12% 

2% 

20% 

49% 

64% 

2% 

33% 

14% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

10% 

11% 

TABLE V-IO 

CHICAGO 

LABORATORY RESULTS BY EVIDENCE CATEGORY AND CnIME CLASSIFICATION 

Evidence 
Category 

Blood 

Semen 

Hair 

Firearms 

Toolmarks 

Print. 

Trace/ 
Transfer 

Drugs 

Fl8llll1la b Ie 
Explosives 

Crime N '" 
Class. of cases 

Pers. (N" 139) 

Prop. (N· 25) 

Pers. (N .. 48) 

Prop. (N· 0) 

Pers. (N· 19) 

Prop. (N" 0) 

Pers. (N -157 ) 

Prop. (N. 14) 

Pers. (N" 5 ) 

Prop. (N. 21) 

Pero. (N· 23) 

Prop. (N" 23) 

Pers. .(N" 2) 

Prop. (N· 1) 

Pera. (N· 3) 

Prop. (N. 0) 

Per.. (N. 13) 

Prop. (N. 34) 

Perl. (N. 2 ) 
Impressionl/ 
Patternl Prop. (N. 3) 

Identifi
cation 

95% 

96% 

79% 

79X 

26% 

7% 

40% 

67% 

0% 

0% 

-. 
46% 

56% 

1IrVa1uei where N < 5 caees are not computed. 

Negaeivll 
Ident. 

i7% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

OX 

OX 

0% 

54% 

35% 
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Comon 
Origin 

14% 

8% 

0% 

11% 

34% 

7% 

0% 

0% 

39% 

13% 

0% 

0% 

Different 
Origin 

0% 

0% 

0% 

11% 

7% 

0% 

0% 

4% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

Racon- lIlC/IIl-

s t ru co t 1 vg t~J.U!i.l.v 

1% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

25% 

7% 

or. 
5% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

16% 

37% 

60% 

29% 

57% 

87% 

15% 



EVidence 
Category 

TABLE V-ll 

KANSAS CITY 

LABORATORY RESULTS ~Y EVIDENCE CATEGORY AND CRIME CLASSIFICATION 

Laboratory Results 
Crime N * 
Class. of cases 

Pors. (N" 70) 

Prop. (N.. 8) 

Identifi- Negative C Diff ___ • 
ommon erent Rocon- Inc<m---------------...!:c:.!!a!..Et~io2Jn!L __ ",..:J~d~el!ln!t.:... __ ....!OQJr~il!!gl!i:nn-_.QO~riigfri!.!nL _ __1tsttuctive clll..':!l .. v.Q., 

Blood 

Semen 

Hair 

Firearms 

Toolmarks 

Prints 

Trace/ 
Transfer 

Drl,lgs 

Flammable 
Explosives 

Impr~ssions/ 
Patterns 

Pers. (N· 44) 

Prop. eN.. 0) 

Pers. (N.. 61) 

Prop. (N. 2) 

Pers. (N .. 102) 

Prop. (N.. 0) 

Pers. (N.. 5) 

Prop. (N .. 10) 

Pers. (N .. 115) 

Prop. eN" 72) 

Pers. 

Prop. 

Pers. 

Prop. 

Pers. 

Prop. 

Pers. 

Prop. 

eN" 11) 

eN = 13) 

(N· 15) 

eN.. 5) 

(N. 2) 

(N.. 47) 

(N.. 6) 

(N.. 4) 

100% 

100% 

75% 

18% 

39% 

60r. 

50% 

2% 

0% 

36% 

or. 

67% 

80% 

62% 

33% 

0% 

0% 

23% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

27% 

20% 

28% 

0% 

6% 0% 

13% 0% 

0% 0% 

26% 20% 

45% 1% 

40% 0% 

10% 

46% 

7% 

27% 

31% 

7% 

0% 

8% 

33% 

0% 

14% 

10% 

18% 

23% 

0% 

or. 

4% 

0% 

4% Or. 

0% 12% 

2% 7% 

2R% 21% 

37% 18% 

20% 0% 

40% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

20% 

45% 

33% 

10% 

46r. 

83% 

27% 

46% 

0% 

0% 

17% 

0% 

*Va1ues where N <.5 cases are not computed. 
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TABLE V-U 

OAKLAND 

LABORATORY RESULTS BY EVIDENCE CATEGORY AND CRIME CLASSIFICATION 

Evidence Crime N • Laboratory Results 
Category Class. of casee 

Identifi- Negative Common Different Recon- Inclln: 
-----------__ ~ca~t:.::i~on!!._ __ ~Id:i!:e;.un.:.tl.... --~o!;:ri!:.tig~1.nll-_.2:0!.!:r.!.iig!iJ1.!.!!ni..... __ s!l.!t:.rr~u£.!ctu:t~V!L._t.Utl_i.t.v 

B1bod 

Semen 

Hair 

Pera. (N" 60) 

Prop. (N.. 3) 

Pera. (N" 54) 

Prop. (N" 0) 

Peril. (No. 12) 

Prop. (No.5) 

Peril. (N .120) 
Firearme 

Toolmarkll 

Printa 

Trace/ 
Transfer 

Druga 

P181111Ub1e 
Exp10llivea 

Prop. (No.5) 

Pera. (No. .0) 

Prop. (No. 1) 

Pera. (No. 67) 

Prop. (No. 16) 

Pera. (No. 1) 

Prop. (No. 15) 

Pera. (No. 9) 

Prop. (No. 2) 

Per.. (No. 0) 

Prop. (No. 0) 

Pera. (N" 9) llllpr •• liona/ 
Patterne Pr()P. (No.6) 

65:t 

70% 

25% 

41% 

50% 

1% 

0% 

13% 

56% 

33% 

0% 

a% 

30% 

1% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

44% 

0% 

Or. 

1\ Value a where N < 5 cae •• are nat computed. 
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2% 2% 

67% a% 

4ar. 12% 

20% 0% 

37% 

25% 

33% 

0% 

11% 

50% 

44% 

63% 

7% 

0% 

22% 

50% 

or. 13r. 

0% 5:t 

or. 0% 

14% 14% 

20r. 20% 

or. 

Or. 

or. 

or. 

33r. 

Or. 

19% 

19r. 

47r. 

or. 

11% 

OX 
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origin result. None of the twenty-one toolmark cases sampled in Chicago 

result in a common origin finding. The Chicago toolmarks section exam

ines many more caser. than does Peoria. But, because it usually fails to 

receive a tool to compare with the toolmarks~ examinations usually only 

yield information as to the tvpe of tool which may have been used. This 

may help the investigator subsequently to locate the proper suspect. 

Peoria, once again, has the highest rate of trace/transfer evidence 

resulting in a common origin in both personal and property crimes. The 

Oakland samples include no trace evidence (glass, hair, fibers, etc.) in 

personal crimes and the Chicago sampling has too few to tabulate. 

The presence of drug evidence in cases where other physical evi

dence is submitted is tabulated as wall. Suspected drugs are identified 

as controlled substances between one-half and three-qUarters of the 

time. This identification ratio is slightly lower than when only drugs 

are submitted in a case (se~ Chapter VI). 

Impressi6n and pattern evidence has been reviewed in a very small 

number of incidents in all cities, with Peoria and Chicago having the 

most cases. This evidence has a high rate of positive outcome, with the 

results either demonstrating a common or different origin or, perhaps, 

helping to reconstruct the offense. 

The final category inclUded on the table is suspected accelerants 

and explosives. The rates of identification in Chicago and Kansas City 

(50~~ - 601.) are comparable. Suspected arson accelerants are very rarely 

examined in Peoria and Oakland. 

Questioned documents are not included in the tabulation since they 

are examined only by the Chicago Crime Laboratory. Chicago is the only 
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facility capable of examining documents for the purpose of determining 

their authenticity and authorship (origin). A check of Chicago results 

reveals that in 161. of the incidents, a statement of common origin 

(conclusive, probable, or possible) is made. These are principally cases 

linking handwriting on a document (fraudulent check, credit card) to a 

specific individual. In another 241. of the cases, examiners are able to 

classify the make or model of a typewriter used to type a document or, 

possibly, to determine that some currency is counterfeit. In about half 

the cases, however, no definitive results are reported. 

Value of Evidence - Resolving the Question of Association 

Table V-13 presents data which expresses the percentage of time in 

which the analysis of various categories of evidence resolve the ques-

tion of possible association among suspects, victims, crime scenes, and 

instruments of the crime. Only those evidence categories which are 

commonly considered to have associative value are inclUded in this 

table. Such items as drugs, flammables, explosives, and semen evidence 

are excluded, because the standard laboratory procedure in these cases 

is primarily to identify the substance. Since the initiation of the 

study in 1979, most of the laboratorios have begun programs to determine 

the blood group of the semen donor, which should enhance the associative 

power of this rape evidence. 

An example of how the t~ble may be read is as follows: blood 

evidence is examined in 93 cases in Peoria in which the purpose for 

submission is to associate persons, a person and a location, or pqss~bly 

a person and an instrument of the crime. In 311. of these cases, blood-

stain evidence either confirms or refutes this association. 
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Evidence 
Category 

Blood 

Hair 

TABLE V-13 

PERCENT OF TIME LABORATORY RESULTS ARE SUCCESSFUL 
IN DETERMINING IF PERSONS/OBJECTS ARE ASSOCIATED 

WITH ONE ANOTHER 

Jurisdiction 

Crime 
Type (N) Peoria (N) Chicago (N) K.C. (N) Oakland 

Personal 
Property 

Personal 
Property 

(93) 311. 
(4) 50"1. 

(75) 391-
( 1) 1001-

(76) 331. 
(26) 81-

( 6) 50r. 
( 0) Or. 

(24) 381. (53) 361. 
( 5) 401. ( 3) 0% 

(52) 501. (11) 36% 
(15) 7"1. ( 0) Or. 

Fingerprints Personal (48) 65"1. 
611. 

(34) 24Y. (151) 48"1. (81) 64"1. 
Property (18) 

Firearms/ Personal (104) 
Toolmarks Propert:y (33) 

Trace/ Person!',ll (17) 
Transfer Property (25) 

(38) 3"1. 

86"1. (138) 49Y. 
701. (38) 5"1. 

591. (2) 100r. 
641. (3) 33% 

(156) 

(112) 
( 9) 

( 8) 
(12) 

71. 

701. 
221. 

381. 
501. 

(24) 54% 

(129) 71% 
( 3) 33% 

( 1) 100% 
(15) 53"1. 

The percentages in this table are derived by dividing the number 
of times laboratory results either associated 2! disassociat~d 
persons, weapons, tools, scenes of crimes by the number of times 
evidence is submitted to the laboratory for that purpose (the N 
value) • 
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Rather than comparing percentages for evidence categories between 

cities it is probably more useful to examine the relative rate~ of 

success that evidence categories enjoy in all jurisdictions. This 

approach reveals the following: 

In personal crimes: 

o Firearms evidence 1s far and away the category of evidence 
which has the greatest SUccess in resolving the question of 
as sociat i on; 

o Bloodstain evidence is at the bottom of the rankings in 
three of the four cities in its ability to show a positive 
or negative association; 

o Fingerprints rank high in comparison to most other evidence 
categories, placing either second or third in all cities. 

In property crimes: 

o Trace evidence is successful in resolving the issue of 
association more than half the time; 

o Toolmarks associate tools with crime scenes from a high of 
701. to a low of 5% of the time; 

o In contrast to personal crimes, fingerprints have a much 
poorer record in associating and disassociating persons 
in property offenses. 

Laboratory Results Where Only Fingerprints are Collected and Examined 

In a very high percentage of burglary scenes processed only fin-

gerprints are gathered. Since these cases constitute one of the major 

activities of crime scene units and represent a significant fraction of 

all cases where physical evidence is collected, they deserve special 

treatment. They have not been discussed up to this point because fin-

gerprint identification is usually handled by a unit external to the 

crime laboratory. Information on cases involving fingerprints as the 
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only category of physical evidence has been collected in Peoria, Chicago 

and Oakland. The sample has not been collected in Kansas City because 

of recordkeeping limitations. Table V-l4 compares the utilization of 

fingerprint evidence in three separate types of cases: 

o Burglary/property crimes where' only fingerprints 
are collected; 

o nurglary/property crimes where other physical 
evidence is examined 
in the crime laboratory; and 

o Other, non-burglary, crimes with physical evidence 
examined in the crime laboratory. 

The second and third categories of cases described above mayor may not 

have had fingerprinls collected in addition to the evidence examined in 

the laboratory. 

In Table V-14, the column giving the average number of physical 

evidence categories collected refers to the average number collected per 

case. The third row lists the percentage of cases in that group which 

have fingerprint evidence collected so naturally 100r. of the FP-Burglary 

group have fingerprint evidence collected. The fourth row, marked 

"analyzed", records the at'-'erage number of physical evidence categories 

receiving scientific analysis per casco In the FP-Burglary cases, only 

fingerprints have been examined so the average is 1.00 in all cities. 

Finally, the last column gives the percentage of cases in each group 

whi~h have fingerprint evidence examined. 

This table clearly illustrates that crimes considered more serious 

than burglaries, specifically, murder, rape, robbery, and assault, 

result in more evidence collection and laboratory analysis. Not only is 

more evidence collected in the more serious crimes (which has been shown 

previously in this chapter), but the quality of the evidence appoars to 
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City Sample 

FP-Burg 

Peoria EV-Burg 

Ev-Other 

FP-Burg 

Chicago EV-Burg 

Ev-Other 

FP-Burg 

Oakland Ev-Burg 

I 
Ev-Other 

! 

I 
I 
I 

I 
t 
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TABLE V-14 

UTILIZATION OF FINGERPRINT EVIDENCE 

Number Average r. Cases With Average r. Cases With of Number Fingerprint Number Fingerprint Cases Collected Collected Analyzed Analyzed 

34 1.12 100r. 1.00 100r. 
62 2.03 32r. 1.56 26Y. 

219 2.79 32r. 1.84 21Y. 

42 1.00 lOOr. 1.0Ci 100r. 
80 1.86 34r. 1.25 24r. 

296 1. 74 22r. 1.57 14~ 

33 1.18 lOOr. 1.00 lOOr. 
43 2.07 53r. 1.20 40r. 

229 4.77 49r. 1.45 29r. 
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be enhal'lCed. As shown in Table V-IS when fingerpti.nts are collected in 

the more serious crimes, standards are more likely to be collected as 

well. Also, the laboratory appears to be better able to reach a common 

origin result through tha evidence analysis. 

In Peoria, for example, the fingerprints of a suspect are compared 

with prints from a crime scene in only 32Y. of the burglary cases where 

only fingerprints are collected. In burglaries, when other evidence is 

examined in the laboratory, fingerprint standards are available in 69Y. 

of the cases where latent prints are recovered. In crimes other than 

burglary, fingerprint standards are available in 87% of the cases. One 

can see that, as the rate of standards present increases, so does the 

rate of common origin fingerprint results (i.e. the latent print is 

matched with a particular person). 

In Chicago, only lOY. of the fingerprint-only burglaries have stand

ards available. In other words, the prints of particular suspects are 

checked against the unknown latent fingerprints recovered in the field 

in only lOr. of these crimes. This is the primary reason why fin

gerprints are matched with an individual only 5'l. of the time in these 

cases. 

In Oakland, we see that while latent prints are compared with 

suspect fingerprints in 42% of cases, they only match up 77. of the time 

(see the far right hand column). This indicates that the quality of 

suspect names given the fingerprint identific:ation section in Oakland is 

not nearly as good as the suspect names provided in the other 

jurisdictions. 
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City Sample 

FP-Burg 

Peoria Ev-Burg 

Ev-Other 

FP-Burg 

Chicago Ev-Burg 

Ev-Other 

FP-Hurg 

Oakland Ev-Burg 

Ev-Other 

TABLE V-IS 

RESULTS OF FINGERPRINT ANALYSES 

Number 
of 

Cases 

34 

16 

47 

42 

19 

40 

33 

17 

67 

1. Fingerprint 
with Both 

Evid & Stds 

32r. 

69'l. 

87% 

lOY. 

lo? 

25Y. 

42'l. 

82Y. 

91Y. 
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1. Fil\gerprint 
with Common 

Origin 

241. 

SOY. 

77"1. 

51. 

161. 

23Y. 

3% 

18r. 

36Y. 

r. Common Origin 
with Both 

Evid & Stds 

n'r. 

72% 

891. 

SOY. 

100Y. 

90? 

n 
2l? 

39% 

4 
, ~ 
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I Summary 

This chapter may be summarized as follows: 

o There are a number of characteristics of a criminal act which 

influence the collection of evidence, among them: the type of offense; 

the level of interaction between suspect and scene or victim; the se

riousness of injuries suffered by the victim; the location of the crime 

'd t' 1)' the presence of witnesses; the (residential versus non-reSl en la I 

d the Presence of higher ranking police personidentity of suspects; an 

nel at the crime scene. 

o Biological fluids and flrearms , dominate as the primary evidence 

categories .r collected and analuzed in personal crimes, while fin-

d t oolmarks are the leading categories of gerprints, trace evidence an 

evidence examined in property crimes. 

o reason eVl'dence is submitted to the laboratory, The principal 

putting drug evidence aSlde, . l'S to Qssociate persons, weapons, tools, 

and locations with one another. 

o many mo re categories of evidence are collected On the average, 

in personal crimes than in property crimes. 

o 11 t d from the field is analyOnly a fraction of evidence co ec e 

b ' examl'ned in property crimes and the zed, with the highest ratio elng 

smallest in personal crimes. 
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o The jurisdiction which gathers the greatest quantity of evidence 

from the scenes of crimes (Oakland) also examines the fewest categories 

of evidence in those cases. 

o The percentage of laboratory results leading to a statement of 

common origin is highest in personal crimes; on the other hand, prop-

erty crimes return the highest number of different origin results. 

Q Peoria has the greatest success in determining the origin of 

firearms, toolmarks, fingerprints and trace evidence. Oakland has the 

highest rate of success in determining the origin of bloodstains and 

hair evidence. Chicago and Kansas City have the highest rates of iden-

tification of semen evidence in sexual crimes. 

o 
Firearms, bloodstains and toolmarks are the leading evidence 

categories in personal crimes that successfully resolve questions of 

association among persons and locations. Trace and toolmark evidence 

are the primary categories in property crimes which resolVe the question 

of association. 

o Fingerprint evidence is most successful in identifying persons 

when it is collected in conjunction with other evidence in non-burglary/ 

property crime cases. It is successful the smallest percentage of the 

time when it is the only item of evidence gathered in property crimes. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE ROLE OF SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 
IN THE CLEARANCE AND PROSECUTION OF CRIMINAl, CASES 

Introduction " 

The previous chapters have examined patterns of evidence col-

lection, examination and usage. Chapter VI carries the treatment of 

scientific evidence and its effects on police investigations several 

steps closer to the heart of the analysis which will be presented in 

Chapter VII. 

This chapter: 

o Contrasts the rates of clearance, charging and conviction for 

robbery, assault and burglary cases where physical evidence is 

collected and examined with cases where it is not; 

o Examines the manner in which these same cases are disposed of at 

the court-level while controlling for laboratory results; .. 

o Reviews the outcomes of a special sample of burglary cases where 

fingerprints were the only form of evidence collected and 

analyzed; 
'. •• 

Preceding page blank 
-133-
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o 

o 

h' hlighting differences in Looks at a sample of drug cases, 19 

and conviction in the four rates of identification, clearance 

ci ties; and 

f homicides, Examines the outcomes 0 

I while controlling the study samp e, 

, d in these cases. evidence examlne 

and arsons included in rapes 

for the results of physical 

and No-Evidence Samples The Evidence 

First of important characteristics of all, the reader should note the 

As in the foregoing chapters, evidence and no-evidence samples. 

the was collected and evidence cases are those were h physical evidence 

, d in the laboratory. 

examlne the sampling of the 
h were taken in Secondly, two basic approac es 

"no evidence" cases. Ch ' 0 evidence In Peoria and lcag, technician reports 

were reviewed and cases were the technician selected at random where 

fl'nd any physical evidence. failed to In Kansas City and Oakland, a 

review of police incident reports was 

hysical evidenr.e was selected where no p • . re 

h' 'dents where technlclans we These cases included bot lnCl 
analysis. 'd 0 as well 

made and cases were randomly 

collected and submitted for 

any physical eVl enc, but did not retrieve called to the scene, ( 

a search for evidence see t echnicians did not make as cases where ) 

the sampling procedures . complete discussion of , Appendix A for a • of 

t ' ted to the crime categorle The no evidence sample is res rlC 

burglary, and excluded such offenses as assault/battery and 

robbery, type of physical evidence 
h ' h usually had some homicide and rape w lC 
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cOllected. Table 'I-l presents the total four city sample size. for the 

evidence and no evidence case~. 

f.hysical EVidence and Clearance Rates 
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The police clearance codes for the eVidence and no evidence cases 

were recorded directly from the relevant police file and classified as 

elth.r cleared through arrest, cleared exceptionally, not cleared or 

unfounded. Approximately 3.0% of the cases In the Chicago sample, 2.57. 

of the Peoria •• se., and 1.070 of the cases in Kan.a. City and Oakland 

were unfounded and ~re ~ot included in this analysis. The exceptional 

cl.arances includ. cas.s wh.r. the pollc. r.l •••• a def.ndant to .noth.r 

jurisdiction, where the defend.nt Is pros.cuted for anoth.r offen.e, Is 

deceased, or some other situation exists where "some elem.nt beyond law 

enforcement control precludes taking the defendant into cUstody" 

(Uniform Crime Reports, 1981: 180). Clearances through arrest comprise 

887. of all cl.arances recorded In the four study sites. Because of this 

high perc.ntage and to permit credit for those arrests which result in 

clearing multiple crime. (often considered on. of the benefits of col-

l.cting physical evid.nce), clearance ha. been designated as the primary 
measure of case outcome. 

{ 

I 
Figure VI-l and Table VI-2 display the clearance rates for the 

.vid.nc. and no evidence cases in the four stUdy sites. In Peoria, for 

example, 69? of the robberies where physical evidence is examined are 

cl.ared, compared with 20% of the robberies where no physical evidence 

is collect.d. This difference is· significant at the .001 level. Dlf-

ferences in the rate. of clearance for the r.maining crime categories in 
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TABLE VI-l 

TOTAL FOUR CITY EVIDENCE AND NO-EVIDENCE SAMPLES ,~ 

Study Sites 

Crime 
Peoria Chicago Oakland 

Evid. No-Evid. Evid. No-Evid. Evid. No-Evid. Evid. No-Evid. 

Robbery 16 65 35 54 56 113 39 99 

AssauHI 64 78 59 50 49 84 33 103 
Battery ,b~ 

Burglary/54 102 77 89 52 147 42 99 
Property M( 

Total 134 245 171 193 157 344 114 301 

* Totals for these offense categories are based on the number 
of crimes where clearance information is available on the 
case. In all, approximately 2% of the cases sampled 
lacked this information and these are excluded from this 
analysis. 

** In excess of 99% of the offenses in the assault/battery 
category are of the aggravated assault and aggravated 
battery variety. Eighty-seven percent of the offenses 1n the 
burglary/property offense category are, in fact, burglaries. 
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Total 

477 

520 

662 

1659 
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FIGURE VI-l 

Peoria 

CLEARANCE RATES FOR EVIDENCE AND NO-EVIDENCE CASES 

Chicago 

*** 

Robber~ 

Robber~ 

*** 

Assault/ 
Batter~ 

As sault/ 
Batter~ 

*** 

Burglar~/ 
P1"opert~ 

BU1"gla.r~/ 
Propert~ 

o Evidence Cases 
fZ2I No-Evidence Cases 

, I 

100% 
90% 
80% 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
10% 

Rob'ber~ 

Oakland 

Robber~ 

* 
** 

*** 

Assault/ 
Batter~ 

Assa.ult/ 
Batter~ 

p < .05 
p <.01 
p <.001 
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TABLE VI-2 

CLEARANCE RATES FOR EVIDENCE AND NO-l~VIDENCE CASES 
(N of Cues) 

Clearance Rates 

Crime Sample Peoria Chicago Kan City Oakland 

69% 
Evidence (16) 

Me'!'! 

Robbery 
20'1. 

No-Evidence (65) 

91% 
(64) Evidence ,'ddc 

Assault/Battery 
63% 

No-Evidence (78) 

74'1. 
Evi(\ence (54) 

.,'t.,h~ 

BUrglary/property 
9% 

No-Evidence (102) 

Chi Square Significance: 
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66% 46% 87'1. 

(35) (56) (39) 
,'1 .,'ddt 

27% 201. 59% 
(113) (99) (54) 

67'1. 84% 78% 
(59) (49) (33) 

67'1. 62'1. 641-
(50) (84) (103) 

43% 42% 76% 

(77) (52) (42) 
Mdt .,hh'r 

37'1. 91- 24'1. 
(89) (147) 

'lit P < .05 
'Ih't P < .01 

Mr* p < .001 

(99) 
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Peoria are also highty significant. The si.tuation is similar in Kansas 

City and Oakland where the evidence cases (with the exception of as

saults) are cleared at significantly higher rates. In Chicago, on the 

other hand, no significant differences are present, although the general 

trend is for evidence cases to be cleared at a slightly higher rate. 

The reader is referred to Appendix C for a complete SUf4mary of the 

chi-square values for tables included in this chapter. Given the rela-

tively small Itnl s" in these tables, a "continuity correction" (Blalock, 

1972: 285)was made to compensate for the fact that a continuous distrib-

ution is being employed to represent the discrete distribution of sample 

frequencies. 

It is inviting to conclude from this initial set of observations 

that physical evidence has a positive effect on the clearance of those 

types of offenses, at least in Peoria, Kansas City, and Oakland. 

However, as subsequent analysis reveals, these evidence and no evidence 

cases differ in other respects which also helps explain the differences 

in clearance rates. The task now is to identify these differences and 

to try to isolate the effect of the evidence alone on the outcome of the 

case. 

The literature on policing and criminal investigation has iden-

tified several 'information elements' or 'solvability factors' which are 

associated with the clearance of cases (Greenberg, 1973; Greenwood, 

1975; and Eck, 1979). Three such factors which are considererl in the 

analysis of data in this chapter are: elapsed time between the 

discovery of the offense and its report to, or response by, the police; 

the taking into custody or naming and placing of a suspect at the pre-

liminary investigation stago; and the presence of witnesses who viewed 

-------
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the crime and/or offender. Of these factors, none has been shown to be 

of greater importance in clearing cases than the information provided to 

the police about the identity and location of possible suspects. 

Table VI-3 presents the percentage of physical evidence and hO 

evidence cases in which suspects were either taken into custody imme-

diately at the scene of the crime or were "named and placed," i.e., 

where the police were provided with a suspect's name and place of busi-

ness or residence. Such cases represent those incidents where police 

are required to do little or no investigation in resolving the case and 

where the likelihood of arrest and clearance are high. This table 

shows that suspects are in custody or arc named and placed at a higher 

percentage of cases where physical evidence is gathered and analyzed 

than in those where it is not. The difference is most appa~ent in the 

burglary and property crimes where in Peoria, for example, suspects are 

in custody or are named and placed in 54% of the evidence cases but in 

only 8% or the no evidence cases. In Kansas City, the rates of suspect 

identification are 25% and 7% for the evidence and no evidence eases 

respectively. In Chicago, however, the rates of suspect identification 

are virtually the same in cases with and without physical evidence. 

It is clear that physical evidence is not instrumental in the 

identification of an otherwise unknown su~~ect in situations ~here 

suspects are in custody or named and placed at the time the physical 

evidence is gathered. However, the evidence may still be important in 

corroborating information provided to tho police by tho victim or a 

witness and May assume greater importance if the case is prosecuted. 

Having the sUllpect in custody may also servo as an added incentive for 

crime scene investigat~rs to collect evidence, since they have tho 
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TABLE VI-3 

POLICE KNOWLEDGE OF SUSPECTS 
(N of ca~!s)U#SET OF INVESTIGATION 

",)" 

Crime 
Suspect 'In CUstod,,' 

J or 'Named & Placed' 
Sample 

Peorin Chicago Kan City Oakland 

RObbery Evidence 31Y. 297. 13i: (16) (3S) 31i: 
(56) (39) 

l~ 

97- lSi: 9i: (65) 134 (54) (13) (99) 
NO-Evidence 

714 75~~ 50: (62) 58(, (59) (49) (33) 
l~* 

AssaUlt/Battery Evident:e 

68? 464 4Qh (78) (50) 72(, 
(82) (03) 

NO-Evidence 

54;: 324 25~ (50) 55'7. 
)hb~ 

(77) (51) (40) 
Mn'f l'n'n't 

BurglarY/Theft EVidence 

8r- 30r. 7(, (02) 19i: (89) (47) (99) 
NO-Evidence 

# Fol' Ilpproximntely a (n-11) 
knowledge of suspeAt " of cases in Table VI 1 t '" s val ue -, he "POll' "'0 s were missing. .. 

Chi Square Significance: '* p < .05 
** p < .01 

l~** P < .001 
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potential of providing the laboratory with evi.dence and ·standards. For 

example, gla.s chips imbedded in the shoes of a suspect may be compared 

with the glass taken from a broken window at a crime scene. The pres-

ence of both the evidence (material with an unknown origin) and stand-

ards (material with a known source) greatly facilitates the work of the 

forensic examiner whose primary aim is to d~termine if two evidential 

items once shared a common origin and, thereby, associate persons and 

locations. 

The elapsed time variable is examined in Table VI-4. For Peoria 

and Oakland, the time between the discovery of the crime and its report 

to the police is recorded, while in Chicago and Kansas City the time 

from the discovery of the crime until police arrive at the scene is 

taken from the police reports. As noted earlier in this report, these 

elapsed time values were dichotomized into 10 minutes or less. and more 

than 10 minutes. In all crime categories in all jurisdictions, except 

for burglary in Chicago, a higher percentage of the physical evidence 

cases are reported (responded to) within 10 minutes after discovery of 

the crime than are the cases with no physical evidence. None of the 

differences in Chicago is statistically significant. These findings are 

consistent with the theory that the rapid report of a crime and the 

response of the police lessens the opportunity for the destruction of 

physical evidence and increases chances for its recovery. Deterioration 

of the evidence is not the only factor at work, however, since the 

crimes which are reported quickly are also those associated with taking 

suspects into custody. This, in turn, serves to stimulate the recovery 

,f evidence and standards. 
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TABLE VI-4 

TIME ELAPSED FROM DISCOVERY OF CRIME TO REPORT TO 
POLICE/POLICE RESPONSE 

(N of Cases) II 

Time Elapsed 10 Minutes or Less 

Sample 
Peoria Chicago Kan City Oakland 

Evidence 

Robbery 

No-Evidence 

Evidence 

Assault/Battery 

No-Evidence 

Evidence 

Burglary/Pr6perty 

No-Evidence 

87r. 
(16) 

,~ 

SlY. 
(65) 

90r. 
(63) 

'~,'rl~ 

631. 
(78) 

68'(. 
(53) 

28r. 
(99) 

68r. 
(34) 

48r. 
(54) 

78r. 
(59) 

65r. 
(49) 

351. 
(72) 

46'(. 
(85) 

58r. 
(55) 

,'n'e 

37r. 
(112) 

49r. 
(49) 

,'r 

28i! 
(83) 

4lr. 
(51) 

26r. 
(146) 

62r. 
(39) 

,b'r 

33r. 
(97) 

75r. 
(32) 

,tc,tc,~ 

31Y. 
(102) 

SIr. 
(39) 

24i. 
(97) 

''n~ 

II For approximately 2r. (n-30) of cases in Table VI-I, the "elapsed 
time" values were missing. 

Chi Square Significance: * p < .05 
,'o'r P < .01 

,b~,'r P < .001 
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Table VI-5 presents information on the perc.ntage of cases in which 

the police are able to locate witnesses to the crime. A note of 

explanation is needed here, however, to interpret these data properly. 

The data collection instrument used in the review of the physical evi-

dence cases gathered more detailed information on the police investiga-

tion than the instrument Used to code the no evidence cases. Whereas 

both instruments code the status of the sUspect's description, identity 

and whereabouts at the time of the initial crime scene inVestigation, 

the no evidence instrument does not record the number of witnesses 

questioned by the police. A oross-tabulation of the "suspect descrip-

ti on" variable agains t the "witness" variable on the physical evidence 

sample reVeals that "no description of the suspect" correlates with "no 

witness" 90X of the time in Kans as City. 92X of the time in Ch i cago. and 

95X of the time in Peoria and Oakland. Therefore, to present an approx-

imation of the presence and absence of witnesses in evidence and no 

eVidence cases, this .urrogate measure is being used, with the qual-

ification that it is reliable only 90i. to 95;' of the time. 

Examination of these data .how that witnesses are able to provide 

information to the Police in about 90X of robberies and assaults and 

batteries. In most cases, if the victim cooperates with the police and 

provides information, he or she is considered a witness, so tho high 

rate is not surprising. It i. quite a different matter in burglary ond 

property crimes, hcwever. In Peoria, Kansas City, and Oakland, in 

particular, there are major differences in the physical evidence •• d no 

evidence cases with the evidence ca.es having witnes.es a higher per-

centage of the time. A, with the other variables, there are no .Igni£i-

cant differences in Chicago, not eVen in the crime of burglary. 
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TABLE Vl-5 

WITNESS INFORMATION PROVIDED TO POLICE AT OUTSET OF INVESTIGATION 
(N of Cases) 

Crime 
Witness Information Provided 

Sample ----------------------------------------
Peoria 

----------------------------------------,--------------------------,-----
Chicago Kan City Oakland 

Evidence 88i. 94i. 98i. 100i. (16) (35) (56) (39) 
Robbery 

No-Evidence 92i. 100i. 97i. 98i. (65) (54) (113) (99) 

Evidence 92i. 97i. 86i! 88i. (64) (59) (49) (33) 
Assault/Battery 

No-Evidence 87i. 94i. 89i. 96i. (78) (50) (84) (03) 

Evidence 67i. 48i. 40i. 67i. (54) (77) (52) (42) 
BurglarY/Property 

Ibb~ 
Ibh~ Ib~ 

No-Evidence 19i. 39i. lli. 354 (102) (89) (147) (99) 

Chi Square Signific~nce: ~\- p < .05 
1'0', 

P < .01 
*I'n~ P < .001 
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TABLE VI-6 

CLEARANCE RATES CONTROLLING FOR 
In summary, the data show that the cases with physical evidence POLICE KNOWLEDGE OF SUSPECTS AT OUTSET OF INVESTIGATION 

(N of Cases) 
have a much higher rate of clearance. This can be explained, in part, 

Clearance Rates 
because of other characteristics which increase the likelihood of a Crime In Custody or Sample 

Kan 
successful case outcome. The exception is Chicago where the evidence Named & Placed Peoria Chicago City Oakland 

and no evidence cases are practically the same in all other respects. 
Evidence 80r. 90Y. 100Y. 100Y. 

The task now becomes one of finding the marginal effect of the evidence (5) (10) (7) (12) 
Yes 

alone. In order to tease this marginal effect into the open, evidence No-Evidence 83Y. 100Y. 100Y. 85~~ 
(6) (8) (10) (13) 

and no evidence clearance rates are compared while controlling for 
Robbery 

report/arrival time, suspect in custody or named and plaer-d, and the Evidence 64i. 56r. 39r. 82r. 
(11) (25) (49) (27) 

availability of witnesses. No ~'n'o'r ,'r ,'o'o~ 

No-Evidence 14Y. 52r. 19Y. lOY. 
The clearance rates of evidence and no evidence cases, while con- (59) (46) (103) (86) 

trolling for police knowledge of suspects, is examined in Table VI-6. 

In Peoria it can be seen that the cases with physical evidence have Evidence 98r. 100r. 96Y. 100Y. 
(44) (44) (25) (19) 

higher clearance rates in two of the three crime cat~gories whp.re Yes ,'r'lt ,'o'r 

No-Ev.idence 77r. 78Y. 89Y. 78Y. 
(53) 

Assault/ 
suspects are identified or are in custody. But the greatest differences (23) (38) (74) 

are observed where suspects are not identified or in custody. In rob- Battery 
Evidence 78t. 13t. 37t. 64Y. 

bcries and burglaries without suspects, the differences are significant (18) (15) (24) (14) 
No l'o'r 

at the .001 level. Focusing, again, on these same two crime categories No-Evidence 32Y. 48r. 43r. 381. 
(25) (27) (44) (29) 

in Kansas City and Oakland, the cases with evidence are cleared at 

significantly higher rates. In the assaults and ba~teries, the differ-

ences are significant in two jurisdictions: in Peoria in all cases and 

in Chicago where suspects are in custody or named and piaced. It ap-

pears, therefore, that the presence of physical evidence generally has 

the greatest impact in robberies and burglaries which have the poorest 

information to begin with about possible suspects. 

Table VI-7 controls for the time elapsed between discovery of the 

crime and its report to the police or the arrival of the first patrol 
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TABLE VI-7 

CLEARANCE RATES CONTROLLING FOR TIME ELAPSED 
FROM CRIME DISCOVERY TO REPORT TO/R~SPONSE BY THE POLICE* 

(N of Cases) 
officer. In Oakland, the robbery and burglary cases with physical 

ev;dence are cleared at a significantly higher rate, regardless of 
Clearance Rates 

Time Elapsed elapsed time. The greatest differences between evidence and l1Q evidence 
Crime 10 Minutes Sample 

Kan Or Less 
Peoria Chicago City Oakland 

cases occur when more than 10 minutes have elapsed, representing inci-

dents which traditionally have the lower clearance rates. 

Evidence 64% 61% 53% 83% 
(14) (23) (32) (24) 

,'t ,'e ,h'o't Yes 
61% 24% 25% No-Evidence 21% 

The trends in the remaining cities are not completely consistent 

with the findings in Oakland. The differences are greatest in Peoria 

(33) (26) (41) (32) and Kansas City in the burglary and property category, where police 

Robbery 
Evidence 100% 73% 39% 93% 

receive the call/arrive at the scene within ten minutes of the di~covery 

(2) (ll) (23) (15) 
,'t,'o't No 

of the crime. The differences are also significant, but to a lesser 

57% 28% 18t. No-Evidence 19% 
(32) (28) (71) (65) 

extent. in Peoria and Kansas City in the 10 minutes or less classifica-

tion for the crime of robbery. 

Controlling for witnesses also reveals interesting results (Table 
Evidence 91% 78% 79% 83% 

(57) (46) (24) (24) VI-8). Due to the small number of robberies and assaults and batteries 
Yes 

59% 78% 84t. No-Evidence 82% 
(49) (32) (23) (32) 

Assault/ 

without witnesses, the only differences which are significant in these 

crimes are When witness information is provided. Consistently, the 
Battery 

Evidence 83% 77% 56t. 100% 
(6) (13) (25) (8) 

No 
60% 59% No-~vidence 31% 65% 

(29) (17) (60) (70) 

evidence cases are cleared at a higher rate than the no evidence cases. 

The burglary and property crime category permits a comparison of results 

when witnesses are absent; in Peoria, Kansas City, and Oakland the 

evidence cases are cleared at significantly hig~~r rates than the no 

Evidence 831-
.... .. , 

67i. 90i. 0'+7. 

(36) (25) (21) (20) 
evidence caS33. The differene65 &r~ not significant in Chicago. 

Yes ,'o'c* *,h'c ,'o't 

69% 16% 48% No-Evidence 14~ 
(28) (39) (38) (23) Disposition of Arrests 

Burglary/ 
Property 

Evidence 59% 32% 23% 58% 
(17) (47) (30) (19) As noted in Chapter II of this report, there is little information 

,'t*'ic ,'c '/o'c* No 
7'/ 18% No-Evidence 7'1. 13% I. in the literature which discusses the impact of physical evidence on the 

(71) (46) (J 08) (74) 
decision to charge or convict. The best treatment to date is contained 

Chi Square Significance: ,\ p < .05; ,'c,'c p< .01; ,'eMe p < .001 
-148-
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TABLE VI-8 

INFoRMATrg~E~;~~~~E~Ai~Sp~~~~~O~~I~gT~~~ ~:TNESS 
(N Or Ca~~s) INVESTIGATION 

Crime 

Robbery 

Assault/ 
Battery 

BurglQ.ry/ 
Property 

Witness 
Information 

Provided 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Chi Square Significance: * 

Clearance Rates 

Sample 

Peoria Chicago 
Kan 
City Oakland 

Evidence 

No-Evidence 

71% 
(14) 

22% 
(60) 

Evidence 50Y. 
(2) 

No-Evidence 0;' 
(5) 

Evidence 95;' 
(59) 

,h'n'r 

67'l. 
(33) 

59% 
(54) 

50Y. 
(2) 

0;' 
(0) 

81 ~~ 
(57) 

,h'n'r 

No-Evidence 68r. 
(68) 

Evidence 40;' 
(5) 

No-Evidence 301. 
(10) 

Evidence 94~: 
(36) 

,'o'rl~ 

No-EVidence 2U 
(19) 

Evidence 33Y. 
(18) 

,b'r 

No-Evidence 6f. 
(83) 

66;' 
(47) 

OY. 
(2) 

Of. 
(3) 

84r. 
(37) 

83f. 
(35) 

Sf. 
(40) 

7f. 
(54) 

p < .05; ** 
-150-

p < .01; 

47% 
(55) 

27% 
(10) 

0% 
(1) 

OY. 
(3) 

79;' 
(42) 

70;' 
(74) 

Or. 
(7) 

20r. 
(10) 

76% 
(21) 

56r. 
(16) 

19f. 
(31) 

,'o'r 

31. 
(131) 

i'r 

87;' 
(39) 

21r. 
(97) 

Of. 
(0) 

Of. 
(2) 

93f. 
(29) 

68% 
(99) 

25;' 
(4) 

50r. 
(4) 

93% 
(78) 

,'r 

,~Mf 

60'l. 
(35) 

431. 
(14) 

,'rlb'r 

Sf. 
(64) 

'ir'lo'c p < .001 

(J 

within the What Happens After Arrest? study by Forst et al., (1977). 

This study successfully isolated certain activities of and information 

collected by the police which have a substantial impact on the rates of 

conviction. These are: locating witnesses to the crime, making prompt 

arrests (wi Chin 24 hours of the commissiqn of the offen;e) and col-

lecting tangible evidence. Unfortunately, the definition of "tangible 

evidence" used in this study is impr~cise and it is unknown what frac-

tion of such evidence is actually scientifically analyzed (forensic) 

evidel'lce. 

The following two tables present the rates of prosecutorial charg-

ing and conviction for the evidence and no evidence cases. The rates in 

Table VI-9 are computed by calculating the percentage of persons ar-

rested for the crimes of robbery, assault, or burglary who were subse-

quently charged. The offense with which the arrestee is charged may 

have been upgraded or downgraded from that which appeared on the police 

arrest report. 

There are differences in the rates of charging for the crime cate-

gories of robbery, assault/battery, and burglary/property. The differ-

ences are most evident in Kansas City, where 70Y. of the robbery arrests 

with physical evidence, but only lOr. of th~ no evidence arrests, result 

. . - ~ ...... g prosecutorial charge • About twice as many burglary arrests with 

evidence analyzed (65Y. Versus 33%) have formal charges filed as do the 

arrests without physical evidence, but due to the small sample size the 

difference is not significant. Kansas City and Oakland also have higher 

rates of charging in the assault and battery category, but the rates are 

not materially different in Peor~a and Chicago. Interestingly enough , 

in the robbery category in Chicago and the burglary category in Oakland, 
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Crime 

TABLE VI-9 

PERCENT OF ARRESTS LEADING TO FORMAL CHARGES BEING FILED FOR 
EVIDENCE AND NO-EVIDENCE CASES 

(N of Arrests) 

Charging Rates 

Sample 
Peoria Chicago K. C. Oakland 

Evidence 94% 73~ 70~ 85% 
(18) (41) (40) (52) 

Robbery ir*,'t 

No-Evidence 67% 91% 10~ 80r. 
(6) (46) (42) (15) 

Evidence 78~ 91r. 45(, 94% 
(69) (53) (33) (35) 

Assault/Battery ,'t 

No-Evidence 80r. 84(, 27(, 74(, 
(40) (32) (60) (47) 

Evidence 86(, 73% 65(, 62% 
(69) (48) (43) (45) 

Burglary/Property * 'ir 

No-Evidence 50(, 85% 33(, 92(, 
(8) (52) (15) (26) 

Chi Square Significance: * p < .05 
** p < .Ol 

*Mr p < .001 
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, 
:l 
" i' cases without physical evidence are charged at a higher rate than those 
f 

with evidence. 

One possible explanation for these lower rates of charging in the 

cases with physical evidence, is the nature of laboratory results in 

those cases. The most common evidence category examined in robberies in 

Chicago is blood. Blood, however, only results in a common origin .. 
laboratory result in 14X of personal offenses in Chicago. While there 

may have been sufficient "testimonial" evidence to arrest an individual, 

the absence of definitive laboratory results linking the suspect with 

the crime may have influenced the prosecutor not to prefer formal 

charges. 

In Oakland, fingerprints are the leading evidence category examined 

in burglaries, but they are linked to their original source only 37% of 

the time in property crimes, the lowest of all jurisdictions. In addi-

tion, in Oakland burglaries, latent prints are found to be of diff~rent 

origin from a standard (suspect) 44% of the time, the highest of all 

cities in the study. The low r~tes of common origin and high rates of 

di[~erent origin results may serve to discourage prosecutors from filing 

charges against persons arrested. 

The next table (Table VI-lO) looks at the percentage of arrests 

which actually result in a conviction. As with the charging rates, 

these percentages are computed by finding the ratio of arrests which 

result in a conviction on any charge. (In the final section of this 

chapter, the effects of evidence on plea bargaining and downgrading of 

charges will also be examined.) The major differences are, again, in 
'. 

the crime categories of burglary and robbery in Kansas City. Thirty-

three percent of the robLery arrests result in convictions in 

-153-
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TABLE VI-10 

PERCENT OF ARRESTS LEADING TO CONVICTIONS 
EVIDENCE AND NO-EVIDENCE CASES 

(N of Arres ts) 

Crime Sample 
Peoria 

Evide,nce 72% 
(18) 

Robbery 

No-Evidence 33% 
(6) 

Evidence 48% 
(69) 

Assault/Battery 

No-Evidence 53% 
(40) 

Evidence 587-
(69) 

Burglary/Property 

No-Evidence 38% 
(8) 

Chi Square Significance: 

-154 

Conviction Rates 

Chicago Kan City 

51% 33% 
(41) (40) 

)h'o~ 

61% 0% 
(46) (42) 

36% 12% 
(53) (33) 

31% 7i. 
(32) (60) 

42i. 40% 
(48) (43) 

607- 7i. 
(52) (15) 

,'t p < • OS 
)'rlf P < .01 

)'tlh~ P < .001 

)~ 

---------' ... " 

Kansas City for the evidence cases, but none (01.) of the 42 robbery 

arrests with no evidence result in a conviction. In the burglary and 

property category, 40% of the evidence-based arrests result in a convic-

tion, while only 7% of the no evidence cases. 

This table is also interesting since it shows: there is virtually 

no difference in the rates of conviction in evidence and no evidence 

Oakland cases in the crime of assault across all the jurisdictions; and the 

60% 
(52) differences in conviction rates for robbery and burglary are significant 

only in Kansas City. The absence of controls for other variables, 

33% 
(15) however, may be clouding the results. 

Figure VI-2 and Table VI-11 present the likelihood that a robbery, 

34% I 
(35) ~ 

II 
II 

assault/battery, or burglary/property incident will result in at least 

~ cQnviction. These percentages are calculated for the evidence and 

I 
30i. l (47) 

no evidence samples by finding the ratio of incidents in the initial 

sample (see Table VI-l) which lead to at least one conviction. The 

differences which are detected at the intermediate levels of case proc-

36i. 
(45) 

I 27i. 
(26) 

essing are greatly magnified in this final tabulation. It shows very 

significant differences in the rates of conviotion (using incidents as 

the base) for all three crime categories in Peoria and Oakland, as well 

as in the robbery and burgla~y/property categories in Kansas City. 

In Chicago, the differences are minimal jn the categories of rob-

bery, burglary and assault. This can best be att~ibuted to two factors: 

the characteristics of the cases themselves ~:1 the laboratory results. 

The ~vidence and no evidence samples in Chicago are very similar with 

respect to the percent of time witnesses are present, suspects are in 
.. 

custody or identified and the elapsed time until police arrival is 10 

minutes or under. There are SUbstantial differences in these variables 
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FIGURE VI-2 

PERCENT OF INCIDENTS RESULTING IN AT LEAST ONE CONVICTION 
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TABLE VI-ll 

PERCENT OF INCIDENTS RESULTING IN AT LEAST ONE CONVICTION 

Crime 

Robbery 

Assault/Battery 

Burglary/Property 

(N of Cases) 

Conviction Rates 
(Incidents Leading to a Conviction) 

Sample Peoria Chicago Kan City Oakland 

Evidence 56% 40% 20% 
(16) (35) (56) 

,'ddt 

No-Evidence 3% 39% 0% 
(65) (54) (113) 

Evidence 48% 29% 8% 
(64) (59) (49) 

,'o't 

No-Evidence 24% 20% 5% 
(78) (50) (84) 

Evidence 52% 25% 29% 
(54) (77) (52) 

"/ddt 

No-Evidence 3% 24% 1% 
(102) (89) (147) 

Chi Square Significance: * p < .05 
r(I't p < .01 

)'dt* p < .001 
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in the other jurisdictions, with the evidence cases usually having 

witness~s and suspects present and quicker report/response rates. 

Secondly, the absence of differences in Chicago may also be attributed 

to the smaller percentage of examinations yielding laboratory results 

which associate the defendant with the crime scene or victim. 

In Peoria, on the other hand, convictions are attained in 561. of' 

the robbery incidents in which physi~a1 evidence is collected and exam

ined. Only 37. of robberies without physical evidence result in a con

viction. The differences are comparable in the burglary and property 

in a erime category where 521. of the incidents with evidence result 

conviction compared with 3% of the no evidence incidents. 

Assault/battery cases with physical evidence are twice as likely to 

result in a conviction as those without evidence. 

An examination of the cases in Kansas City and Oakland yields 

similar results. None of the robbery cases in Kansas City without 

physical evidence results in a conviction, and only one of the 147 

burglary/property crimes ends with a conviction. The likelihood of a 

conviction in these same two crime categories when evidence is examined 

is 20(. and 29(, respectively. In Oakland, in addition to significantly 

higher rates of conviction in the crimes of robbery and burglary, the 

rates of conviction in assault cases are significantly greater. 

Plea Bargaining and Charge Reduction 

A discussion of court dispositions would be incomplete without an 

examination of the manner in which these cases are adjudicated (dismiss

als, pleas, trials) and how the final charges for which the defendant is 
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convicted compare with the initial or top charges filed against the 

defendant. Due to the small number of defendants arrested, charged, and 

convicted in each of the four jurisdictions, the robbery, assault and 

burglary defendants have been combined into evidence and no evidence 

categories for each city. 

Figure VI-3 depicts how these evidence and no evidence cases are 

resolved. In Peoria, for example, 267. of the persons initially charged 

in cases with evidence analyzed: are not prosecuted and are dismissed. 

This compares with 30% of the defendants in cases with no evidence. 

Another 40% of the evidence defendants are convicted through guilty 

pleas, while 467. of the no-evidence defendants offer guilty pleas. 

Thirty-four percent of the evidence defendants' cases go to trial, 

compared to 24r. of the no evidence defendants. Eighty-eight percent of 

the defendants in cases with evidence who go to trial are convicted, 

which represents 30r. of all defendants charged, while 12% of the defend-

ants who go to trial, 4% of all defendants charged, are acquitted. The 

fraction of convictions and acquittals for no evidence cas~s is similar. 

Therefore, a total of 70% (40% plus 30i.) of all defendants charged are 

convicted for some offense. The no evidence rate is very comparable, 

but with a slightly higher rate of guilty pleas. None of these differ-

cnces is statistically significant, however. 

In Chicago, a higher percentage of evidence defendants (411.) are 

dismissed than are no evidence defendants (31%). But a higher percent

age, 53%, of the no evidence defendants are convicted through guilty 

pleas than are evidence defendants at 37;'. These differences are not 

significant. Interestingly enough, in Kansas City more than twice the 

percentage of evidence defendants plead guilty than do no evidence 
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defendants (49Y. to 20Y.) and this difference is significant at the .001 

level. But of the eleven defendants who went to trial in cases with no 

physical evidence, all were acquitted. There was only one def~ndant who 

went to trial in a case with physical evidence and he was convicted. 

Almost twice the percentage of defendants with no evidence (61Y.) in 

Oakland have their cases dismissed in comparison to cases with physical 

evidence (33Y.). This difference is significant at the .001 level. A 

higher percentage of the evidence defendants plead guilty (4SY. to 33Y.). 

The evidence defendants' cases are more than three times as likely to go 

to trial than the no evidence defendants. 

The next figure (Figure VI-4) illustrates the percentage of convic-

tions, including pleas and trials, in which the final charges are 

reduced from the initial charge for which the defendant had been ar-

rested. A conviction is classified as being reduced when, as defined in 

the relevant criminal statute, the final charge for which the defendant 

is convicted carries with it a possible penal sanction which is !!!! 

than the potential penalty prescribed in the initial charge. With the 

exception of Chicago, where evidence cases are downgraded at a higher 

rate (p < .01), evidence cases generally have lower rates of charge 

reduction than cases without evidence. In Peoria, 19Y. of the evidence 

convictions are ~educed, compared with 72Y. of the no evidence cases 

(significant p < .001 level); Kansas City 23Y. compared with 100Y. (p < 

.001); and, in Oakland, 21Y. compared to 43Y. (p < .05). The data also 

suggest that this increase in downgrading of charges in the no evidence 

cases is related to the higher proportion of no evidence casos that are 

plea bargained. 
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The fact that cases which are plerJ bargained are also more likely 

to have the charges reduced is a well documented phenomenon. The ques-

tion remains, though, is there reason why the presence of physical 

evidence should be associated with cases taken to trial? 

A recent national study, Prosec~torial Decision Making (Jacoby et , 

al., 1982)~ p~esents results derived from the examination of decision-

making ~atterns i.n fifteen prosecutor's offices. The study identifies 
. 

factors taken into consideration by prosecutors in making various deci-

sions. Th~se decisions include setting priorities for case prosecution, 

disposing of cases by guilty pleas or by trial, and disposing of cases 

at a reduced level. While this study found a great amount of in-

terjurisdictional variation in the disposition of cases by guilty plea, 

it also found that g,~i1ty pleas tend to occur primarily in less serious 

cases and where the ~vidence is marginal. "As the evidentiary strength 

0·£ a case weakens, the case is more I ikely to be disposed of by a plea 

of guilty As the strength of a case increases disposition by 

trial is more likely." (Jacoby, 1982:40) 

Figure VI-3 showed that cases with physical evidence are more 

likely to go to trial than are cases without such evidence. But it is 

also interesting to see if the strength of laboratory results, expressed 

in terms of the ability of the evidence to link an offender with a crime .. 
sc~ne or victim, is associated with cases going to trial or, for that 

matter, the nature of the judicial outcome. Figures VI-5 through VI-8 

display these results. 
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Different Origin Results - In cases in which the laboratory results 

disassociate or, at a minimum, fail to associate the offender with the 

scene or victim, there is a higher rate of dismissals. In Peoria, for 

example, 501. of the charges are dismissed in cases where the laboratory 

results are of different origin compared with 221. of other cases, ~ 

<. 05) • 

Common Origin Results - In Peoria and Oakland a slightly higher 

percentage of cases with common origin laboratory results go to trial 

rather than being diRposed of in some other fashion. In Chicago, about 

19~ of the common origin result cases are disposed of at trial compared 

h . th r f'l'd1'ng None of the differ-with about 26~ of cases aV1ng some 0 e 1. • 

ences noted in any of these three cities is statisr.ically significant, 

however. In Kansas City, only one of the 68 physical evidence cases go 

to trial, so there is no basis for a comparison of adjudication trends 

controlling for laboratory results. 
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Utility of Fingerprint Evidence in Burglaries 

In addition to the evidence and no evidence samples drawn in the 

study cities, a special "fingerprint-onlyll sample has been drawn in 

Peoria, Chicago and Oakland. In buch cases fingerprints are the only 

type of physical evidence examined. 

Fingerprints are the oldest, most well-known and freq~ently used 

catogory of physical evidence. In many respects, too, fingerprint 

evidence is perceived as the most conclusive physical evidence. We 

operate under the assumption that the fingerprints of each individual 

are unique and unchanging through time. Examiners usc the most 
, 
1n-

dubitable language When they report their findings; either the latent 

print is that of the person in quostion (8 conclusive common origin), ox 

it is not (a conclusive different origin). Since fingerprints may play 

such a critical role in the investigation and prosecution of criminal 

cases, especially burglaries, it is important to contrast the outcome of 

cases where fingerprints are collected with incidents where other types 

of physical evidence arc examined and, also, with crimes where no physi

cal evidonce at all is gathered. 

In this section, cases are divided into three categories: 

No-Evidence: Cases h~~ing no laboratory analyzed physical 
eviden~e. 

Fingerprint-O~ly: Cases having fingerprints, but 
no othor physical evidence, 

Evidence: Cases having other forms of laboratory analyzed 
physical evidence. These cases may or ~ay not have 
fingerprints in addition to the other types of evidence. 

Only burglary/property crimes are incll.ded in the following analysis. 

Table VI-12 presents summary statisti~s for the throe lovels of cases in 
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City 

Peoria 

Chicago 

TABLE VI-12 

CASE OUTCOME STATISTICS 
BURGLARY/PROPERTY CRIMES 

CONTROLLING FOR FINGERPRINTS AND OTHER 

N of Clearance Cases With 

EVIDENCE 

Cases With 
Sample Cases Rate An Arrest Charges Filed 

No-Evid 106 9i. 

FP-Only 34 261. 

Evid 62 711. 

No-Evid 93 37t. 

FP-Only 42 141. 

Evid 80 451. 
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81. 

291. 

741. 

38% 

17~. 

431. 

41. 

151. 

69% 

311. 

121. 

33% 

the three cities. One might expect that as one proceeds from no evi-

dence, to fingerprint-only, to evidence cases, there should be higher 

rates of clearances, arrests, charging, and convictions. In general, 

the data support this theory, although not without exception in one of 

the jurisdictions. 

Cases With 
Convict ions There are four dependent variables presented in Table VI-12 that 

31. will be used to measure the results of cases. Each is an incident based 

121. dichotomous variable. While data an arrests, charging and convictions 

47t. has been collected on up to three suspects/offenders for each case, this 

information has been collapsed into an incident based variable. Thus, 

"Cases With an Arrest" indicates the percentage of cases with at least 
231. 

7t. 
one offender arrested for the crime. Likewise, "Cases With Charges 

Filed!! indicates the percentage of cases with charges filed against at 
241. 

least one offender, and "Cases With Ccnvictions" the percentage of cases 

with at least one offender convicted, but not necessarily of the initial 

charge. In general, police and prosecutors have the least success in 

clearing and prosecuting burglaries with no evidence, and the greatest 

success in the burglaries with evidence beyond simple fingerprints. 

Table VI-13 presents a m~~e detailed de~cription of the type of 

cases occurring at each ,~ in the three cities. The first item 

measures whether the crime was reported within ten minutes of its 

discovery (in Peoria and Oakland) or whether police arrived within ten 

minutes of its discovery (in Chicago and Kansas City). It is clear in 

Peoria and Oakland that when there is a delay in the reporting of the 

crime i·t is less likely that evidence will be collected and analyzed. 

If one or more witnesses are mentione~l in the police report, this 

is indicated in the next column of Table VI-13. The suspect identifica-
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TABLE VI-13 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR EVIDENCE, 
NO EVIDENCE AND FINGERPRINT ONLY CASES 

Rept/ Arr Suspect 

Ci ty Sample < 10 Mins Witnesses Identification 
-

8;: ID/Cus t 
No-Evid 28% 20;: 11;: Some Desc 
(N=106) 80% No Desc 

24% ID/Cust 

Peoria FP-Only 39% 29% 12% Some Desc 
(N=34) 64% No Dese 

53% ID/Cust 
Evid 64;: 52% 20% Some Desc 

(N=62) 27i. No Desc 

30i. ID/Cust 
No-Evid 44% 40i. 10i. Some Desc 

(N=93) 60~. No Desc 

14i. ID/Cust 

Chicago FP-Only 25;: 17t. 77. Some Dese 
(N=42) 79% No Desc 

31% ID/Cust 
Evid 35% 377. 16i. Some Desc 

(N=80) 53% No Desc 

18i. ID/Cust 
No-Evid 24i. 33i. 18i. Some Dese 
(N=103) 64% No Dese 

12;: ID/Cust 

Oakland FP-Only 29;: 45;: lSi. Some Dese 
(N=33) 73% No Desc 

56;: ID/Cust 
Evid 50% 49% 15% Some Desc 

(N-43) 291. No Desc 

Minutes to 
Apprehens i on 1'( 

1;: Up to 10 
7% OVer 10 

92% Not Appr 

9;: Up to 10 
217. Over 10 
71i. Not Appr 

27% Up to 10 
47i. OVer 10 
267. Not Appr 

30% Up to 10 
8i. Over 10 

62i. Not Appr 

5% Up to 10 
127. Over 10 
83;: Not Appr 

19i. Up to 10 
24% Over 10 
57% Not Appr 

16% Up to 10 
5i. Over 10 

79% Not Appr 

9~ Up to 10 
9% Over 10 

82% Not Appr 

401. Up to 10 
37% Over 10 
231. Not Appr 

* The follow-up apprehension rates (over 10 mins) discussed on the 
previous page were computed after first removing the incidents 
resulting in immediate apprehensions (up to 10 mins). 
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tion variable can assume three levels: no description of the suspect; 

some description (meaning anything from a general description (race or 

sex or clothing) to actual naming of a suspect), and identified/in 

custody where the suspect was immediately taken into custody or else was 

named and placed. It is interesting to observe that evidence cases have 

high rates of "ID/ln Custody" while most no evidence and fingerprint

only cases begin with neither a suspect in custody or named and placed. 

The time to apprehension of suspects gives some indication of how 

many cases are eventually solved where the suspect is not apprehended 

within ten minutes of the discovery of the crime. In cases that are not 

solved imruediate1y by apprehension of the suspects one might expect 

those with physical evidence to be solved at a higher rate than those 

with no physical evidence. In general this is found to be true. For 

example, no evidence burglaries in Peoria result in an arrest in only 

about 7i. of the cases not solved immediately. For fingerprint-only 

cases the percentage of cases not solved immediately (appre.hensions made 

within 10 minutes) which result in a follow-up arrest is 23%, while the 

follow-up arrest rate for the evidence cases is 64%. The respective 

rates for Chicago are IIi., 131., and 30%, while for Oakland they are 6i., 

10%, and 621.. (See footnote at bottom of Table VI-13 for explanation.) 

In Chicago, an interesting pattern emerges; the cases where only 

fingerprints are collected and examined ar.e, in terms of other in-

vestigative information, inferior when compared with those where either 

other kinds of evidence are examined, or even those where no evidence at 

all is found. The fingerprint-only cases are responded to slower, and 

have fewer witnesses and/or suspects than do the cases with no evidence 

collected. Although the case sample is far too small to make any firm 
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1 t ' "The collection of fin-judgments, one plausible exp ana lon emerges. 

gerprints in burglaries under the circumstances where information about 

suspects and witnesses is lacking can be classified as a true "longshot" 

attempt by investigators to identify a suspect. 

These may also represent cases in which patrol officers and detec

tives call evidence technicians to the scenes of crimes which will 

probably be suspended or closed but where the police officer wants to 

, , ' -II Such "servl'ce" may l'nclude a search for "give the vlctlm some serVlce, 

physical evidence even though the chances for a fingerprint identifica-

tion or match are extremely remote. It is not at all uncommon for 

technicians, in all of the jurisdictions, to be used as "public rela

tions" officers and, in particular, not to disappoint crime victims who 

have grown to expect a search for physical evidence by virtue of watch

ing police television programs where this is standard procedure. 

The Role of Physic2l Evidence in Drug Cases 

Several studies have noted the proliferation of drug evidence into 

forensic laboratories (Benson et al., 1970; Parker and Gurgin, 1972). 

It is not unusual·for more than 50% of all cases handled by a laboratory 

to be controlled substance related. Drug evidence is unique in that 

scientific analysis of the physical evidence (the questionel~ SUbstance) 

is necessary to establish that a crime has been committed. Typically, a 

d 1 t b onvl'cted ~f the crl'me until the suspected user Of ea ~r canno e c v_ 

laboratory has shown the substance he or she possessed is controlled by 

statute. 
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A sample of approximately 50 drug cases has been selected in each 

of the four study cities. An examination of the descriptive statistics 

for those cases (Table VI-14) reveals several interesting 

characteristics. 

Note the high rate of police initiated involvement, alo~g with the 

high percent-age of "street-outside" crime scene locations. In the 

typical scenario for a drug case, police stop a person on the street for 

a traffic violation, perhaps, or in response to a minor disturbance call 

and discover the suspected drug. In over 90% of cases in Peoria and 

Oakland the evidence is found in a search of the suspect or in hiS/her 

vehicle. This figure is about 70% in Chicago and Kansas City. 

Often the scene of a drug offense is a private residence. This may 

result from a police raid with a warrant or on ~n informant's tip, but 

it also occurs when police respond to an unrelated call, such as a 

family disturbance, and discover the drugs while in the premises. 

More than 90,. of the time the suspect is placed in custody imme-

diately or else identified and located (an ~ddress or place of business 

provided) in three of the cities. In Kansas City th.,i.1e is an "ID/ln 

Custody" in 82% of the cases. Arrests are made in 88r. or more of the 

cases in each of the four cities, and charges filed in at least two-

thirds of the cases (89% in Oakland). 

The rates of conviction, however, vary markedly from jurisdiction 

to jurisdiction. An offender is convicted in 46% of the drug incidents 

in Peoria. This represents almost two out of every three cases where 

charges are filed. In Chicago, on the other hand, only 15(, of the cases 

result in a defendant being convicted, which represents only one of 

every five cases where charges are filed. About one-third of the Kansas 
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City cases result in conviction and, in Oakland, one in four cases. 

,l 
i~ TABLE VI-14 
lJ 

DRUG CASES 

Although not a part of our data base, there are a number of possible 

explanations why defendants in such Gases may not be convicted of a drug 

(Descriptive Statistics) charge. Some cases are lost or nolle prossed due to exclusionary rule 

Kansas violationsj in other cases, defendants may be successful in getting 

Variable Response Peoria Chicago City Oakland 
(N-52) (N-53) (N-46) (N-73) charges dismissed in exchange for supplying information to police or 

Who Initiated Police 63% 57% 63% 88% 
37% 43i. 37i. 12i. 

Report Other 

prosecutors about other crimes. Beyond these considerations, many 

courts will divert these defendants to special drug counseling programs 

Location Crime street-Outside 621- 43;' 59% 651-

Committed Residential 21i! 40i. 25% 26% 

Non-Residential 171- 17i. 16% 9% 

Location Evid Suspect 96/. 68% 69% 92% 

Collected Resid Scene 12% 32i. 9i. 4i. 

Other 87- 8% 22% 4% 

Results of Identi Hcadon 86% 79% 94% 85% 

Lab Analysis Neg-Iden.t 12% 131. 4% 12% 

Other 21- 8% 2% 3% 

Description of ID/Cu!itody 92% 98% 82% 95% 

Susp at Search Some Desc 8% 2% 18% 5i. 

Apprehension Up to 10 Mins 54% 92% 78% 80i. 

Time Over 10 Mins 35% 2% 13% 15% 

Not Apprehend 121- 6% 9i. 5i. 

" 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

and, if the defendant successfully completes the program, a conviction 

will not appear on the official court record. 

Some of the variation in conviction rates may be attributed to 

differences in laboratory results. In 79% of the Chicago cases, the 

suspected drug is identified as a controlled substance, while in Kansas 

City there is a positive identificatio" 94% of the time. However, as 

seen in Table VI-1S, eVen when selecting only those cases where the 

substance is identified, there is still wide variation in conviction 

rates. The rate of conviction in Peoria is practically three times the 

Rate 85/. 92% 83% 97% 
Clearance 

rate in Chicago; this difference is largely attributable to charac-

Incidents With an Arrest 88% 94% 91% 951- teristics of the local criminal justice system, plus also the small city 

Incidents With Charges Filed 73% 77% 67% 89% - large city phenomenon where it is common to find more severe sanctions 

Incidents With a Conviction 46% 15% 35% 26% issued for similar crimes in less urbanized areas (Illinois Department 

of Corrections, 1983), 

Homicide~~ ~apes and Arsons 

Although unable to control for the presellce and absence of physical 

evidence in cases of homicide, rape, and arson, the dispositions of such 
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Conviction Rate 

TABLE VI-IS 

CONVICTION RATES FOR DRUG CASES 
WITH LABORATORY IDENTIFICATION 

(N • Persons Charged) 

Peoria 
(N-3I) 

65% 

Chicago 
(N"'31) 

23% 
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Kansas 
City 

(N-3I) 

52Y. 

Oakland 
(N-54) 

31% 

I' 
I 
I, 
I 

I 

I':' I : 
I ' 

cases where evidence is examined in the laboratory is nonetheless in-

teresting. This section addresses the percentage o£ these cases which 

survive various screening levels in the judicial process. It is also 

possible to examine the outcome and downgrading of these cases while 

controlling for laboratory results. 

Rates of Disposition 

The first table (VI-16), describes the percentage of arrests in 

which charges are filed and, of these cases, the fraction that result 

in: charges being dismissed; pleas of guilty; and trial verdicts. The 

percentage of convictions and acquittals are also tabUlated for trial 

verdicts. 

One-third of the homicide cases in Kansas City in which charges are 

filed ar~ dismissed by the prosecutor, judge or through a motion of the 

defense counsel. Oakland has the highest percentage of homicide cases 

resulting in a guilty plea (51%). Peoria has the highest fraction of 

cases that go to trial (78%) and, of these, 90% result in convictions. 

Similar patterns of case processing are also evident in rape/ 

sex-related offenses (see Table VI-17). Approximately 90h of all arr-

ests with physical evidence result in char~es being filed by the prose-

cutor. The dismissal rates of these charges are the greatest in Kansas 

City. More than half (54%) of the cases in which charges are filed 

result in guilty pleas in Oakland. Chicago and Peoria have the greatest 

percentage of cases that go to trial, 58% and 51% respectively, and of 

these, 69~ and 74Y. result in convictions, respectively. Although a 

smaller percentage of the cases go to trial in Oakland (17Y.) , a higher 

percentage (927.) of cases result in convictions. 
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TABLE VI-16 

OUTCOME OF HOMICIDE CASES IN WHICH 
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE IS ANALYZED 

(N • Persons Arrested) 

----,.'-------------------

Disposition 
of Cases 

Charges Filed 

Dismissed 

Other Terminations* 

Guilty Plea 

Trial 

Convicted 
Acquitted 

Peoria 
N • 33 

82Y. 

15% 

OY. 

7Y. 

78? 

90Y. 
lOX 

Jurisdiction 

Chicago Kansas City Oakland 
N ~ 73 N • 47 N • 63 

63Y. 85Y. 81Y. 

20Y. 33~! 14Y. 

7% 9Y. 2Y. 

35'7. 35% 51r: 

46Y. 18i~ 41% 

76? 71i! 89X 
24X 29Y. ll? 

* This category includes those few cases where defendants are . 
prosecuted for other offenses, found incompetent ~o st~nd trIal, 
where the defendani died, or where the defendant 1S stl11 at 
large in the community. 
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Charged 

Dismissed 

GuB ty Plea 

Trial 

Convichd 
Acquitt:ed 

TABLE VI-17 

OUTCOME OF RAPE/SEX-RELATED OFFENSES 
IN WHICH PHYSICAL EVIDENC~ IS ANALYZED 

(N • Persons Arrested) 

Jurisdiction 

Peoria 
N • 39 

Chicago Kansas City Oakland 
N • 66 N • 36 N • 79 

957- 91Y. 867- 89r. 

247- 157- 52Y. 29Y. 

24? 27r: 19% 54? 

51:{ 58r. 29% 17% 

74X 69X 78X 92~ 26% 3U! 22% 8% 
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Only two of the jurisdictions, Chicago and Kansas City, analyzed a 

sufficient number of fire-related cas~s to permit a comparison. Of the 

thirty-eight incidents sampled in Chicago and the forty-three casos 

reviewed in Kansas City, only 18 individuals were arrested in Chicago 

and 10 in Kansas City. The prosecutor filed charges in two-thirds of 

the arrest cases in Chicago and eighty percent of cases in Kansas City. 

Convictions were obtained in about 60~ of the Chicago cases and SOY. of 

the Kansas City cases (see Table VI-18). 

Homicidell: Laboratory Results and Judicial Outcome 

For the purp~ses of this discussion, judicial results have been 

consolidated into two categories, convictions (guilty pleas and trial 

convictions) and nonconvictions (dismissals and acquittals). In hom-

icides, the laboratory results have been separated into cases with 

common origin laboratory results versus all others. In rapes, ~ases 

where semen is identified a~e combined with cases where laboratory 

results showed a common origin. These are contrasted against all other 

cases, principally incidents where semen was suspected to be present but 

Was not detected. 

Table VI-19 displays rates of conviction, controlling for labo-

ratory results. In general, the only jurisdictions where the rates are 

substantiallY different are in Oakland (p < .01) and Kansas City. The 

differences in Kansas City are not statistically significant, however. 
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Disposition 

CharsC!'d 

Dismissed 

Guilty Plea 

Trial 

Convicted 
Acquitted 

TABLE VI-18 

OUTCOME OF ARSON OFFENSES IN WHICH 
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE IS ANALYZED 

(N • Persons arrested) 

Chicago 
N • 18 

o7i! 

42~ 

42Y. 

17~ 

lOOY. 
OY. 
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Jurisdiction 

Kansas City 
N • 10 

80Y. 

SOY. 

25~ 

25~ 

Oi
lOOY. 
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Laboratory 

Results 

No Common 
Origin 

TABLE VI-19 

RATES OF CONVICTION FOR PERSONS ARRESTED 
FOR MURDER, CONTROLLING FOR LABORATORY RESULTS 

(N • Persons Arrested) 

Peoria 
(N .. 33) 

63~ 
(8) 

Jurisdiction 

Chicago 
(N • 74) 

40Y. 
(48) 

Kansas City 
(N "" 47) 

17(, 
(6) 

Common Origin 52~ 
(2.5) 

50~ 
(26) 

44~ 
(41) 

Chi Square Significance 
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Oakland 
(N .. 63) 

48% 
(29) 

82Y. 
(34) 

r 
I 
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Rapes: Laboratory Results and Judical Outcome 

In rapes, the laboratory identification of se~~n or a result of 

common origin appear to be important in gaining convictions, as can be 

seen in Table VI-20. The rates of conviction are higher in all juris-

dictions where there is semen and/or a common origin laboratory result. 

But the only cities where the results are significant are Chicago and 

Oakland (p < .05). 

Controlling for victim/suspect relationship would appear to be 

crucial in rape convictions because of the impact of finding seminal 

fluid or other associative evidence. That is, in cases where the victim 

was previously associated with the assailant, the suspect commonly does 

not deny sexual involvement with the victim and states that she was a 

willing participant. Here evidence showing sexual contact between the 

defendant and victim may prove to be irrelevant. 

The finding of semen in stranger to stranger rapes has a gre~ter 

e~fect on conviction rates than it does in cases where the victim knew 

the defendant in Peoria and Chicago. In Chicago, where the victim and 

suspect are strangers, the odds of conviction increase tWelve-fold when 

semen is found, compared with cases where semen 1s not found. In Kansas 

City and Oakland, the differences are not significant. 

Summary 

This examination of cases with and without physical evidence has 

revealed sUbstantial differences in rates of arrest and clearance, 

charging, conviction, plea bargaining and charge reduction in robbery, 
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TABLE VI-20 

RATES OF CONVICTION FOR PERSONS ARRESTED FOR 
RAPE, CONTROLLING FOR LABORATORY RESULTS 

Laboratory 

Results 

Nega ti Ve 1. D. / 
No Common Origin 

Semen 1. D. t edt 
Common Origin 

(N .. Persons Arrested) 

Jurisdiction 

Peoria 
(N .. 39) 

4Sr. 
(20) 

68r. 
(19) 

Chicago 
(N .. 66) 

66r. 
(53) 

Kansas City 
(N - 37) 

22r. 
(9) 

39r. 
(28) 

Chi Square Significance * p < .05 
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Oakland 
(N • 79) 

44r. 
(36) 

67r. 
(43) 

--_._-----

assault/battery, and burglary/property offenses. In the categories of 

robbery and burglary/property crimes, in particular, cases with physical 

evidence are disposed of with greater success than cases without physi-

cal evidence. At the police clearance level, the evidence and no evi-

dence cases are examined while controlling for the fOllowing variables: , 

identification of a suspect at th~ outset of an investigation; 

availability of witness information; and time elapsed between the 

discovery of the crime and its report to (arrival of) the police. In 

general, even in cases where such other traditionally significant in-

formation is absent, the cases with physic~l evidence are cleared at 

significantly higher rates in three of the four cities. 

At the court level, cases with physical evidence result in convic-

tion significantly more often than in cases without this evidence. 

Cases with evidence tend to go to trial at a higher rate than cases that 

do not. In two of the cities, cases with physical evidence result in 

guilty pleas at a higher rate than those without, but the reverse is 

true in the other two jurisdictions. 

In three of the four jurisdictions, cases without physical evidence 

result in substantially more charge reduction than do cases with physi-

cal evidence. When the results of laboratory testing are incorporated 

into the analysis, a trend emerges in cases where results fail to as-

sociate offenders with victims or scenes; these cases are more likely 

to be dismissed than are cases with other types of laboratory results. 

In two of the cities, CQ~es inVOlving common origin results are more 

likely to be adjudicated at trial than through a guilty plea. 

The pres~nce or absence of physical evidence cannot be controlled 

in homicides, rapes and arsons. However, the various dispositions of 
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such cases where physical evidence was examined have been compared 

controlling for laboratory results. Rates of conviction in homicide 

cases with common origin laboratory results are substantially higher in 

two jurisdictions, Kansas City and Oakland, but are statistically sig-

nificant in only one, Oakland. In rape cases, the identification of 

semen proved to be significantly associated with conviction in two 

jurisdictions: Chicago and Oakland. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ESTIMATING THE EFFECTS OF PH'iSICAL EVIDENCE ON CLEARANCE 
AND CONVICTION USING LOG-LINEAR ANALYSIS ,', 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter we investigated the marsinal effects of 

physical evidence on clearance and conviction while controlling for the 

effects of such factors as knowledge of a suspect, elapsed time from 

discovery of the crime to police report or response, witnesses, type of 

offense, and jurisdiction. Typically, an analysis was accomplished by 

calculating clearance and ~onviction rates for the evidence and no 

evidence cases with the control variables at specified levels. For 

example, see Table VJ-2 in the previous chapter. A question arises as 

to whother the lack of control in Table VI-2 for suspect and witness 

variables causes the results to be misleading. 

* We wish to acknowledge the assistance of Dr. Dennis Gilliland, 
Professor of StatIstics and Probability at Michigan State 
University, for his assistance with the log-linear analysis 
and the writing of this chapter. 
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In this chapter the results of a more sophisticated (log-linear) 

analysis of the data are reported using Everyman's Contingency Table 

Analysis (ECTA)* to quantify and model the simultaneous joint effects of 

several independent variables or factors on selected dependent or re-

sponse variables. Each of the three models presented includes physical 

evidence as one of the independent variables and clearance or conviction 
.~ 

as a dependent variable. The advantage of this approach is that in-

teractions and differential effects of evidence on the response variable 

that might otherwise go undetected can be estimated. Also it allows for 

the fitting of various models to the data for the purpose of testing 

various theories on the effect of evidence. 

Because of the relatively small sample sizes for the number of 

independent variables examined, the data analysis and model fitting 

,'( Everyman's Contingency Table Analysis (ECTA) is a computer 
program developed to carry out the log-linear analysis developed 
by Goodman and Fay (1973). 
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is largely de'scriptive in nature. (Statistical results which depend on 

large sample sizes, such as the estimates of standard deviations of 

lambda effects, are discounted.) However, these results are illuminat-

ing and provide interesting sample descriptions of the effect of evi-

dence on clearance and convictions along with the interaction of evi-

dence with other factors. Terms such as "impact" and "effect" may be 

used in this chapter in discussing what is more properly called 

"association". 

The remainder of this chapter is divided into two sections, the 

first addressing the effect of evidence on clearance and the second th~ 

effect of evidence on conviction. All variables employed in the 

analyses are defined (see Tables VII-1 and VII-4) in this chapter. Tha 

tables which display the raw fr~quencies used in the analysis are in-

eluded in Appendix D. 

The Effects of Physical Evidence on Clearance 

The first model discussed employs CLEARANCE as the response Or depend

ent variable. The independent variables included in the analysis are: 

a) EVIDENCE - The presence or absence or scientifically 
examined physical evidence is controlled in accord
ance with the sampling procedures discu5~ed in 
Chapter VI. 

b) ~ - This variable fundamentally measures the 
speed with which offenses are reported tol 
responded to by the police: eith~r 10 minutes 
or less, or greater than 10 minutes. 

c) ~ITNESS-SUSPECT - Originally WITNESS and SUSPECT 
were to have been treated as two separate variables, 
basically corresponding to the presence or absence 
of witnesses and suspects at the preliminary 
investigation level. How~'lIer, insufficient data 
are available for the combination where witnesses 
are absent yet suspects are in custody or named 
and placed. For this reason a single, thr;;:r;vel 
composite variable has been created. 
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d) OFFENSE - All cases are classified by offense type: 

robbery, assault or burglary. The ~obbery class
ification includes both armed and unarmed robberies; 
the assault categories is principallY composed 
of aggravated assaults and aggravated batteries; 
and the burglary classification contains primarily 
burglaries and a small percentage of miscellaneous 
property crimes. In Chapter VI, the simple 
bi-variate analyses demonstrated that it is 
necessary to control for offense type in estimating 
the effects of evidence. 

e) JURISDICTION - The analyses in the previous chapter 
also showed that major differences in clearance 
and conviction rates are present in the various 
jurisdictions, so controlling for jurisdiction 
of case origin is necessary. 

The reader is referred to Table VII-1 for a summary of the 

variables, their corresponding notations and number of levels. 

The data employed in the analysis consist of 1,650 cases, each of 

which is cross-classified for all the variables described in Table VlI-l 

(see notations in column 4 of the table): 

(Variables) C E TWO J 

(Levels) (2)(2)(2) (3) (3) (4) .. 2BB cells 

The number in parentheses beneath each variable refers to the 

number of levels of that particular variable. The product of these 

levels (2B8) represents all the possible combinations by which a given 

case could be classified. 

Tables D-1 and D-2 in the Appendix give all the raw frequencies for 

these 288 cells. C (CLEARANCE) is tho response variable, and those 

tables provide the empirical odds for clearance for those cases where 

the variables are at specified levels. See Table D-2 in the Appendix 
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TABLE VII-l 

VARIABLES FOR LOG-LINEAR ANALYSIS 
USING CLEARANCE AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

VARIABLE 
NUMBER VARIABLE TYPE NOTATION 

NUMBER 
OF LEVELS 

1 

2 

3 

4 

s 

6 

* 

Clearance Response C 2 

Evidence Factor E 2 

Time Factor T 2 

Witness-Suspect Factor W 

Offense Factor o 3 

Juri sdiction Factor J 4 

LEVELS 

1- Cleared 
2- Not Cleared 

lea No Evidence 
2" Evidence 

1- Response 10+ 
minutes 

2- Response 10-
minutes 

1- No Witness 
& No Suspect 

2'" Wi tness & 
No Suspect 

3"1 Witness & 
Suspect 

1- RObbery 
2- Ass&l.llt 
3- Burghry 

1- Peoria 
2- Chicago 
3- Kansas City 
4- Oakland 

~~i~inall~t:itnes. and Suspect were to have been treated as 
c ors ~~ each at two levels. No data are available in 

the.No W~tness-Suspect combination th . 

separate 

vbr~ab1e has been cr.~ted. so e s~ngle composite 
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where the empirical odds for clearance in Peoria (J-1) assault (0-2) 

cases are 12/2 (12 cleared, 2 not cleared) wh~re there is at least one 

witness but no suspects (W-2) , the case has physical evidence (E-2) and 

the elapsed reporting time to the police is 10 minutes or less (T-2). 

Appendix 0 contains fUrther aggregations of these clearance odds across 

offense categories and across jUrisdictions (see Appendix, Tables 0-4 
and 0-5). 

First of nIl, the log-linear analysis tests the independence or C 

(CLEARANCE) and E (EVIDENCE) and finds that they are not independent, 

while controlling for the other variables. This analysis also deter-

mines that considerable variation in odds for clearance is explained by 

EVIDENCE, in addition to variations explained by the other factors 

(TIME, WITNESS, OFFENSE and JURISDICTION). The next objective is to 

find a simple model that fits tho data well so that the relationship 

between CLEARANCE and EVIDENCE can be quantified. 

A rough quantification of the effects of the different variables on 

CLEARANCE is made possible by a preliminary additive model. Table VII-2 

presents the estimated increase in odds for clearance attributable to 

each Variable individually, while controlling for the effects of all the 

other variables. The WITNESS variable clearly has the greatest effect 

on clearance. MOVing from Level I, where there are neither suspects nor 

witnesses identified at the preliminary investigation, to Level 3, where 

there are ~ witnesses and suspects, demonstrates the increase in the 

odds for clearance by a factor of almost 28. The EVIDENCE variable is 

associated with a three fold increase in odds for cl~arance by mOVing 

from the no-evidence level to the evidence level ~ 'this increase in odds 

is comparable to the increase which results when the WITNESS variable 
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Variable 

WITNESS 

EVIDENCE 

O!"FENSE 

TIME 

TABLE VII-2 

ADDITIVE EFFECTS OF VARIABLES 
E TWO on CLEARANCE 

Improvement in Clearance 
Odds By Moving From 
Level X to Level Y 

Level X Level Y 

I 3'" 

2 3 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 3 

2 3 

1 2 

Increase 
Odds 

27.90 

7.73 

3.61 

3.12 

1.77 

1.02 

.58 

1.63 

* See Table VII-l for a description of variables and levels. 
In this case the witness variable has moved from LeVel 1 (no 
witness/no suspect) to Level 3 (both witness and suspect). 
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moves from Level 1 to Level 2 going from a situation with no suspect 

and no witness to one with no suspect, but with at least one witness. 

More rigorous testing reveals that describing the effects of EVI-

DENCE on CLEARANCE depends upon tho levels of tho other factors - WIT

NESS, OFFENSE and JURISDICTION. That is, the effect of EVIDENCE on 

CLEARANCE cannot be explained adequately unless the levels of WITNESS, 

OFFENSE and JURISDICTION (Table VII-I) aro included.* The simplest 

model that fit the ciata well is: 

(M1) ETWOJ/CEWO/CEWJ/CT 

(See Appendix D for a full discussion of how this model was 

derived) • 

This interactive model reveals an "increase in odds" for CLEARANCE when 

physic~l evidence is available over when it is not. The incre~se in 

odds is evident for each of the 3x3x4 • 36 combinations of levels of the 

factors WITNESS, OFFENSE and JURISDICTION. See Table VII-3. 

* It was found that the variable TIME has a direct effect on odds 
for clearance and does not interact with the other factors 
in its effect on clearance. Cases where the response time is 10 
minut~s or less have 1.5 times greater odds for 
clearance than offenses where the response time exceeds 10 
minutes. 
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TABLE VII-3 

Estimated Effect of Evidence on Odds for Clearance 
for Model (M!) 

Witness-Suspect 
Variable 

No Witness; No Suspect 

Witness; No Suspect 

Witness; Suspect 

--
Offense 

Robbery 

Assault 

Burglary 

Robbery 

Assault 

Burglary 

Robbery 

Assault 

Burglary 

Peoria 

5.13 

.99 

7.86 

17.36 

5.95 

19.04 

1.26 

6.77 

3.40 
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Jurisdicti.on 

Qhl.£.m 

.92 

.18 

1.41 

.96 

.33 

1.05 

1.22 

6.57 

3.29 

Ran 
City pakland 

3.67 5.45 

2.41 1.06 

2.38 8.34 

2.45 17.71 

.84 6.07 

2.68 19.43 

.39 1.59 

2.12 8.56 

1.06 4.29 
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I: The value 5.13 (first column, first row) may be interpreted as the 

estimated increase in odds for clearance for having physical evidence 

over having no physical evidence when there are no witnesses and no 

suspects for robberies in Peoria. In other words, robbery offenses in 

Peoria with physical evidence, but where no witnesses or suspects are in 

custody or named and placed, are five times as likely to be cleared as 

similar robbery offenses without physical evidence. The .99 value in 

column one, row two shows that assault cases with no immediate suspects 

or witnesses have virtually the same odds for clearance where evidence 

is present as where it is absent. 

Peoria and Oakland show very similar results. Evidence has its 

greatest association with clearance in these jurisdictions followed by 

Kansas City and, then, Chicago" Where there are no suspects in custody 

or named and placed at the preliminary investigation, physical evidence 

h4S its greatest association with clearance for burglary, and, to a 

lesser degree, for robbery. Little effect is evident on assault. With a 

suspect present, e~idence has its greatest association with clearance 

for the crime of assault. On an offense by offense basis, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

Robbery - In ali jurisdictions, except for Chicago, physical evi-

dence has its greatest effect when there are no witnesses and there are 

no suspects. The victim of a robbery is considered to be a witness if 

he/she provides information to the police about the offender, e.g., n 

description of the suspect or the crime. There are ver~ few cases with 

no witnesses and t~o suspects in the sample. Therefore, we focus on the 

second level where a witness is identified, yet there is no suspect. Yn 
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this configuration, Peoria and Oakland have 
odds for clearance more 

than seventeen times higher h ' 
--~~~~~~~~~-~~ were eVldence is present. The odds more 

than double in Kansas City. I C' 
n hlcago, the presence of the physical 

evidence has no significant ff 
e ect on the oddS for clearance. 

Assault - In three jurisdictions, Kansas Cl'ty b ' 
elng the exception, 

evidence appears to have the greatest l'mpact 
when there are both witnes-

ses and suspects identified or in custody at the outset of the in-

vestigation. 
The odds for clearing an assault in Chicago, Where there 

are no witnesses and suspects, are much less when evidence is gathered 

than When it is not. 
This suggests that the types of evidence 

collected in routinely 

these assaults, firearms and bloodstains, are not helpful 

in locating suspects or closing such ha·rd t 
o solve cases. We see, 

though, that the only jurisdiction where 
evidence seems to make a dif-

ference in these problematic cases is in Kansas 
City, the jurisdiction 

with the highest incidence of f' 

category (see Table III-3). 
lrearms evidence examined in this offense 

Burglar~ - Evidence has its greatest impact when a witness is 

located, but no suspects are immediately identified or placed. 
The 

exception to this is Chicago, where 
the increase in odds for clearance 

is greatest when both witnesses and 
suspects are present. In Peoria and 

Kansas City, however, there is an eightfold increase in odds for 

clearance even When there are nel'ther ' 
Wltnesses nor suspects at the 

preliminary investigation. 
These, of course, represent cases which are 

the most difficult to clear. 
Without physical 'd th eVl ence, ese cases 

would probably be sUspended or terminated. 
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Table VII-3 is rich in other information concerning effects of 

factors and factor combinations on odds for clearance. 

The Effects,of Physical Evidence on Conviction 

In this section two separate log-linear analyses are reported. For 

each analysis, the data base is composed of the 664 incidents where 

arrests are made. 

Table VII-4 defines the variables used in the analysis. DISPOSI-

TrON (D) has two levels: arrest and no conviction (0-1) and arrest and 

conviction (0-2). The results of laboratory testing of the evidence are 

introduced in this model, since we can be certain the results have been 

reported prior to the final disposition of the case. The EVIDENCE 

variable, therefore, has three levels: no evidence (E-l): evidence where 

the laboratory result does not fall in the common origin category (E-2); 

and evidence where the laboratory result does fall in a common origin 

category (E-3). The hypothesis presented is that a common origin labo-

ratory result which links an offender with a victim or location should 

have a stronger association with conviction than one which does not. 

WhIle the previous section looked only at the evidence/no evidence 

dichotomy and its relationship to clearance, this three-tiered variable 

provides a more precise measure of forensic evidence by incorporating 

the results of laboratory testing. 

In addition to the EVIDENCE variable, five other independent 

variables were included in the analysis. These variables were selected 

based upon a review of recent court research, while keeping in mind the 

limitations of the information available in our data base as well as 

overall sample size. A new RELATION variable was added which controls 
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VARIABI.E 
NUMBER 

o 

E 

R 

T 

W 

o 

J 

TABLE VII-4 

VARIABLES ~OR LOG-LINEAR ANALYSES 
USING CONVICTION AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

VARIABLE TYPE 

Disposition Response 

Evidence Factor 

Relation Factor 

Time Factor 

Witness Factor 

Offense Factor 

Jurisdiction Factor 

NUMBER 
NOTATION OF LEVELS 

o 2 

E 3 

R 2 

T 2 

2 

o 3 

J 4 

LEVELS 

1 .. No Conviction 
2- Conviction 

1- No Evidence 
2- Evidence and 

No C.O. 
3" Evidence and 

C. O. l~ 

la Suspect: Family/ 
Friend 

2- Suspect: stranger 

1- Arrest 10+ min. 
2- Arrest 10- min. 

1- No Witness 
2- Wi tness 

1- Robbery 
2- Assault 
3- Burglary 

1- Peoria 
2- Chicago 
3" Kansas City 
4- Oakland 

Lab analysis of evidence resulted in a statement of common origin 
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for the prior relationship between the suspect and the victim and is 

dichotomized: R=1, where the suspect and the victim have a prior 

t th • d R=2 where either they relationship and are kll()wn 0 one ano er, an , 

are strangers or their relationship is unknown. A number of studies in 

the courts area have shown the victim-defendant relationship to be 

t ' case outcome (Vera, 1977 and Forst, 1977). important in forecas Lng 

A new TIME variable is included, measuring time 'elapsed from report 

of the crime to when the arres is rna e. t ' d Research conducted by INSLAW 

1982) has shown thi.s to be an important variable in (Forst et al., 

, t· 'e the shorter time explaining the convictability of a glVen arres , 1 •. , 

lapse between the crime and arrest, the greater the likelihood the 

arrest will result in a conV1C 10n. ~ , t' The TIME "arL'able has two levels: 

1-1, where the arrest is made more than 10 minutes after the crime 

occurred; and r-2, where the arrest is made in 10 minutes or less. 

A WITNESS variable was initially considered for inclusion in the 

't was to be con-model, in which the presence or absence of Wi nesses 

trolled. d t b dropped from t he analysis since only This variable ha 0 e 

42 of the 664 arrest cases in the sample had ~ witnesses. The OFFENSE 

and JURISDICTION variables are the same as those used in the previous 

CLEARANCE model. 

Since the sample size is not nearly large enough to support a 

log-linear analysis of all the variables simultaneously, two separate 

d one, examining the effects of evidence on analyses have been performe : 

conviction while controlling for offense, jurisdiction and victim-

" th ffects of evidence suspect relationship; and the other, examlnlng e e 

l ' f offense, J'urisdiction and time to on conviction while control lng or 

arrest. Given our primary interest in the EVIDENCE variable and because 
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oUr prior model demonstrated the importance of controlling for OFFENSE 

and JURISDICTION, these three variables are maintained in both the 

subsequent models, with RELATION and TIME used alternately in the fourth 

variable position. See the raw empirical odds for conviction in Appen-

dix Table D-8. The raw data are then aggregated to produce contingency 

tables (D-9 and D-10) , for the D E R 0 J and D E r 0 J analyses. 

The preliminary add~ model provides a rough approximation of 

the effects of different variables on CONVICTION. Table VII-5 presents 

the estimated increase in odds for each variable, by moving fr.om one 

level to another. Crimes inVOlving strangers are twice as likely to 

lead to a conviction as are those inVolving friends, family or acquain-

tances. Arrests made within ten minutes of the offense have 1.6 greater 

odds for conviction than those m~de after ten minutes have elapsed. An 

arrest with evidence resulting in a common origin finding has 1.66 

greater odds for leading to a conviction than arrests with no evidence 

collected. 

As in the prior models, a test of conditional independence of the 

EVIDENCE and the response variable -- CONVICTION -- finds them not to 

be independent of one another. The analysis also demonstrates a great 

improvement in the fit of the data when two-at-a-tirue interactions among 

the independent variables are included: the relationship between EVI-

DENCE and CONVICTION cannot be explained well without taking into ac-

count how EVIDENCE interacts with RELATIONSHIP, TIME and OFFENSE in its 

effect on CONVICTION • 

Two fairly simple models show: 

(M2) EROJ /DEO/DEJ/OOJ 

Q 
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(M3) ETOJ/DEO/DEJ/DTJ/DOJ 

(See Appendix D for a full discussion of how these models were 

derived). 

(E) EVIDENCE is found to interact with both (0) OFFENSE and (J) JURIS-
Variable 

DICTION in its effect on (D) CONVICTION. Using this model !,t is pos-

sible to calr.ulate the estimated improvement in odds for conviction, 

contrasting evidence at its three levels. 
Relationship 

The next three tables display the differences in odds for convic-

tion, contrasting the three levels of the evidence factor. Tables VII-6 
Time 

and VII-7 ShO~1 that the effects of evidence on odds for conviction are 

greatest in Kansas City, regardless of the laboratory result. In 
Evidence 

Chicago, the odds for conviction are actually poorer in situations where 

the laboratory processes physical evidence - but is unable to determine 

the origin of the evidence in question - than in cases without avidence 

(Table VII-6). The same is true in Peoria concerning assault and bur-
Offens~ 

glary, but to a lesser extent than in Chicago. 

Moving to Table VII-7, which contrasts the odds for conviction in 

cases having common origin laboratory results with cases where no physi-

cal evidence was collected, we see a general improvement in odds for 

conviction. This is most pronounced in the offense categories of rob-

bery and burglary in Peoria, Oakland and Chicago. Assault, though, is a 

different matter: a common origin laboratory result has little effect 

on the odds for conviction. 

Table VII-8 summarizes the improvement in odds for conviction for 

cases with physical evidence, moving from a noncommon origin laboratory 
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TABLE VII-5 

Additive Effects of Variables 
E R T 0 on Conviction 

Improvement in Conviction 
Odds By Moving From 
Level X to Level Y 

Level X Level Y 

1 2 

1 2 

1 3 

2 3 

1 2 

2 1 

2 3 

3 1 
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Increase in 
Odds 

2.00 

1.60 

1.66 

1.42 

1.17 

1.33 

1.25 

1.07 
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Robbery 

Assault 

Burglary 

Robbery 

Assault 

Burglary 

---- ------------~ ------- -----

TABLE vn-6 

MODEL (M2) 
Estimated Effect on OddS.f?r Conviction of 

Evidence with No Common Orlgln Over No Evidence 

Peoria fhicag o Kansas Cit~ Oakland 

1.43 .94 9.56 2.34 

.72 .47 4.80 1.17 

.84 .55 5.60 1.37 

TABLE VII-7 

HODEL (H2) 
E t' ted Effect on Odds for Conviction of 
Evid~~~e with Common Origin Over No Evidence 

Peoria Chicago Kansas Ci.t~ Oakland 

2.38 1.37 5.36 3.36 

.86 .49 1.93 1.21 

2.36 1.36 5.32 3.34 

TABLE VII-8 

HODEL (H2) 
Estl'mated Effect on Odds f •. or Conv~ction of 

~ th No Common Origin 
Evidence with Common Origin Over Ev~~ence Wl 

Peoria Chicago Kansas City Oakland 

1.67 1.45 .56 1.44 
Robbery 

1.20 1.04 .40 1.03 
Assault 

2.83 2.46 .95 2.43 
Burglary 
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result to one where the origin of the evidence is determined. With the 

exception of Kansas city, the odds for conviction are clearly bettor in 

burglary cases, marginally better in robbery cases but no different in 

assaults. 

An unexpected result has been found in Kansas City in the crime 

cate~ories of robbery and assault. The odds for conviction ate only 

half as great where the laboratory makes a common origin determination, 

as compared with cases where the laboratory fails to make such an as-

-1 

1\ :, 

sociation. Although it is impossible to say for sure why these differ-

oncos in odds for conviction run counter to conventional wisdom and the 
I) 

1\ 
\1, 

II 

\\ 
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trends found in the other cities, there are some possible explanations. 

First, we recall in Chapter VIthat Kansas City has the highest rates of 

plea bargaining of all the jurisdictions. Only 1% of the cases with 

physical evidence where charges are filed go to trial. This compares 

with 30Y. of the Peoria cases, 19% of the Chicago cases and 16% of the 

Oakland cases. It is possible that cases adjudicated outside of the 

! I 
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t ! 1 
II 

1\ t 
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courtroom are not as sensitive to laboratory results as those ad-

judicated at trial. 

Second, in the cases that are plea bargained in Kansas City we do 

see greater downgrading of charges in the cases where laboratory results 

are of the noncommon origin variety. The difference in rates of dow~ 
\. 

\ 
ngrading are not statistically significant, however. The downgrading of 

I. 

\: 

\ 

charges could not bo controlled for in the log-linear analysis. 

The third item to remember is that physical evidence has the great-

est overall effect on judicial outcome in Kansas City, regardless of 
i 
I 

\ 

laboratory results (See Tables VII-6 and VII-7). It is possible that 

the noncommon origin laboratory findings produced in the Kansas City 

\ 
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laboratory arc just !! helpful to prosecutors in bargaining with 

defendants as are those showing positive linkages. Whatever the 

explanationl it is certain this phenomenon merits fUrther study. This 

would require a detailed review of court cases in which decision makers 

are queried as to how various types of laboratory results affect their 

decisions. 

The final model (M3) using the time to arrest variable (T) shows, 

initially, that evidence and conviction are not conditionally independ-

ent and that evidence interacts with both offense and jurisdiction 

separately in its effO,ct on conviction. Evidence does ~ intoract with 

the time variable, however, in its effect on conviction. The following 

three tables (VII-9, 10, 11) display the improvement in odds for convic-

tion for the three contrasting levels of evidence. The trends which are 

seen in these tables are very similar to those found in the preceding 

three tables where instead of controlling for time to arrest we con-

trolled for victim - suspect rolationship. 
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RObbery 

Asssul t 

Burglary 

Robbery 

Assault 

Burglary 

TABLE Vrr"'9 

MODEL (M3) 
Estimated Effect on Odds for Conviction of 

Evidence with No Common Origin Over No Evidence 

Peoria Chicago Kansas Cit~ Oakland --
1.21 .83 8.62 2.02 
.65 .45 4.61 1.08 
.85 .59 6.09 1.43 

TABLE VI!-10 

MODEL (M3) 
Estimated Effect on Odds for Conviction of 

Evidence With Common Origin OVer No Evidence 

Peoria 

2.62 

.88 

2.66 

Chicago Kansas Citl! 

1.30 

.44 

1.33 

TABLE VII-II 

MODEL (M3) 

5.01 

1.69 

5.09 

Oakland 

3.24 

1.09 

3.29 

Estimated Effect on Odds for Conviction of 
Evidence With Common Origin Over Evidence with No Common Origin 

Peoria Chicago Kansas Citl! Oakland 

Robbery 2.17 1.56 .58 1.60 
Assault 1.38 .99 .37 1. 01 
Burglary 3.12 2.25 .84 2.30 
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Summary 

The 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

analuses demonstrated that: It of the log-llnear ~ resU s 

, tion rates are ~ • 1 Clearance and conV1C h 'ndependent varlab es 
explained by models w eree~t presence of witn~sses, 
(e.g. knowledge of a,sus p , )' and physical evidence 
victim-suspect re~a710nshlp n the odds for suc
act in simple addltlve ways 0 

cessiul case outcome. 

. 'al evidence on clearance 
The effect of pnYSlcd upon the type of 

, tion depen s ~ 
and conV1C " d' ction involve ... offense and the Jurls 1 

, evidence also interac~s 
Moreover, physlcal ts in terms of lts 
with witnesses and suspec 
effect on clearance. 

, al evidence is associated 
The presence of Ph~SlCease in odds for clearance 
with the greatest l~cr followed by Kansas 
, Oakland and Peorla, 
ln Ch'caao City and, then, 1 o· 

and burglary, physical 
For the offen~es of ro~~~r~ffect on inc:easin~ the 
~vidence has lts great suspects are nelther ln 
odds for clearance when d t the preliminary 
custody or named and place a 
investigation stage. , 

, al evidence is assocl~te~ 
The presence of phYS1C • odds for convlctlon 
with the greatest incr~a~; ~~klandJ Peoria and 
in Kansas City followe 
Chicago. 

, h results in a common 
Physical evidence W~lC, enerally has a greater, 
origin labor7to:y flnd~~gn~ficant, effect on odds 
but not statlstlcally g which do not. 
for conviction than cases 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS, POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Conclusions And Recommendations 

The findings, observations and analyses of data presented in the 

preceding seven chapters lead to several conclusions and recommertdations 

for police agencies, crime laboratories and related criminal ju~tice 

agencies. The recommendations which follow are organiZed into six basic 

sections: 

o Patrol operations; 

o Crime scene/evidence gathering; 

o Criminal investigations; 

o Crime laboratory; 

o Prosecution; 

o Police administration. 

Patrol 

Patrol officers play very important roles in the effective use of 

physical evidence. Standard poli~e texts emphasize 

crime scene preservati1U responsibilities, but generally neglect to 

consider other important decisions patrol officers make with respect to 

physical evidence. Patrol officers should have the ability to 

recognize potential evidence in and around the crime Scene and victim. 
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This capability may be developed through ba.ic recruit level and 

in-service training courses. While such training is usually offered 

through a department's training academy, the crime laboratory must take 

an active. role in the preparation and delivery of course instruction. 

Training material quicklY becomes out of data and the laboratory is in 

the best position to describe its current capabilities and programs. 

For example, a neW technique in fingerprint development and enhancement 

from surfaces which could never before be processed with conventional 

fingerprint powder n •• ds to be communicated quickly to all departmental 

personnei. The thrust of the training programs should not be on how to 

collect or process evidence (with the possibie exception of fingerprints 

which is discussed later) but, rather on how to recognize potential 

evidence and prevent it from becoming contaminated. 

Mo.t important of all, the patrol officer should knoW when to 

request the service. of an evidence te~nician. The patrol officer ~st 
take into account his or her own assessment of the crime scene enviro

n
-

ment while implementing official d"partment guidelines specifying the 

types of situations in which technicians are to be summoned. Few depart.-

ments have explicit policies or guidelines in this area; most are too 

ambiguoUS (example: "a technician should be called whenever physical 

evidence is present" or in "all serious crimes"). usually these 

guidelines are unrealistic when compared with resources available in the 

department. The net result is that patrol officers are forced to use 

their own discretion in calling for assistance, except in the most 

obvious situations, as io a homicide investigation or other very •• rious 

crimes. 
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Every p l' o lce agency should develop guidelines which reflect 

available technical resources and wh' h lC also take several other f t ac ors 

into considerat' lon. Generally, an evidence technician should be 

requested: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

When physical 'd the patrol O£f~Vl ence is recognized by 
lcer; 

When it is clear the 
confrontation with th~f~?n~?r has had a physical 
contact with the crime s~~n~m or has had appreciable env i. ronmen t; 

When the cond't' su 1 lon of 
ggests evidence h 

to the offender' as 
I 

the scene or viet' 
been l'k 1m 1 ely transferred 

When witnesses can ' ~; :~e mo~ements an~r~~~t:i~~tailed descriptions 
e cr1me scene; or e~ of the offender 

When suspects 
placed at the 

are apprehended prel' , ,or are named a d 
1m1nary 1nvestigat' n 10n. 

If any of th e above conditions 
ideally be are satisfied, a techn' , summoned. T .c.an should 

he police agency may , 
ing system t w.sh to introduce a 

o give higher prlorlt- welght-
J to certain types 

others _ e g of offenses over 
.• , a rape versus a petty theft. W 

a communitu t' hile the serious cr1'mes 
, prac .cally always in receive a follow-up investigation, it 

the offense has little or should b e remembered that the gravity of 

nothing to do w'th 1 the availability of potential physical evidunce. 

Because there will always nlon as t be differences of OP1' , o what consti-

tutes a "serious" case er't ' in callinl> f t {:. or echnical , ' 1 er1a employed 

ass1stance should b b eased principally on the potential evidence , not 

the value of property stolen or th e extNlt of injuries to the v' t' 1C 1m. 

Another ' lmportant consideration for 1cer 15 the the patrol off' , 

likelihood that the case will receive a f \' 04J0NUp invest' t' 19a lon. While 

this decision may not be made by the detective division for several 
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is taken, the patrol officer 
preliminary report 

hours or days after the 
d b investigators. If it is 

t the criteria use y 
should have access 0 , t' n 

folloW-UP investtga 10 , 
call ing for 

\ of its fingerprint 
to make Icol d searches 

scenes, or when the patrol 
officer recognizes the 

recovered from crime e 
committed by the sam 

. a ser.ies of offenses 
cr1'me apparently is one tn . f 1 prove very use u 

th Physical evidence may 
In such cases, e individual. ultimately to the identity of the 

such offenses together and 
in linking 

offender. 
ff ' ~ should remain at the 

called, a patrol 0 lce. 
If a technician is 

If the case merits a , . n arrives. 
the evidence technl cla 

scene until officer remaining at the 
it also merits a patrol 

search for evidence, background informa-
'd th technician with the necessary 

to Provl e e , 'th scene h ld remaln Wt 
the patrol officer s ou 'ble 

the case If pass 1 , tion on • 
the crime scene. 

the 

ent, 

throughout the search of 
technician t b pres-

O
f evidence thought 0 e 

, the only items If fingerprlnts are 

one may question the necessity of 
calling for the services of a 

search for fingerprints 
should be able to 

technician. Patrol officers 1 tent fin-
f or and lifting a , d in searching 

if they are properly tralne 

Care must be exercised, and a 
gerprints • 

situation avoided, where 

strictly for its so-called 
this assignment 

patrol officers are given " if the case is 

"public relations" value. 
ev :dence technlclans, 

As with .. 
b 'l'ty to make cold the a 1.1 t t lacks 

t~vestiaated and the depar men 
not to be _u c> 

h then the location 
fingerprint searc es, 

·1 probably prove futile. 
scene wit 
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A final note on the public r~lations issue shoUld be made. It is 

important for the crime scene search function to be elevated to a higher 

professional level within the context of criminal investigations. 

Evidence technicians should not be used as public relations officers. 

There is no question, however, that physical evidence can help to foster 

a favorable public image, particularly when it aids in solving a crime 

or securing a conviction. But, too often, technicians are dispatched 

principally because victims have come to expect it. More and more, 

however, police departments have had to curtail various types of ~erv-

ices to the public for lack of resources, including the investigation of 

minor property offens~s and crimes where prospects for solution are 

remote. The citizenry will understand and accept such service lim-

itations if properly informed. These same citizens also have the 

ability of understanding the technical resource limitations of any 

agency which may limit the search for physical evidence at every crime 

scene. 

Crime Scene Search Operations 

The crime scene units of a police department constitute the very 

heart o£ a comprehensive evidence utilization program. Equal attention 

shoUld be paid to these staff - their recruitment, training, and super-

vision - as to the scientists in the laboratory or the investigators in 

the detective division. The discovery and judicious selection of physi-

cal evidence from the scenes of crimes is a major challenge and can 

spell the difference between an adequate program, where only the most 

obvious evidence is collected and examined in the laboratory, and a 
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. on both conventional and 
truly sUperior program which capitalizes 

in the investigation of crimes. 
unconventional forms of evidence 

, a d'epartment must be well-trained and 
The evidence technicians in 

t h' h they are submitting 
aware of the capabilities ~f the laboratory 0 w lC 

evidence. 
h rses are essential. Continuous training and ref res er cou 

The 

d personal contact with laboratory 
technicians must also have frequent an 

remain completely up-to-date on the latest labo
examin~rs in order to 

ratory procedures and capabilities. 
is important for th~ crime scene 

For these and other reasons, it 

t o be placed within the same programs 
organizational unit as the crime 

laboratory. 
" supervisory and motivational Many resource, training, 

problems arise when the technicians 
are located in distant units, such 

is oftentimes a lack of interest in 
as the patrol division, where there 

gathe ring activities and continuous pressure to 
technicians' evidence 

The work of technicians needs to be 
use them for other purposes. 

k I d ble in the use 
supervisors who are both noW e gea 

closely monitored by 

of physical evidence and the 

. must also be in a 

operations of the crime laboratory. 

position to provide feedback to the 

These 

tech-
sl.lperV1Sors 

h d d the results of , the quality of evidence gat ere an nicians concerning 

'on the evidence they have collected. 
scientific testing 

The need to supply feedback to techn;cians merits further comment. 

to learn of the results of the evidence 
It is common for technicians not 

they collect except in the 
most unusual cases, principally those where 

This is one of the surest ways to 
they are called to testify in court. 

d t te crime scene investiga-
lower the morale of these officers an I 0 promo 

and which result in the indiscriminate 
tions which are perfunctory 

collection of physical materials. 
Technicians should receive some 
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feedback on every case where they collect evidence. This not only 

permits the techn,ician to evaluate his/h~r own performance, but also 

serves as a useful device for supervisors to monitQr the performance of 

technicians. 

The investigative aspects of the technician's responsibilities 

should be emphasized and miscellaneous technical and evidence courier 

assignments minimized. Very often evidence technicians are assigned 

such technical duties as photographing lineups, traffic accidents and 

corpses; operating breathalyzers; and transporting evidence from 

hospitals and morgues to the laboratory. In many police departments it 

is not uncommon for technicians to spend as much time performing these 

miscellaneous duties as they actually spend in the field investigating 

crime scenes. Many of these so-called technical functions could be 

performed by other quasi-professional staff or even evidence clerks. 

Maintaining the chain of physical evidence is unquestionably important, 

but the crime scene responsibilities of evidence technicians are far too 

important for them to spend the majority of their time performing these 

miscellaneous functions. 

In contrast to the above activities, it is the inv~stigative role 

of the crime scene technician which should be developed. Evidence 

technicians are the logical members of the department to serve in a 

liaison capacity between street detectives and laboratory scientists. 

They should have comparable status with detectives and scientists in the 

departmental hierarchy. When the crime scene investigator is not in the 

field he should be evaluating evidence. A very productive activity 

found in the Peoria site and other smaller departments is where crime 

scene investigators assume responsibility for searching fingerprint 
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files of known offenders to compare with prints collected from crime 

scenes. In larger departments, technicians can play an important role 

in developing geographical or repeat offender fingerprint files, against 

which latent prints can be checked. Technicians may also h l' t b f,L P 1n eS.a -

lishing ~hysical evidence M.O. files, organizing and cataloguing the 

physical evidence offenders leave behind at the scenes of crimes. This 

work, of course, would be co¢rdinated with the crime laboratory and the 

fingerprint identification units of the department. Giving technicians 

the opportunity to follow through with this evidence into the exam

ination stage a.nd allowing them to gain the satisfaction of making a 

"match" or "identifi.cation" of evidence improves morale and perform?t1c~ 

in the field. 

Investigations 

Detectives in the various agencies studied in this project 

generally support the use of physical evidence, and recognize its impor

tance in clearing cases and gaining convictions. Discussions with 

technicians, howevet, revealed a different side to this relationship. 

Many technicians are skeptical of the commitment of detectives to physi

cal evidence usage. On those occasions where rhysica1 evidence is 

instrumental in solving a case, technicians report that detectives are 

either indifferent or display overt jealousy of this evidence, the 

technicians who collected it and the laboratory scientists who examined 

it. For example, a homicide investigation in one of the cities was 

stymied until a latent fingerprint recovered from the scene of the crime 

was found to match a former offender in the department's fingerprint 
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file. The suspect was arrested, charged and convicted. The crime scene 

unit received considerable department-wide praise. still, the 

detectives involved in the case, who had devoted hundreds of hours in 

searching for a suspect but to no avail, were resentful of the work of 

the crime scene unit. The official department file on the case did not 

even reflect that it was the latent print which was responsible for 

identifying the offender. 

Other sci~ntists have related what they believe to be a gap in 

training and philosophy between detectives and scientists. Detectives 

gather information principally from people, through interviews, in

terrogations and the skillful manipulation of facts and information. 

Reliance on physical evidence is a totally different way of approaching 

cases; here faith is placed in lifeless physical objects and scientific 

tests which are immune to persuasion and which oftentimes result in 

inconclusive findings. The answers to the scientific tests are out of 

the detectives' control and in the hands of scientists who stress their 

impartiality and place as much value on evidence that exonerates 

suspects as on evidence that links offenders to their crimes. 

As detective units move toward greater use of rational, statis

tically based decision criteria to select cases for follow-up investiga

tions (Eck, 1979), they may become more receptive to the inclusion of 

physical evidence as a reliable means for making case decisions. For 

example, latent fingerprints have been shown to be one of the key sol

vability factors in forecasting case outcome. On the same issue, the 

detective's decision to investigate a case must be closely coordinated 

with the evidence technician's function. The availability of potential 

information at a scene, and evidence technicians who are able to recog-
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nize and develop it, may prove to be factors in a detective's decision 

to initiate, continue or re-open an investigation. 

There is wide variation among the cities in the frequency with 

which suspects are searched for physical evidence. Whereas the crime 

scene is basically the evidence technician's domain, suspects are lar-

gely the province of detectives. If a suspect is to be searched for 

physical evidence, it is primarily up to the detective to arrange for 

the search. There were many cases reviewed in the study where potential 

evidence was found at the crime scene or on the victim, but corre-

sponding standards were never collected from suspects. This is a crit-

ical link in the total evidence process which cannot be overlooked. 

The major recommendation to be made with respect to investigators 

concerns their request that evidence collect~d from the field is exam-

ined in the laboratory. Much of the time evidence lays dormant in a 

property room until a detective requestb an examination. The most 

timely and productive scientific examinations are conducted when in-

vestigators are in close contact with laboratory examiners. An effec-

tive practice is when the scientific examiner and investigator c?llab-

orate and make a mutual decision as to the order in which cases should 

be examined and the types of information which shOUld be sought. These 

contacts need to be coordinated through detective and laboratory super-

visors since each individual detective may wish that his particular case 

receive top priority. Supervisors should make at least weekly contacts 

with the heads of laboratory sections to review recent evidence submis· 

sions and update examiners on the status of ongoing investigations. 
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Crime Laboratory 

The major recommendations to be made' • 1n thlS section concern the 

responsibility of crime laboratories to.' t ' es abl1sh policies defining 

the types of physical evidence to be collected from the field and the 

and to establish situations in which this evidence is to be examined; 

better management reporting systems to evaluate on a continuing basis 

results and the effects of scientific evidence on case laboratory 

outcome. 

First, the crime labo t t b ' ra ory mus e act1Ve in informing patrol 

officers, evidence technicians and investigators about the analyses they 

can perform on various forms of evidence. S' 'I lm1 arly, they must acknowl-

edge resource limitations so that false expectations are not planted 

the minds of investigators. Th 1 b t ' e a ora orles must work closely with the 

patrol and technician units in developing guidelines to be used by these 

units in deciding which incidents should be searched for physical evi

dence and in determining h' h t w lC ypes of evidence yield the most defini-

tive results. 

Second, laboratories must see to it that they provide feedback on 

all examinations they perform to submitting technicians. Copies of 

laboratory reports should be routed to the submitting technician as well 

as the case d$tective. As noted earlier, this would be greatly 

facilitated if the laboratory and crime scene unit were in the same 

organizational division of the department. 

Third, the laboratory, in conjunction with the detective division, 

should develop and diss~minate criteria as to the conditions under which 

they will examine submitted evidence. These criteria should be clearly 
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I stated and communicated to all personnel in the department. If evidence 

will not be examined in a robbery, for example, unless a suspect is in 

custody, then all investigato~s should be made aware of this require-

ment. Although different sections of the laboratory may have different 

priority systems, they should all be coordinated with and sanctioned by 

the head of the laboratory. 

Fourth, the examination of evidence should be coordinated with the 

detective in charge of the particular investigation. Laboratories must 

strive to examine evidence in cases which are ~ently under investiga-

tion. While scientific analyses completed weeks or months after the 

investigation is closed may be useful from a prosecutor's perspective, 

they are of little use to an investigator. As will be discussed in the 

final section of this chapter, the police agency must insure that the 

laboratory receives the necessary resources to examine evidence on a 

timely basis; in other words, as the case in being invesLigated. 

Fifth, crime laboratory administrators must strive to balance the 

demands of processing the volume of cases flowing into their operations 

with the need to examine individual cases in sufficient depth to extract 

the maximum information from the evidence. Crime laboratories must 

attempt to avoid an.assemb1y line approach to evidence evaluations where 

analyzing many cases takes precedence over analyzing ~ cases well. 

This project illustrated clearly that the value of evidence depends upon 

the depth of analyses conducted and the detail of results derived. 

Laboratories must guard against examining cases superficially, which is 

likely to result if incoming case volume is high and there is pressure 

to turn around laboratory results as quickly as possible. 
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Sixth, laboratories must recognize the need to put into practice an 

adequate management reporting system to permit an ongoing evaluation of 

the effectiVeness of its examinations in clearing cases and prosecuting 

offenders. For every case examined, the laboratory should maintain the 

following information: 

o Offense category 

o Types of physical evidence and standards collected 

o Types of physical evidence and standards examined 

o Laboratory results 

o Related investigative variables 

- Suspect identification 
- Witness presence 

o Police clearance outcome 

o Charges filed against defendants 

o Judicial outcome 

- Dismissal 
- Gull ty plea 
- Trial verdict 

o Sentence imposed 

Maintenance of such information on all cases is a major task and re-

quires coordination with other police and prosecutor functions. The 

current study shows that it is not only important to maintain outcome 

measures (clearance, convictions) but also to record related investiga-

tive information on suspects and witnesses in order to sort out the 

contribution of physical evidence from other factors Which are as-

sociated with clearance. 

These reporting systems can assist laboratories in focusing their 

efforts on those case investigations where laboratory results are likely 
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to make the greatest difference. For example, in the pr~sent study it 

appears that physical evidence has minimal impact on thq investigation 

and prosecution of aggravated assaults and batteries. These cases 

would, accordingly, receive a lower priority, particularly in relation 

to robberies and burglaries where the effect of the physical evidence is 

much greater. The homicide category presents an interesting question 

for in two of the cities there is no significant association between 

common origin laboratory results and arrests leading to conviction. 

Although certainly a sensitive area and one that merits further study, 

laboratories should question the level of effort put forth on any crime 

category if some social, economic or judicial benefit cannot be 

measured. 

La£tly, laboratories must develop innovative means for managing 

their drug caseloads. Several laboratories have been successful in 

reducing their drug caseload volume by deferring examinations of some 

samples, marijuana for example, until it is clear the defendant will 

contest the charge of possession. Continuing liaison with the police 

narcotics investigation unit and the prosecutor1s office is essential if 

such a deferred analysis plan is to be implemented successfully. 

Although not the subject of in-depth study in this project, the 

potential contributions of crime laboratories is very much a function of 

the qualifications of scientific staff, instruments and related scien-

tific resources in those facilities. The reader is referred to Appendix 

A fo:r a summary of the law enforcemant and sciQntifc resources available 

in each of the study sites. Ratios of police, investigative, evidence 

technician and laboratory pel~sonnel have been computed as have the 

ratios of laboratory budgets to total police budgets in the different 
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jurisdictions. These data dro helpful in placing the study findings and 

recommendations into the proper framework. 

The nature of this project does not permit us to make specific 

recommendations concerning such questions as: the costs and benefits 

one type of laboratory configuration over another; th~ optimal number 

and qualifications of scientific examiners needed in various sized 

communitiesi or the types of scientific equipment and instrumentation 

needed in an up-to-date forensic laboratory. These considerations are 

simply beyond the scope of this particular study and the types of data 

which were collected. These questions are meritorious, however, and 

should be addressed in followup studies. 

Prosecution 

of 

While the major focus of this project has been on police investiga

tions, the data show that the presence of physical evidence makes a 

significant contribution to the conViction of persons arrested. Prose

cutors may play a very important role in seeing that det.ctives present 

cases to them which contain essential evidence. This study further 

underscores the desirability of having physieal evidence collected and 

examined in cases boing prepared for prosecution. Robberies and bur-

glaries have significantly higher rates of convietion where physical 

evidence is examined compared with cases where it is not. 

As more and more prosecutors develop automated management informa

tion systems, they should be mindful of the importance of including 

scientific evidence in their classifieation of case variables. The 

lnslaw study, What Happens After Arrest? (Forst, 1977), illustrates 
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very well the potential value of tracking the presence or absence or 

various types of information in individual prosecutions. The Cook 

County, Illinois State's Attorney's Office has incorporated several 

items on physical evidence into its new ~omputerized management informa-

tion system. Maintenance of this information on an ongoing basis will 

greatly ease the process of tracking down the dispositions of cases 

where physical evidence is present. 

Prosecutors' offices should t3ke steps to improve communications 

with their respective forensic installations. The high turnover of 

personnel in such units makes the task of keeping legal staff trained in 

scientific procedures all the more difficult. While nothing can take 

the place of having each trial attorney well-versed in forensic 

capabilities, in large offices this is impractical. 

In large offices it is recommended that one staff position be 

designated as a forensic science resource person. This person, pref-

erably an attorn~y with sei~ntiflc training, would review all incoming 

cases for potential physical evidence and handle communications con-

cerning this evidence with the crime laboratory. This liaison person 

would serve as the conduit for questions directed toward the crime 

laboratory about the meaning of various tests and analyses and screen 

requests for additional or more sophisticated examinations. 

This individual would also coordinate pre-trial conferences between 

attorn~ys and scientists to insure that attorneys are absolutely clear 

as to the meaning and significance of examinations. He/she should 

arrange for periodic visits by staff attorne~'s to the laboratory and for 

the training of new prosecutors in the capabilities and limitations of 
i 
',I 

physical evidence. This individual would also be in charge of debrief"" 
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dl'sposition of cases, and relaying informaing attornays following the 

h Perceived value of test results and t ' back to laboratories about t e lon . 

expert testimony. Creation of such a position could make tremendous 

communications gap that usually exists between strides in reducing the 

attorneys and scientists. This position would also help minimize the 

Which fail to survive the judicial screening attrition of arrest cases 

, ff" ent evidence. process because of lnsu lCl 

ld a portion of the burden for Laboratories must, also, shou er 

I 'th prose~utorial personnel. A failing to communicate adequate y Wl 

laboratory directors (Peterson, 1983) determined recent survey of crime 

t prior to trial in about 57% of that examiners confer with prosecu ors 

the cases where they examine evidence. While many prosecutor's offices 

f 'science liaisons are not sufficiently large to support the orenS1C 

above, in those that &re, the failure to confer position discussed 

eliminated by introducing such a plan. before trial could ull but be 

Police Administration 

l' y is primarily re-The top level administration of a po lce agenc 

. . t' g implementing and evaluating sponsible for developing, dlssemlna In , 

departmental policy. It is in the collection, examination and utiliza

enlightened and clearly defined policies tion of physical evidence where 

are needed, but are commonly absent. A number of recommended policies 

previous sections of this chapter, but it is have been offered in the 

'b'!'ty of the chief executive officers of the police departthe responSl l l 

d e being followed. ment to insure these policies are in place an ar 
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This leads to a secon 
'b'l'ty of the police departd maJ'or respons1 1 1 

investigation , to insure that crime scene 
ment administration which 1S 

units and crime laboratories 
t accomplish the have adequate resources 0 

obJ'ectives defined in these policy statements. In our opinion, two of 

the jurisdictions in this 
are without adstudy, Chicago and Oakland, 

to respond to the equate resources 
scientific investigation needs of 

their agencies. The 
respective jurisdiccrime laboratories in these 

tions 

cies: 

different approaches hav'3 t .... ,en two 

attempts to keep pace with Chicago 

t o these deficienin response 

the influ~ of evidence, exam-

in a cursory fashion; 'ble albeit sometimes as many cuses as POSS1 , 
ining the laboratory, with 
Oakland severely restricts the flow of cases int9 

, Even so, we see that thorou&h examinat10n. each case receiving a more th 

t 's able to analyze only a the Oakland labora ory 1 
small fraction of e 

, s that reach the examiner's bench. evidence collected 1n case 

h shown that physical This project as 

tial difference 

evidence can make a substan

the laboratory receives the but only if in case outcome, 

and standards and has proper evidence 

, eV1'dence completely. to examine thlS 

the time, expertise and resources 

An assembly line approach to 

, h only the most rapid . or one in Wh1C evidence evaluat10n, 
and/or obvious 

to laboraiory results that d not lead tests are made, oes 
make a meas· 

urabl e difference in case outcome. administrators must be Department 

sensitive to these 
t ' e organizations 'th' their respec 1V resource needs W1 1n 

t existing deficiflncies. and take steps to correc 
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Future Research 

It is hoped that this report stimulates practitioners and res ear-

chers to engage in additional studies. in the forensic science-criminal 

investigations area. The types of data ga~hered , 
this study, the 1n I 

.. , I statistical analyses performed, and the measures of outcome used should 
provide a number of alternative research theories and strategies for 

this future work. Three major recommendations are outlined belo~ to 

guide this work. 

One of the principal problems encountered in this study, that has 

been f.aced by several other researchers exploring the relationship 

between the laboratory and criminal inVestigations, is the cumbersome 

records management systems in crime laborat~ries, police departments and 

court systems. Crime laboratories should take the initiative and intro-

duce management reporting systems in their operations. The essential 

data elements in such a system were discussed previously. Only with 

adequate reporting systems can laboratories begin to collect, cost-

effectively, the types of data which are needed to define the contrib-

ution of various types of evidence and analytical procedures in the 

investigation of different types of crime. 

Laboratories must also take advantage of case information systems 

which are under development in related police investigation units and 

criminal justice agencies. Laboratory directors should insure that 

physical evidence is included in investigative data systems used in 

deciding to screen out cases, eompare M.O. IS of suspects, or link of-

fenders with vehicles, weapons or other tools of a crime. The prosecu-

tion management information systems, also, provide another good Oppor-
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tunity for inclusion of physical evidence variables which can 

subsequently simplify the task of determining the dispositions of cases 

where evidence is analyzed. 

Secondly, departments and laboratories are encouraged to consider 

the initiation of quasi-experimental studies of evidence utilization. 

This would involve making improvements or modifications in the way 

physical evidence is processed in a particular criminal offense (rape 

for example). Before and after measurements (clearances, arrests, 

prosecutions) would be made in an effort to determine the effects of 

these modifications. Similarly, the laboratory1might focus .dded crime 

scene or laboratory resources in one geographical section of the city to 

determine if these added resources affgct the outcomes of these cases 

when compared with c~ses from other areas of the city where servicen 

were maintained at an existing level. 

A third more rigorous, politically sensitive, but nevertheless 

scientifically superior design would be an experimental approach. The 

key element of this approach is random assignment of cases into expe

rimental and control groups. The experimental c~ses would be processed 

in a more intensive fashion, for example, while the control sample would 

r~ceive routine sc~entific processing. Because such a design calls for 

an increase in services to particular crimes, with the existing level of 

services maintain~d for all others, there should be no serious political 

or ethical problems encountered. Such a design would permit. researchers 

to isolate the effects of scientific investigation in a far more con-

trolled and statistically rigorous fashion than either the quasi-

experimenta! approach, or the retrospective, archival method of data 

collection used in this study. 
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